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The Perfect Playlist
It’s no secret that we love a good 
synthesizer here at FM. Sure, we’re 
also partial to a decent drum 
machine or a quality sampler too, 
and we can easily get hot under the 
collar about a well-spec’d DAW, but 
it’s mostly all about the synths. 
From gritty analogue monosynths to 
complex digital ambience machines 
– we’re a bunch of self-certified 

synth nerds. And what do nerds do with things they love? 
They make lists about them of course! 

There is, however, much more to our bumper-sized cover 
feature than just arbitrary list making. In fact, the crux of 
this issue is all about the tutorials. We’re using our 
favourite hardware and software synths as a jumping-off 
point to explore all sorts of synthesis and sound design 
techniques – from classic analogue sound-shaping to 
creative effects processing and beyond. Alongside each 
synth in our list you’ll find a tutorial, and each tutorial 
comes complete with a video in which we go even deeper 
into our sound-shaping subject matter. To get the most out 
of this issue, be sure to grab all the videos, audio and 
synth-tastic samples from: http://vault.futuremusic.co.uk.

We hope you enjoy reading the issue as much we’ve 
enjoyed putting it together. Oh, and be sure to hit us up on 
Facebook and Twitter to let us know how completely 
brilliant/misguided/criminally insane you think our top 
synth list is…

Si Truss, Editor
simon.truss@futurenet.com  

EXPERT CONTRIBUTORS THIS MONTH…

Bruce Aisher 
musician, producer

Another of our top 

synth contributors for 

this issue, Bruce has 

been flexing the sonic

muscles of both 

modern analogue 

beasts – in the shape of the Minilogue,

MicroBrute and more – and the 

immense digital power of Omnisphere.

Joe Rossitter 
musician, producer

One of the contributors 

to our massive cover 

feature, D ‘n’ B 

producer and computer 

music expert Joe knows 

his stuff when it comes 

to powerful plug-ins and cutting-edge 

synth techniques. See him delve into 

Diva, Reaktor, Serum and more.

Dan ‘JD73’ Goldman 
musician, producer

If there’s anything that 

our resident man on 

’boards doesn’t know 

about synthesizers, it’s 

probably not worth 

knowing. Watch him 

delve into the sound engines of Moogs, 

Prophets and more with this issue’s 

bumper crop of tutorial videos.
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Axel Willner aka The Field has built a 
career on looping without ever 
repeating himself. We catch up with 
him in his synth-stuffed apartment in 
Berlin and talk sampling, modular and 
new album, The Follower
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T
his time of year normally 

sees the music technology 

industry descend on 

Frankfurt to absorb the glut 

of post-NAMM product releases that 

usually emerge from the annual 

Musikmesse trade show. In the 

hi-tech world, however, 2016 has 

seen something of a shake-up to the 

status quo with the introduction of 

Superbooth – a new convention 

focusing on all things synth, taking 

place in Berlin just two weeks ahead 

of Messe.

The brainchild of Andreas 

Schneider, founder of 

SchneidersBuero, Superbooth 

actually began life some years ago as 

part of Musikmesse, designed as a 

space within the trade show 

specifically aimed at hosting synth 

brands. Now relocated to central 

Berlin, the expanded event combines 

a trade element with public 

workshops, gear demos and an 

evening program of synth-centric 

performance. This inaugural event 

took place in Funkhaus – the former 

home of the GDR’s state radio prior to 

the fall of the Wall – a semi-

abandoned complex of Bauhaus 

concert halls and impressively 

equipped recording studios set 

amidst an industrial neighbourhood 

of Berlin on the banks of the Spree. 

The rough-around-the-edges 

setting gave the whole event an 

atmosphere that felt somewhere 

between a conference and a ’90s rave 

– for all of the serious business being 

conducted, there was an absinthe bar 

on hand, and many of the usual trade 

show meetings seemed to end up 

conducted sat at picnic tables over 

jerk chicken and bottles of Red 

Stripe. It was an atmosphere that 

perfectly matched the general tone of 

the event – serious synth business 

approached in a playful and 

adventurous manner.

On the whole, modular gear 

dominated the event. Everywhere you 

turned there were stands laden with 

monster Eurorack set-ups, barely 

visible from beneath a jungle of patch 

leads. Many of the usual big names 

had a strong presence, and Moog’s 

beanbag and Eurorack ‘island’ 

provided a highlight once again, as it 

did when last seen at NAMM. While 

it was good to see them, as well as 

the likes of Roland, Yamaha, NI and 

Ableton all backing the event with a 

significant presence, the best thing 

about Superbooth was the platform it 

provided for small outfits, from 

boutique synth brands to smaller 

software developers and niche 

Eurorack companies.

Of course, there was plenty of new 

gear on show too. From early 

prototypes to full demos of 

instruments we first heard about at 

NAMM, there was plenty for the FM 

team to get their teeth into. For all 

the excitement in Berlin, however, 

Musikmesse proved itself to be far 

from dead when it took place two 

weekends later. The volume of gear 

announcements coming out of 

Frankfurt might have been lower than 

previous years, but there was still a 

decent handful of exciting and 

unexpected unveilings across the 

course of the show. Read on as we 

bring you our gear highlights from 

both events over the next few pages…

In The Booth
The synth world flock to Berlin for a brand new show 
dedicated to all things analogue, boutique and 
modular. So does Superbooth16 live up to its name?



Sugar Bytes preview Factory
Amongst the modular throng of Superbooth, German developer Sugar Bytes were 
debuting their forthcoming soft synth, Factory – a polysynth plug-in built around 
a dual oscillator engine (plus a sub oscillator). Each oscillator offers a range of 
waveshapes, including the standard analogue classics along with an assortment 
of wavetables each with different shaping and tweaking options. Its main USP, 
however, lies in its flexible modulation matrix, which offers eight source and eight 
destination slots, each of which can be assigned to any of an extensive list of 
available parameters. Coloured dots denote currently assigned routings with their 
size and hue representing the modulation depth.

The matrix also features an extensive variety of randomisation and parameter 
morphing tools, which are intended to inspire creative patch designing and allow 
users to blend parameters. There’s also a global A/B morphing tool for blending 
between synth sounds.

Everything is housed in a single, multi-tab UI window, making Factory appear 
to be a very accessible and tweakable synth, while also being very powerful. 
Factory should arrive in the next few months. We’ve no word on price just yet.

Superbooth saw modular brand Erica 

Synths unveil their new range of tiny 3HP 

Eurorack modules.

Named Pico, the range features 15 

units, including a VCO, envelope 

generator, filter, sequencer and 

sample-based drum module. The Latvian 

firm have developed the new range in the 

space of just a few months, with their 

chief aim to make each as small and 

affordable as possible. Each diminutive 

module should retail at around 100 euros, 

with a complete system on the horizon too, 

which should go for around 1,000 euros.

Meanwhile, also making its public debut 

at Superbooth was the new Black Hole 

DSP module, a ‘mind-blowing’ multi-effect 

unit offering a range of 16 unique digital 

effects. The module was designed in 

collaboration with Kodek and Spin Cad 

software creator Gary Worsham and is set 

to retail for 230 euros.

Erica Synths keep things 
compact with Pico

Bastl unveil 
three new 
modules
Bastl brought three new modules to 

Superbooth, named Dynamo, Tromsø 

and Hendrikson.

Dynamo is billed as a dynamics 

analyser and fake thru-zero modulator 

that combines an envelope follower 

and a comparator. Tromsø, 

meanwhile, brings together three 

modules: VCO, Comparator and 

Sample & Hold. Finally, Hendrikson is 

a guitar/instrument amplifier and an 

interface for external effects 

processors such as stomp boxes.

As is the Czech brand’s way, all 

three were being demoed on possibly 

the most unique and adventurous 

booth of the show, which saw a 

completely automated Eurorack 

system pluck, tune and thump notes 

out of a beaten up electric guitar. All 

the new modules will be shipping in 

June priced at 109 euros each.  

Find out more on the Bastl 

Instruments website.
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u-he launch ‘research-ware’
Berlin developer u-he have launched the Alpha version of a new monosynth 
plug-in for free.

As we saw at Superbooth, the RePro-1 is an emulation of the Sequential 
Circuits Pro-One. It features five different filter types, of which you can vote for 
your favourite. It’s hoped that what the German firm are calling ‘research-ware’ 
will facilitate better implementation of the filter in the final version of the synth.

The decision to open up the Alpha to public testing was born out of a desire to 
keep CPU usage to a minimum. Filtering takes up a lot of CPU power, and so it 
was decided to let the community decide which one they prefer. The five filter 
options on offer range from the simple and not very CPU intensive, to the 
complex and very CPU intensive.

While this version doesn’t have an expiration date, it also doesn’t include some 
of the features that will make it to the final version: the envelope, LFO and hugely
deep modulation matrix will be added later. The plug-in can be downloaded now 
from the RePro-1 KVR page, where you’ll also be able cast your vote. Find it here:
http://bit.l /1Nil5S7

Version six of Reaktor launched at the 

tail end of last year, bringing with it 

Blocks – a new, user-friendly interface 

for the DSP environment inspired by 

the Eurorack format. Now, with the 

arrival of a forthcoming update, NI 

are taking things further by adding a 

set of new tools that allow the Blocks 

system to communicate with its real 

world counterpart. These include a 

CV-to-MIDI converter that works with 

DC-coupled audio interfaces in order 

to connect your Blocks creations  

with any CV-equipped hardware. 

There’s also a new Reaktor tool for 

accurately calibrating your Eurorack 

oscillators, which sends and monitors 

a CV message/note response in  

order to allow super-tight melodic 

accuracy. Plus, there’s a new 

Maschine Sequencer – which allows 

the Maschine controller to act as a 

simple, classic step sequencer  

in Reaktor – plus several new  

drum modules. 

We don’t know exactly when the 

new tools are set to arrive, but all the 

content will be free to current users.

Native Instruments 

build on Blocks

Dave’s  
new delay
While the most surprising bit 
of recent news from the Dave 
Smith camp remains his 
collaboration with Pioneer DJ 
(see over the page), DSi also 
had a little announcement of 
their own on display at 
Superbooth. The forthcoming 
DMS 03 Feedback Module is 
the latest DSi component to 
get the Eurorack treatment, 
this time taking the excellent 
‘tunable’ delay found on the 
Pro-2 and Prophet-12. It also 
features a resonant four-pole 
filter and a noise circuit with 
its own two-stage envelope. 
The delay is just in the 
prototype stage at the 
moment, with no word on 
price or release yet, but we’d 
expect an official 
announcement in the next 
couple of months.
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W
hen Fancy Footwork dropped, it represented 

the new wave of the Chromeo crusade.  

They’d had success with their debut, She’s 

In Control, yes, but now Patrick Gemayel 

and David Macklovitch had really begun to 

hit their stride in the studio. The magic on 

the wax comes from the effortless blend of the old and new. Over 

the course of its 11 tracks they resurrect the slept on grooves of 

’80s Minneapolis Space Funk, and seamlessly fuse them with the 

harder electronic beats people like Justice and the DFA roster were 

carving out at that time. The results were unlike anything else on the 

record shelves.

“We felt like we were the only people drawing influence from 

that era and bringing it up to date,” says Macklovitch. “We were 

really into people like The Time, Prince, Jam & Lewis and 

Mazarati… All those groups. And at the same time we were also 

listening to a lot of LCD Soundsystem and French Electro. We were 

really looking for ways to mix the two together.”

The bulk of Fancy Footwork was produced in Paris, where 

Macklovitch was living, with Gemayel jetting back and forth from 

Montreal, armed with new bits of kit that were essential for 

capturing their sound. “I’d buy old keyboard magazines, and pour 

over the backs of Herbie Hancock record sleeves to trainspot vintage 

gear which I’d spend all my money on,” says Gemayel. “I had to 

have the exact machines my heroes had, be it a Prophet-5, 

Jupiter-8, or a Memorymoog; plug-ins just didn’t do the job.”

With this analogue army behind him, Macklovitch got to work 

writing lyrics, drawing influences from everything from ex-girlfriends 

to teenybop R ‘n’ B. “A lot of the lyrics are true stories,” he says. 

“And others were influenced a lot by old tracks like [Bryan Loren’s] 

Lollipop Love or [New Edition’s] Cool It Now, with a kid singing 

about his high school crush. It all fitted with the Fancy Footwork 

concept. We had it all mapped out. This is the album where we hit 

on the Chromeo blueprint for everything that would follow.”

Chromeo

Fancy Footwork
Vice, 2007
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Track by track 
with David 

Macklovitch

Intro
“This might have been the last thing 

we did on the album. I remember we 

were finishing up the drums in my 

apartment in Paris on Pro Tools on my 

dining room table. It came from a 

demo that Pee [Patrick Gemayel] had 

done, then we switched it right round. 

I’d always wanted to do an intro like 

that, with the chanting. I wanted it to 

be like a Roc-A-Fella, Cam’ron beat. 

“The drums are real Hip-Hop 

drums. It’s our show intro, too. We 

wanted something majestic and 

badass. It’s us saying, ‘You thought it 

was a joke when we did our first 

album, but we’re back, and stepping 

it up a notch.’”

Tenderoni
“I just had that word going round my 

head. It was something you’d hear in 

Rap tunes, or in a Bobby Brown song. 

Funny thing is, I never thought much 

of that song. A lot of electronic DJs 

really, really like this one. I remember 

Tiga playing it a lot. He really liked 

that song – it was his thing. Xavier 

from Justice loved it too. 

“It started life on the demo as a 

basic Funk groove. We were just 

looping it and dancing around the 

studio in the basement. Then I had 

the idea to put ‘Tenderoni’ in there 

and all the other vocal parts. 

“It has this kind of modal, 

one-note Funk thing going on. This 

was us making that sound modern. 

We wanted to take that old-school 

Funk groove we loved, but mix it up 

with the electronic French music we 

were digging at the time.” 

Fancy Footwork
“Pee started this track. It was him 

going for an almost James Murphy-

type of record, then it got 

transformed. I brought in the lyrics 

and melodies, then some of the 

arrangements, and the solo stuff at 

the end. I also brought in the 

percussion breakdown.

“I was always really proud of that 

song. It was really badass. On 

MySpace people were loving that. 

And at the shows, too. This was the 

first time we had a banger.

“I had a friend from Montreal who 

had a great voice called Ozzie; he’s 

always popping up on our stuff. It just 

all came together so spontaneously. 

We were just stacking synths and it 

turned into a badass track.”

Bonafied Lovin  
(Tough Guys)
“Truth be told I was dating a girl ten 

years younger than me at the time in 

Paris. That gave me the concept for 

the track – her making me feel old 

[laughs]. I thought it was funny. 

“I felt like the album was lacking 

the kinda stuff that made up the 

demos, so we put a lot of work into 

this to bring something new to the 

record. I’m also very proud of the 

guitars in the intro. I played Pee a 

reference from a DJ Quik record and 

asked if he could come up with 

something like that and he came up 

with that riff and I loved it. There’s a 

little interlude at the end of this – 

there are a few throughout the album. 

Those were demos that Pee sent me 

that we didn’t use.”

My Girl Is Calling Me  
(A Liar)
“This song was actually meant for the 

rapper, Nate Dogg. Right after She’s 

In Control came out we got in contact 

with Nate Dogg’s manager saying, ‘Yo! 

We want to get Nate Dogg on a song.’ 

He asked for the song and we sent 

him this. We eventually made it to LA 

and got to his house. He’d recorded 

about 16 bars for it. He had a hook 

and part of a verse. It was amazing. 

We took pictures and hung out there. 

We were psyched to have him on a 

track. Then his manager said, ‘Alright. 

I want $100,000’. And we said, ‘Are 

you kidding?’ Then he dropped it to 

70. We were like, ‘Er, never mind…’. 

“Maybe there is a Pro Tools 

version of this around somewhere 

with Nate Dogg’s vocals on it. It’s a 

shame. He worked so well over these 

Roger Troutman-type beats.”

Outta Sight
“This is that textbook Minneapolis 

shit. It never gets old. We’ve just done 

some new material on that tip. Not 

enough people went back there, I 

think. It’s so classic. 

“We did this song in one day,  

in the last days of writing that  

record in early 2007. We just went, 

‘Right. Let’s do some Minneapolis 

shit’ [laughs]. It came really fast.  

It was easy. 

“We used to start our shows with 

this. It’s kind of a random one, but 

it’s a deep cut. We recorded the 

vocals in Paris later on. It was cool. 

We had a good engineer [Cassius’ 

Philippe Zdar]. We had fun out  

there. It was a great moment laying 

this down.”

Opening Up (Ce Soir  
On Danse)
“This was influenced by Freestyle 

music. People like Debbie Deb were 

early references. This track was an 

early one for Fancy Footwork. We 

thought this was going to be a single, 

then we played it to people and  

they were like, ‘Yeah. It’s alright, 

whatever.’ I think it was too ’80s  

for people. 

According to Dave and Pee, Chromeo have 

decamped to studios in sunny Los Angeles to 

work on what will become the band’s fifth 

album. This time around they’ve sought to 

collaborate with a wide variety of songwriters, 

in a bid to challenge themselves and advance 

their own lyrical and arrangement abilities. 

They think they might tap into a more 

radio-friendly vibe this time round, as well, 

building on the surprise commercial success 

of the last round of singles they dropped, 

such as Jealous (I Ain’t With It). They have 

no plans to drop any of their trademark 

analogue gear, however.

“For me, Fancy Footwork is pretty much 
an album full of bangers, but with an 
added touch of class. It was way sexier 
than anything that was out in Electro at 
the time, which was very distorted. It was 
also an album that came alive in the mix. 
Our engineer [Cassius’ Philippe Zdar] 
made the drums sound like French 
House drums. On our demo they sounded 
like Billie Jean.”
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In The Studio With… David Macklovitch

“When we made Fancy Footwork Patrick had a little studio in his house in

Montreal, and then I was out in Paris. He’d come back and forth. We had

some demos already, and then we locked ourselves away to finish the rest.

That record is analogue. There are a couple of songs on there that might

have had a Nord Modular – that would be the only non-vintage piece.

Some of the drums are samples of a kick and a snare and a hi-hat and put

into the MPC, because we come from Hip-Hop and made beats like that as

teenagers. But 90% of the gear on the record is analogue outboard gear.

It’s the old MIDI sequencers that we had when Future Music came and 

filmed us in the studio that time. We were real heavy on the Juno. 

Obviously we had the Moog. We had the Sequential Circuits Pro One that 

we used on the first album, and the Korg Mono/Poly was there, too. Then 

we had a Prophet-5, Juno, Jupiter-8, Linn LM1, Memorymoog, and the 

Vocoder DP330.”

“I nearly forgot the drums! We 

had some on the track that were like, 

whatever. Then I was in a taxi and I 

heard Gloria Estefan’s Conga. I was 

like, ‘Yo! We should do a pattern like 

that. That Latin groove’. We put these 

new drums in and Pee put a little 

Freestyle sample in there. When we 

brought it to Philippe Zdar, who 

mixed the album, he didn’t know any 

of the references I just mentioned. He 

said, ‘To me this sounds just like 

Scritti Politti’. I didn’t even know  

who they were. It’s fun when your 

mixer hears something in the track 

that you didn’t.”

Momma’s Boy
“This is like a different vibe 

altogether. It’s one of my favourites, 

though. Originally I didn’t even want 

it as a Chromeo song. This was 

entirely me. I had it in my head and I 

would just sing it to Pee and my 

brother, A-Track, just to make them 

laugh. I could sing the piano and the 

vocals and all the riffs at once. They 

thought it was so funny. I thought it 

was cool, but way too ‘Weird Al’ 

Yankovic to put on a Chromeo record. 

“Pee forced me to put it on. We 

were almost done. It was the last 

phase of the album in early 2007. We 

were giving it one last push. We were 

feeling like the album wasn’t strong 

enough, So Pee said, ‘Put Momma’s 

Boy on!’ I got on the computer and 

got a Rhodes plug-in and grabbed 

some drums and said, ‘Let’s go!’. I 

produced that song in two hours man.

When we were tracking the guitar in,

the engineer thought it was so cheesy

he couldn’t stop laughing. It was

done so quickly, too. He’s just left the

boards up off the previous song. He

pressed two buttons – that was that.”

Call Me Up
“This has Melisa Young on [soon to

become Kid Sister]. I just needed

her to do a little spoken word thing at 

the start. She was dating my brother 

at the time. 

“You can definitely hear a French 

Electro influence to this track, with 

the aggressive drums. 

“This track was in the Tenderoni 

fashion, with the one-note riff – that

really modal

Funk, you know?

Again, one of the

last tracks we

laid down for the

album. It just

added some

much-needed

swag to the

record. We used

to play it live,

too. People liked

that song. It was

like a banger.”

Waiting 4 U
“If you listen to the song Love Is Alive

by Gary Wright, there is this little bass

riff in there. Pee used that as an

influence. Pee did 90% of the music

on this one. I just came in and did

the top fill.

“I did the vocals, obviously. It has

that little Hall & Oates thing going. I

don’t know why I did that. I think Pee

went out to get food and I added

some bits in to make him laugh, and

we kept it in there. It’s definitely an

album track, but to this day it’s one of

my girlfriend’s favourites of ours. I

don’t know why.”

100%
“There is a sax solo on every one of

our albums. There was one on You’re

So Gangsta from the first album.

100% was the one here. It was one of

the earliest songs I wrote. It mostly

came from me, in terms of music

and lyrics.

“It also sounds like Get It On

Tonite by Montell Jordan, on that

smooth tip. The bassline also sounds

like Beat It. It’s got a mix of

influences. I thought it was some

smooth shit.

“This song set the tone for the silk

bedsheets/Miami vibe that we went

on with on the following album,

Business Casual. We took that

sophisticated, casual, romantic vibe

up a notch with the next album.”

The Time
The Time
Morris Day and the posse are the mad 

note, and their Prince-produced debut 

album is a high point in the 

Minneapolis Funk sound Chromeo 

were tapping into.

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:
Get It Up, Girl, After Hi School|

LCD Soundsystem
LCD Soundsystem
James Murphy is the man. A fact  

that didn’t go unnoticed in the 

Chromeo camp who had this DFA 

classic on heavy rotation while  

making Fancy Footwork.

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:
Daft Punk Is Playing At My House,|
Disco Infiltrator, Thrills|

Mazarati
Mazarati
You can hear that Chromeo swagger in 

this Funk Rock classic. Again, Prince 

had his paisley paws all over this 

self-titled debut.

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:
100 MPH, Players’ Ball, Strawberry Lover|

Cassius
1999
This Paris-based duo had a big 

influence on the Chromeo sound, 

especially as Cassius’ Philippe Zdar 

mixed Fancy Footwork.

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:
Cassius 1999, Feeling For You, Hey Babe|

Hall & Oates
Private Eyes
Blue-eyed smooth Soul shit from the 

finest ever to do it. This album and 

Chromeo go hand in hand. You just 

know that I Can’t Go for That (No Can 

Do) is Pee’s jam.

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:
I Can’t Go for That (No Can Do), Looking For|
A Good Sign, Some Men|

We wanted to take 
that old-school Funk 
groove, but mix it up 

with electronic 
French music

WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

For all the haps on the sexiest, synth-based 
business going down in Dave and Pee’s 
world, peep out http://chromeo.net

LIKE IT?  
TRY THESE…
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W
ill is the bewitchingly haunting, melancholic and 

beautiful third full-length album from Brooklyn based 

experimental artist, Julianna Barwick. The 

burgeoning composer and vocalist, revered for her 

ability to create immersive soundscapes built through her hypnotic, 

looped vocals, once again delivers an album rich in tonal textures. 

Following on from 2013’s much-lauded Nepenthe, Will is both 

highly emotive and densely atmospheric. Built around heavy layers 

of synths and Barwick’s forlorn vocals, intense feelings pour out of 

the album’s every crevice. At times dreamy and meditative and at 

others dark, moody and intense, Will is like a journey into the 

deepest wells of human psyche. The softer side of the record 

exposes a sense of fragility and isolation but then bold piano chords, 

spine-tingling cello strings and surging rhythms rise from the fog 

with determination, confidence and clarity. This constantly shifting 

disposition charges the album with an electric current of energy that 

never rests, even when it becomes more quiet and soft. 

Deeply personal and achingly honest, this is an immensely 

expressive work of art that highlights both Barwick’s reflective 

mindset and her undeniable talent as a composer and vocalist. 

Curious, complex, beguiling and beautiful, Will is a thunderstorm of 

a record that crackles with strength and pours down with emotion. 

Tom Jones

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:

 Nebula, Same, Wist|

9/10

Julianna Barwick

Will
Dead Oceans
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E
xperimental Electro Pop artist Jessy Lanza delivers a bold 

and confident record with Oh No. Out on London 

vanguards Hyperdub, the album sees the sultry Canadian 

singer and producer move away from the reverb-soaked 

atmosphere of her 2013 debut Pull My Hair Back. Made in her 

hometown of Hamilton, Ontario with Junior Boys’ Jeremy Greenspan 

involved in production duties, the record bristles with a unique and 

infectious energy. Carefully constructed grooves are built and 

evolved through clever combinations of weighty basslines and crisp 

drum machines. Shimmering synths, warm pads, spattered rhythms 

and laidback melodies create a lush atmosphere throughout as 

Lanza’s breathy, pitched vocals add magnetic and seductive style. 

Combining elements of Japanese ’80s Electro, Boogie, 

Shangaan Electro, Dub, Pop, Disco and House, Oh No has the feel 

of a melting pot of ideas, yet is held together by a spellbinding 

directness and focus. Moving between catchy, upbeat tracks and 

downtempo, romantic slow jams, the record pulls off the impressive 

feat of sounding stylish and atmospheric yet joyful and playful. Full 

of colour, attitude and confidence, it’s an absorbing sophomore 

album that displays all the ingenuity and freedom of expression that 

marks Jessy Lanza out as such an exciting artist. Tom Jones

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:

VV Violence, It Means I love You, Could Be U|

8/10

German Techno

visionary Hendrik

Weber returns with the

first Pantha Du Prince

album in six years with

The Triad. The record,

which sees Weber

collaborate with

guitarist Scott Mou and

drummer Bendik

Hovik Kjeldsberg, is a

soulful exploration of

contemporary

electronic music.

Constructed largely

with analogue

equipment and forged

during long jamming

sessions, the album

has an organic and

easy-going flow.

Densely layered, The

Triad draws the listener

into its rich textures

and lush atmospheres.

Moving between

melodic, chiming

compositions and

hypnotically pulsating

House and Techno,

Weber creates a

constantly evolving and

utterly unpredictable

soundscape. Its lighter,

dreamy aesthetic,

conjured through gauzy

synths, warm pads,

cushioned percussion

and lilting electronics,

creates an intelligent,

almost cinematic feel

to the record, while its

intoxicating grooves

add a visceral,

dancefloor vibe.

His most personal

and intimate album to

date, The Triad features

understated but

charming vocals from

Weber himself.

Tom Jones

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:

The Winter Hymn, Frau im|

Mond, Dream Yourself Awake|

8/10

Chicago born DJ and

producer Kate Simko

and her London

Electronic Orchestra

bring an innovative

concoction of orchestral

soundscapes and

electronic textures on

their debut LP.

Spearheaded by

acclaimed DJ and

producer Simko, who is

also a classically

trained pianist, the

seven-piece outfit

explore a highly

atmospheric and

constantly evolving

soundscape. Driven by

Simko’s longstanding

love of piano and Jazz

music but then

projected through her

club gaze, the album

has a free-flowing,

almost improvisational

spirit. Violin, harp,

cello, and bass work in

perfect harmony with

fluid, analogue

basslines, classic

synths and drum

machines to create this

highly flexible and

dexterous palette. The

orchestral instruments

allow the album to

inject colours, tones

and hues that would be 

impossible if just 

simply electronic.

Artistic to its core, 

but also enshrined with 

a focused, dancefloor 

drive, this is a record 

that pushes the 

boundaries while also 

getting people on their 

feet. This is the fruit of 

a restless musician 

always on the look out 

for her next adventure. 

Tom Jones

ADD THESE TO YOUR PLAYLIST:

 Titled, One Time Game

7/10

Jessy Lanza
Oh No
Hyperdub

Pantha Du Prince
The Triad
Rough Trade

Kate Simko & London  
Electronic Orchestra
The Vinyl Factory



erf personal

and the current health of 

e hardware market, there’s arguably 

never been a better time to roll up 

your sleeves and dive into the realms of advanced 

synthesis and electronic sound design.

To help you along, we’ve rounded up the best of 

the best from the contemporary synth market. Over 

the pages that follow you’ll find the FM team’s 20 

favourite currently available synthesizers. We’ve 

included both hardware and software, from 

budget-friendly instruments to high-end power 

synths. Our only qualifying rule is that a synth must 

currently be available – ie something you could 

theoretically walk into a shop and buy today 

(although we’ve bent our own rules a little at both 

ends, with something very new and something in the 

process of being discontinued!).

This feature is about much more than just listing 

gear, however. We’re using every included synth as a 

jumping-off point to explore a facet of synthesis and 

sound design technique – from making basslines, 

kicks and FX to creative waveshaping, additive 

experimentation and beyond. Each tutorial is 

accompanied by a full video guide too. Be sure to 

grab those – along with audio examples, patches 

and more – from the FM Vault at: http://vault.

futuremusic.co.uk.

e ofogue, the ev

ing power of

computersthy

etween the welcome rise of

affordable analogu

advancingc

In hardware and software, synthesis has never 

been so powerful, affordable and accessible. 

Let’s get hands-on with the best of the best…
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> 
Start with a ‘vanilla’ patch using only the

sawtooth wave and no filtering/modulation.

Put the Sequencer into Record and play a

short sequence of eight notes on the keyboard.

This is a step sequencer so timing doesn’t matter.

Switch to Play and adjust the playback Rate.

>
Turn up the Overtone control to add a sub

oscillator to the mix. Adding the Square and

Triangle waves provides some subtle

additional shading. Pushing up the Metalizer

though takes things a little further. Now is a good

time to further adjust the filter and envelope.

>
The default sequencer Gate time is set via

the USB configuration software, but we can

make something more useful by using the

Envelope to control the VCA. Sustain at zero, and

Decay/Release to taste. Notice how the Sequencer

transposes the pattern as the keyboard is played.

> 
Using the Mod Matrix, we can route the

LFO to control Filter Cutoff. Increase the

amount so that you can hear it working, and

adjust the rate. Switching the Sync to ‘Seq’ allows

you to create rhythmic modulation in time with

the sequencer.

> 
Using the filter in low-pass, lower Cutoff,

increase Envelope Amount and nudge up

Resonance. The Keyboard Tracking control

can enhance any movement when pushed away

from the centre. Brute Factor changes the tonality

using feedback. 12 o’clock works well here.

>
Try adding a small amount of Glide. Further

modulation options can be found by

patching the Envelope CV output to the

Metalizer mod input. This patch bay also accepts

external CV inputs, and Audio In on the back

panel adds further expansion possibilities.

ArturiaMicroBrute

20 GREATEST SYNTHS IN THE WORLD [AND HOW TO USE THEM!]

A
rturia’s origins were 

firmly in the software 

realm, but 2012’s 

arrival of the 

MiniBrute changed 

things completely. 

They seem to be on a roll, as 

attested by the recent announcement 

of the monstrous MatrixBrute. At the 

other end of the spectrum is the 

diminutive MicroBrute.

This pint-sized synth loses some 

of the hard-wired modulation 

capabilities of the Mini, but gains a 

patchable Mod Matrix panel. This 

opens six mod sources to more 

complex internal (and external) 

control. Sadly, Arturia saw fit to drop 

the Noise source on the Micro, 

thereby limiting it as an FX or 

all-round analogue drum creator,  

but you do get four parallel 

waveshape generators. 

Strictly speaking, despite the 

assorted mixable waveforms – and 

though one is a subharmonic/

overtone source – this is broadly 

classed as a single VCO synth, as the 

sources are not independently 

tunable. All these are processed 

through the distinctive two-pole 

Steiner-Parker multimode filter.

Sequenced Basslines
The MicroBrute makes the creation of robotic
synth basslines very easy, and a lot of fun

29
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A
h, the age-old 

hardware vs software 

debate. Do analogue 

synths really sound 

that much better 

than their pixelated 

cousins? And does the convenience 

of instant recall and multiple 

instances outweigh the sonic benefits 

of a studio full of synths? Although 

software instruments have advanced 

tremendously over the past few years, 

most synth purists still argue that 

nothing will replace the rich, warm 

sound that can be coaxed out of a 

hardware analogue synthesizer – and 

to some extent, we agree. Whether 

it’s the warm girth of a Minimoog 

Model D bass, or the rich, chorused 

swirl of a Juno-60 pad, nothing in 

the box can come close to hardware. 

Well, almost…

Since its release in 2012, u-he’s 

Diva (an acronym for ‘Dinosaur-

Replicating Virtual Analogue’) has 

become well-known as the analogue 

lover’s favourite soft synth. With an 

excessive appetite for both screen 

space and CPU, this monolithic, 

rouge beast genuinely leaves you 

questioning whether the lush tones 

emerging from your monitor speakers 

are coming from a vintage hardware 

synthesizer. Architecturally, Diva is 

reasonably basic, with a standard 

oscillator-filter-envelope design; but 

the true magic lies in the synth’s 

CPU-consuming, analogue-modelling 

technology, plus its semi-modular 

approach, which allows you to mix 

and match between four oscillator 

types, four filter types and three 

envelope generators, each boasting 

designs modelled upon the likes of 

the Minimoog, Alpha Juno and more.

There are plenty more features 

you’d expect from a soft synth of this 

calibre – two LFOs, tuning section, 

two effects slots, per-voice detune, 

and a huge number of presets – but 

this is ultimately a synth plug-in 

focused upon quality over quantity.

> 
The HPF/feedback section sits between  

the VCO and VCF sections. When the 

Moog-emulating Triple VCO is selected, this 

section automatically becomes both an oscillator/

noise mixer and feedback stage akin to the classic 

Minimoog Model D mixer section.

> 
When any of the other four VCO types are 

chosen, the centre section changes to a 

user-selectable feedback or high-pass filter 

module. The Feedback module pipes the VCF’s 

output back into the input stage: its effect varies 

for the different filter modes.

> 
HPF Post comes after the main VCF, and 

includes the classic bass boost found on 

the classic Roland Juno high-pass filter; 

HPF Pre sits before the VCO; and HPF Bite is also 

post-VCO, providing additional Peak and Env 2 

modulation controls.

Diva’s Feedback And HPF Section

Each of Diva’s modules can be mixed and matched at will, and the centre 
module plays a big part in the resulting sound’s aggression and character

Diva allows you to easily flip between different VCO, VCF and envelope modules, each of which emulates various classic hardware synth 

designs. Want to feed Moog-style oscillators into a Juno filter? No problem! How you combine these modules is up to you: the sonic 

differences vary from subtle to obvious, so we suggest you sit down with the manual and experiment for yourself.

Here we’ll take a quick look at the centre Feedback/HPF module, which sits between the VCO and VCF. A particularly interesting 

parameter is the Feedback module, which emulates the classic Minimoog trick of feeding the post-filter signal back into the input. Use 

subtle settings to add gentle warmth, or drive this harder to give your tone distinctive aggression and weight. Pay particular attention to 

how this parameter interacts with VCF cutoff and resonance settings: set a high resonance value, modulate the filter, then add Feedback 

as you switch through the various VCF models to get a feel for how these parameters interact.

>
Diva is designed 
to meticulously 
model classic 

analogue synths, but 
doesn’t pull any 
punches when it 
comes to draining your 
CPU. Use the bottom-
centre Accuracy drop-
down to define the 
synth’s processor 
consumption: try Draft 
mode to lower the CPU 
hit, then switch to 
Divine mode when it’s 
time to bounce down.

>
Get to know the 
Trimmer section if 
you’re after thick, 

detuned sounds, where 
you can precisely 
define the tuning of 
each unison voice.

>
If you’re creating 
drum or bass 
sounds that rely 

on a precise attack, 
experiment with the 
various Transient 
modes, found in the 
Trimmer section.

>
Want to use 
classic analogue-
emulating tones 

as your sound design 
starting points? Check 
out the Patches > 
Templates presets for 
Juno, Jupiter, Moog 
and Monopoly presets.

Release your 
inner Diva!

How to…

u-heDiva

20 GREATEST SYNTHS IN THE WORLD [AND HOW TO USE THEM!]

Feature | 20 Greatest Synths In The World
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T
he Sequential Prophet-6 

(designed and built by 

Dave Smith Instruments 

in California, USA, but 

badged as a Sequential 

instrument after Dave 

Smith reacquired his brand/trademark 

from Yamaha last year) is a four- 

octave, six-voice polyphonic analogue 

synth and it’s the latest in a long line 

of Prophet-badged synths, building 

on the solid heritage/basic design laid 

out by the Prophet-5 – the classic 

and highly regarded five-voice 

analogue poly which debuted in 1978 

under the Sequential Circuits brand. 

can easily recreate all the classic

Prophet-5 sounds (bank 400 contains

the original P5’s presets), plus lots

more that the Prophet-5 couldn’t do

due to its more limited tech spec.

Another great aspect of the P6 is its

solid build quality and very high

quality keybed (one of the nicest

feeling keybeds, period!) which

means it’s great for studio and touring

work, plus it’s a real joy to play.

Bass monster
So what’s the P6’s ace card? Well

many agree it’s the wide and bold-

sounding synth brass and comping

Using an all-analogue signal path 

of VCOs, VCFs and VCAs (like the 

Prophet-5), the Prophet-6 brings the 

classic Prophet-5 concept into the 

now with an extra voice, dual digital 

effect processors, a high-pass filter (in 

addition to the LPF), aftertouch, 

expanded ‘polymod’ (polyphonic 

modulation) alongside a digital 

audio-rate-capable, MIDI-syncable 

LFO, snappy envelopes and digital 

control to keep tuning stable. In the 

short time that it’s been on the 

market, the Prophet-6 is already 

regarded as one of the finest 

sounding polys of recent times and it 

(accompanying) patches, along with

warm/lush pads and beautiful searing

leads as they just ooze class. But the

low-end on the P6 is also solid for a

poly so it can be a bass monster too,

especially when layering the two VCOs

with the triangle sub oscillator for

more depth. Perhaps the least talked

about (but one of the most important)

features of the Prophet 6 (and the

later Prophets including the 08 and

12) is the ‘Pan Spread’ function. This

is the key (along with the new effects

section) to super-wide sounds and it

basically moves/pans the voices out

from the centre the more the dial is

turned, alternately panning them left

and right across the stereo spectrum/

field to add movement and interest to

your sounds. It’s particularly effective

with synth brass/pad patches but

works well on monophonic lead

sounds too to add more movement,

though it’s best to avoid pan spread

on bass where you need to keep a

more consistent ‘straight down the

middle’ sonic image.

One of the most desirable traits of

the P6 is its wide sonic ‘sweet spot’

and it’s pretty hard to make a bad

sound (unless you want to)! The basic

tone of the new VCOs is spot on (retro

yet modern, bright yet warm, soft yet

tough) and this, coupled with the

super-snappy digital envelopes,

velocity control of the filters and VCA

(and that there’s zero menu diving

involved in sound-tweaking/creation)

makes the P6 very inspiring and

addictive to use. The sound of the P6

is definitely a little more stable than

the original Prophet-5 (and thus there

are no tuning headaches!) but there’s

still bags of vibe and you can use the

‘Slop’ feature to destabilise the sound

a little or a lot (if you wish) too.

Modern classic
To polish things off, there’s the fully

bypassable dual digital effects system

which includes some great choruses,

phasers, flangers and reverbs (and

now including the OB6’s phaser, two

flangers and ring-mod via the OS

1.28 update, available from forum.

davesmithinstruments.com) plus the

polyphonic arpeggiator and sequencer

– both are great for capturing riffs/

loops/ideas quickly and are syncable

to MIDI too. It’s easy to see why this

synth is already a modern classic; the

quality polyphonic sound, coupled

with superb build, solid feature set

and elegant interface, makes it a very

enticing package.

> 
Hit Preset and Write to call up an initialised 

patch. You’ll hear a saw (Osc 1) with 

long-ish release. Set Osc1 level to half and 

Osc2 level to 3/4 full. Set Osc2’s waveshape dial 

to half (saw). Now turn Detune anti-clockwise to 

add some movement.

> 
Set the amp envelope attack to half and 

amp release to just over half to add a nice 

slow attack and natural release to the 

sound. Now set the filter envelope attack to just 

below half and filter release to match the amp 

release dial/level.

> 
Tweak the LPF cutoff to taste – higher for

more sizzle, lower for more warmth/

lushness. Use the LPF’s resonance to boost

upper-mids. Turn Pan Spread to half to add stereo

width/movement. Add some chorus and reverb.

You’ll now be hearing a lovely wide and warm pad!

Making Wide Pads
The Prophet-6 excels at wide and lush pad sounds and they’re surprisingly
easy to create. Here’s how…

Using Pan Spread is key to getting wide sounds on the P6 and, as it’s built into the hardware, there’s no need for widening post-recording.

With most analogue synth hardware, it usually takes post-recording processing with a stereo widener to get a similarly wide image and,

notably, most vintage synths didn’t have voice panning like the Prophet-6 (excluding Tom Oberheim’s legendary Four-Voice). Surprisingly,

several flagship vintage polysynths only had mono outputs (our Memorymoog+) and, although the Jupiter-8 has several audio outputs

(upper, lower, mix), you still have to pan those outputs externally to get a wider stereo image. Using today’s soft synths it’s easy to find a

plethora of wide, super-stereo pads/leads within the built-in presets; consequently the Prophet-6 features many wide-sounding presets too.
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The Korg

K
org have been on a

vintage roll for a few

years now. While

Roland decided to

explore 24/96k DSP

as a way of recreating

some of their analogue gear, Korg

started their analogue journey earlier,

with a diminutive plastic box

featuring five knobs and a built-in

speaker. The Monotron, though very

limited, was portable, fun, and had a

filter design that harked back to the

revered MS-20. Other ‘fun size’

keyboard and rather pathetic

modulation slider, is perhaps the 

most obvious area of cost saving. 

However, it has two similar, but 

independently configurable VCOs and 

a totally analogue audio path, which 

also includes an audio input for 

processing external audio. The choice 

of VCOs is an important one in terms 

of credibility, though tuning is 

rock-solid due to the thoroughly 

modern calibration and tuning on 

start-up (and constant checks and 

correction while running). This could 

products followed, but things got

pretty serious when Korg delivered 

new versions of the MS-20 and ARP 

Odyssey, alongside an ongoing slew of 

Volca boxes. Excitement mounted 

again last year with the arrival of the 

polyphonic analogue Minilogue – and 

they used wood for some of the 

panelling. The street price of £450 

makes it the cheapest real polyphonic 

analogue around, undercutting even 

some second-rate used synths.

The Minilogue is a four-voice 

synth – which, alongside the slimline 

be seen as a good thing or bad thing, 

depending on your point of view, as 

might be the choice of digitally 

generated envelopes and LFO. That 

said, this isn’t really a keyboard 

aimed at vintage synthesis snobs!

To the tuning and wave shaping 

capabilities of the two VCOs, Korg 

have added cross modulation, 

oscillator sync and ring modulation 

as well as a separate noise source. 

The main filter is of the resonant 

low-pass variety, though its ability to 

switch between 12 and 24dB/octave 

slopes is very useful. It’s often 

assumed that 12dB/octave means 

‘less powerful’, but, as with the 

Minilogue, the difference is often 

more significant than a straight 

numbers game. Here the gentler 

slope also facilitates a bigger 

resonant ‘bump’ for a different 

flavour of shaping.

Two envelope generators are 

pre-wired to the VCA (level) and VCF 

(filter cutoff) though the second of 

these can also modulate the pitch of 

VCO 2, as well as the rate or depth of 

the LFO. If you love a good Disco 

Tom, you won’t be disappointed, but 

there is also scope for creating some 

excellent sound effects and drum 

sounds of the less flared variety.

The Minilogue thankfully also 

includes a recent Korg favourite – the 

noisy analogue-style delay. This is 

combined with a high-pass filter in 

an interesting way. Pre-Filter uses the 

HPF only for the delayed sound, 

while Post Filter thins out everything. 

Note though that the HPF is always 

in the delay feedback path. Our only 

gripe is the lack of any form of delay 

time modulation other than some 

hands-on, real-time knob wiggling.

All told, the Minilogue is a pretty 

flexible synth. Where it gets really 

interesting is with the eight different 

voice modes. Of particular note are 

the Unison mode (think monophonic 

detuned fatness), Mono mode (with 

added sub-oscillator) and Chord 

mode, which is a simple, but very 

effective, way to create ‘classic’ 

House music chord stabs. There’s a 

nice arpeggiator onboard, as well as a 

sequencer that includes Korg’s 

well-established Motion Sequencing 

(parameter automation) system. Both 

of these, alongside the LFO, can be 

sync’d to MIDI clock (via the MIDI 

input or USB) as well as the analogue 

clock from the Sync In port. Korg’s 

synth is fun, useful and has an 

undoubted ‘real’ analogue vibe.

>
Before you start, dive into Program Edit

menus and check that LFO BPM Sync is

off. Next, turn up the level of VCO 2 – a

standard sawtooth waveshape is a good place to

start. Turn VCO 2 Pitch EG Int to full and increase

EG decay.

>
Using the LFO’s triangle waveshape turn  

up the intensity. Target should be Pitch and 

the Rate quite fast. Switch the LFO’s EG 

Mod to Rate, and notice how the LFO slows down 

as the pitch falls. Adding some VCO 1 thickens 

the sound.

> 
Finally, dial up some delay by turning the 

Feedback up. Ensure that the delay is in 

Pre Filter mode, and increase the Hi-Pass 

Cutoff to avoid a muddy mess. Experimenting 

with the Voice Modes and filter are good ways of 

finessing the sound further.

Synthesized Sound Effects With The Minilogue
Although the Minilogue is capable of a wide range of sounds, the 
modulation options make it very easy to create great FX

Creating simple risers or fall effects can be done manually – adjusting pitch or filter cutoff in real time – but something more interesting 

can only be achieved with the use of envelopes and LFOs. The Minilogue is surprisingly flexible in this department. The starting point is to 

use the VCO2 Modulation section. The Pitch EG Int (Pitch Envelope Generator Intensity) knob determines the degree to which VCO 2’s 

pitch will be controlled by the secondary Envelope Generator (most often used to modulate the Filter Cutoff). So this is an unusual case 

where the second VCO takes the lead. The other important aspect is to use the LFO section’s EG Mod switch in Rate mode. Here the LFO 

Rate comes under the control of the EG as well, allowing progressive speeding up or slowing down of the LFO (routed to modulate pitch).
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F
or many of us, the 

limitations of a 

ready-made synth are 

more than adequate. 

But what about those 

times when a ‘regular’ 

synth just doesn’t quite cut it? 

Wouldn’t it be great if there was an 

and build your own instruments and 

processors by patching together 

virtual components. If you’re not 

inclined to dive in and patch from 

scratch, Reaktor users also have 

access to thousands of pre-built 

synths, samplers and effects crafted 

by both the huge Reaktor user 

community and NI themselves.

To find out more about the 

Reaktor platform, we sat down with 

Marin Vrbica, NI’s Product Owner for 

Reaktor, who works together with the 

development team and a bunch of 

top builders on the Reaktor platform 

and instruments.

How did the original Reaktor concept 

come about?

“Stephan Schmitt, the founder of NI 

and father of Reaktor and its 

predecessor Generator, had the vision 

to build a synthesizer on a PC in the 

early ’90s. While building the first 

prototypes, he realised that Reaktor 

should not only become a 

synthesizer, but also a development 

toolkit to build your own synths and 

effects. This was a revolutionary 

concept at the time when computers 

had just become powerful enough to 

process audio in real time; and as 

computing power has grown, so has 

Reaktor. Vadim Zavalishin’s Core 

technology, a powerful visual DSP 

environment within which we could 

craft a bespoke super-synth? There 

is, of course: NI’s Reaktor, recently 

updated to version 6, is a software 

modular environment (that operates 

in either standalone mode or as an 

instrument or insert effect within a 

DAW) within which you can design 

programming language included in 

2005, has been another milestone in 

the 20-year history of Reaktor. One 

could say Reaktor is the foundation 

of NI: it is used as an in-house 

prototyping platform, and is therefore 

– in some way or another – part of 

any other NI synth.”

Why do you think Reaktor has been 

so popular for so long? 

“Reaktor, with its vast possibilities, 

attracts a very broad audience. From 

builders who realise their dream 

synths and effects, to musicians who 

use the factory content or user library 

uploads in the studio and on stage, 

virtually anybody interested in 

creating music will find a source of 

inspiration in Reaktor. Furthermore, 

the sound quality has always been on 

top of its class, which has been our 

number one priority since inception. 

Another aspect is the vibrant 

community around Reaktor. We had a 

user library for builders to share their 

creations in place from 1999 and it 

is continually growing.”

What was NI’s thinking behind 

Reaktor 6’s new Blocks system? 

“Our main aim was to revitalise 

Reaktor as a ‘builder’ platform, and 

to also lower the entry threshold to 

attract a broader profile of producers. 

That’s where we introduced the 

Blocks. It offers a first friendly step 

into Reaktor by offering a unified 

connection scheme that allows sound 

designers and musicians (without any 

building experience) to dive into the 

Structure and create their own synths 

and effects. We are not only 

addressing producers with Blocks, 

but also our existing builder 

community, as the system is open for 

users to contribute their own Blocks 

and patches via the user library.”

Do you have any advice for readers 

new to Reaktor 6 and Blocks?

“If you’re just starting out with 

Reaktor, I’d suggest having a look at 

the pre-patched content we’ve 

provided. Play around with the 

presets and take a look at the 

structure to get an understanding of 

the whole patching paradigm. For 

specific modules, I highly 

recommend checking out the West 

Coast Blocks we introduced with the 

latest update last Christmas. They 

are our interpretation of the West 

Coast synthesizer design philosophy, 

and sound absolutely amazing.”

> 
Fire up a new instance of Reaktor 6, hit 

Edit, then unfold the Library>Reaktor 

Blocks folder. Set up inputs and outputs 

first: drag Util>Note In and Util>Mix-Level Mono 

onto the Structure view, then connect the latter 

module’s Out to Outputs 1 and 2.

> 
Drag in a Bento Box OSC, VCA and FLT-SVF, 

placing them in that order from left to right. 

Connect Util Note In’s Pitch out into the 

OSC’s Pitch In, then patch each module’s Out 

into the next’s In. Connect cables from the Mono 

I/O’s Out into the L and R In to the main L/R outs.

> 
Add a Bento Box ADSR, patch the Note In’s 

Gate output into the ADSR’s Gate in, then 

connect the ADSR’s Out into the VCA’s Mod 

A input. Head back to the Panel view, toggle the 

VCA’s A button, then drag the slider up to engage 

its effect. Voila – a basic synth.

Getting Started With Blocks
Reaktor’s new Blocks system is the perfect entry point to modular patching

There are probably many FM readers who love the idea of piecing together their own Frankenstein soft synth but are put off by the sheer 

geekery involved. There’s nothing particularly sexy about connecting indescript digital lines and squares together, especially when you 

consider the recent resurgence of shiny hardware modulars and hardware Eurorack modules. To remedy this, NI have taken a leaf out of 

the Eurorack book and created Blocks, Reaktor 6’s brand new modular “rack-style framework” consisting of over 30 pre-built components 

that, unlike previous Reaktor presets, ooze both sonic and visual personality. Colourful oscillators, signal generators, filters, sequencers and 

other modules – that both look and sound like their analogue equivalents – provide a fun and creative introduction to both the wider 

Reaktor world and also other forms of modular synthesis. We’ll introduce you to the Blocks basics by creating a simple synth from scratch.

Native Instruments 

Reaktor
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> 
Upon first loading Monark, it’s clear that it 

models the iconic Minimoog Model D. It 

features three oscillators – each switchable 

between six waveforms – plus a noise oscillator. 

These oscillators faithfully exhibit the slight 

tuning imperfections of the original synth.

> 
Next we’ll load up Razor, an additive 

synthesizer which generates sounds by 

combining multiple sine waves (known as 

‘partials’). Although its oscillators, filters, 

modulators and effects look similar to any 

subtractive synth, these don’t process the synth 

signal in the traditional sense.

> 
Monark’s Moog-emulating magic happens at

the filter stage, which uses advanced

zero-feedback technology to meticulously

replicate the nuance of the original four-pole

ladder design. Turn up the Load dial to overdrive

the oscillators, imparting a signature Moog beef.

> 
For example, the synth’s filters don’t

actually ‘filter’ the synth signal. To

demonstrate, load the Leads>Nebula

Formation preset, then pull down Filter 1 Cutoff.

As you do this, watch the synth’s main graphical

display and note how the number of upper

partials are reduced.

>
The Feedback parameter serves to emulate

the classic Minimoog trick of feeding the

headphone output back into the input. Turn

this on, then crank the dial up to create wild

feedback and aggression. The A mode is closer to

the original effect, whereas mode B is a slightly

tamed version.

>
Even the synth’s ‘insert’ effects only alter

the relationship between the partials. For

example, its reverb applies filtered noise

within the partials. Load up the Leads>Voyager

preset then increase the Reverb Decay to hear

this for yourself. This harmonic manipulation

results in sounds that are extremely solid, sharp

and in-your-face.

Monark & Razor
As Reaktor offers limitless possibilities for instrument creation, it’s no wonder that an enormous number of pre-made synths and effects

have accumulated over the past decade. In fact, you never need to touch a virtual patch cable to reap the countless benefits of the Reaktor

environment, as it’s now the container for some of the best software synths available in the world today.

Whether you’re after ultra-realistic analogue modelling or futuristic synthesis, Reaktor has it all. An example of the former is Monark, a

jaw-droppingly realistic Minimoog emulation which NI call “the holy grail of analogue modelling”; whereas, at the opposite end of the

spectrum, Razor packages advanced additive synthesis technology within an inspiringly user-friendly interface.

As we’re huge fans of both these synths, it seems like the perfect opportunity to take a closer look at their features and idiosyncrasies.
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S
pectrasonics have 

been in the virtual 

instrument game 

since almost the 

inception of the 

MIDI-enabled VSTi 

standard at the turn of the 

millennium. However, as a sampled 

sound library developer their heritage 

extends further back, to the heyday 

of the CD-ROM sample libraries used 

by Akai, E-MU and others. Eric 

Persing, the company’s founder, had 

also been Chief Sound Designer for 

Roland since the mid-’80s. This 

history points, perhaps, to the reason 

for Spectrasonics’ enduring success. 

Having started in the days of severely 

limited sampling time, they learnt to 

capture and tweak sound sources for 

maximum effect – high-quality sound 

design became the key.

Omnisphere – dubbed a ‘Power 

Synth’ – is very much at the centre of 

the current Spectrasonics range, and 

has the heftiest price tag (£299 on 

the street). Only recently updated to 

Version 2, and now nearly eight years 

old, it still surprises with the depth 

and quality of its huge preset 

database. We upgraded from its 

pre-cursor the moment it arrived but, 

to be frank, it was only after 

upgrading we music production 

computer a good year into owning 

Omnisphere, that we could make 

maximum use of it as a multi-timbral 

sound source. Since then it has 

found its way onto almost every track.

The synth itself is a cross-

platform, standalone plug-in based 

around 60GB of samples and 

waveforms from a range of both 

familiar and unusual sources. 

Although there is some content that 

fits the more conventional ROMpler 

bill, this is very much a synthesizer. 

The sound design goes beyond 

simple playback in most cases, and 

the degree of customisation and 

tweaking potential is extensive.

In terms of architecture, 

Omnisphere is multi-timbral, with up 

to eight simultaneous Parts. The 

plug-in includes its own simple mixer 

(with level, and global aux effects 

routing), though multiple separate 

output routing is possible. A Part 

consists of two Layers. Each Layer 

has its own oscillator/sample source 

and separate amp, filter and 

modulation elements. Delve deeper 

and you’ll find FM, Ring Modulation 

and Waveshaping, as well as the very 

detailed Unison and four-part 

Harmonia modes. V2 introduced 

audio import and granular synthesis, 

and the oscillators all now have 

wavetables at heart (of which there 

are over 400).

Once you have the core of your 

sound configured, it can be routed 

through one (or two) of the 28 

available filter types. Like most areas 

of Omnisphere, clicking on the small 

zoom icon in this section reveals a 

page dedicated to the more advanced 

settings of its dual serial/parallel filter 

model. The modulation possibilities 

go further still with multiple custom 

curves and LFOs plus a huge 

modulation matrix window.

Each layer also gets its own 

four-slot FX section and four-slot rack 

for processing both layers. Throw in a 

very sophisticated arpeggiator with 

MIDI import capabilities and you’re 

almost done.

With 12,000 factory patches, 

thankfully, the tagging-based search 

system is pretty quick and the Sound 

Match feature allows you to find 

similar sounds based on a 

customisable range of factors. This 

means that, should you wish to avoid 

much in the way knob-twiddling, it is 

still a strong investment. 

Despite all this apparent 

complexity, Omnisphere is still a 

pretty easy synth to program from 

scratch. Things get a little more 

involved when you’re looking to tweak 

some of the more complex internal 

tones, but never illogical.

It is difficult to say what 

Omnisphere is best at – it covers too 

many bases well – but its great 

source material (burning piano, 

bowed drying rack etc), interesting 

filters and plentiful modulation  

make it a great synth for creating 

pads and drones.

> 
Right-click on the main Omnisphere window 

and Initialize Patch. Select the OB-8 Saw 

synth waveform and push up Analog. Select 

the LPF Colourful 24dB filter preset, with Filter 

Cutoff dialled down. The Amp Envelope is 

tweaked for a medium-slow attack and release.

> 
Now click on the small magnifying glass 

icon in the modulation section. Here we’ve 

used four different LFOs to model the pitch 

(for a small vibrato), filter cutoff and Synth 

Symmetry and Shape. These are all dialled in for 

only subtle movement.

> 
The final part of the equation, before adding 

effects, is engaging Harmonia. This creates 

up to four additional versions of the 

oscillator to layer on top of the first, each with a 

custom relative tuning and panning (though you 

can even select a different wave shape).

Building Sounds From Scratch In Omnisphere
Here we’re going to use a single layer of Omnisphere’s dual-layer 
architecture to create a synthesized pad sound

In the following walkthrough we show you how to create a synthesized pad sound and, rather than begin with a sample, of which there are 

many, it’s the single-cycle waveforms that will be pressed into action.

Even without resorting to more complex wavetables, the raw waveforms can be made to subtly change by using the Shape slider. 

Symmetry skews the span of the waveform for further change. Still more small phase and tuning variances can be added by increasing the 

Analog parameter. If all these are modulated separately from different LFOs (each with a different rate), the effect is of a sound that never 

quite settles down. Lovers of analogue synthesis will of course attest to the efficacy of this, but Omnisphere allows you to use this 

approach in some very detailed ways – especially when you combine layers and parts.

Spectrasonics

Omnisphere
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>
First off, scroll to one of the pre-initialised

patches (scroll to around patch 400). You’ll

hear a basic patch with just LFO pitch

modulation on the mod wheel from your

controller. This gives a clean slate to work from.

>
Hit the matrix select button, (the sixth

button down) hold it down and then hit the

button that says ‘mod’ in green. This takes

you to the mod matrix. Scroll to an empty line and

select Source as LFO1, Depth: 10-20 and Target:

Pulsewidth 1.

>
Let’s select one of the paraphonic modes so

we can play chords. Here we’ve selected the

PARA-8 mode which allows Osc 1 to play

eight-note chords. But like all paraphonic synths,

there’s only a single VCA/VCF available which

equals a less complex/involving polyphonic sound.

> 
Now tweak the LFO wave and speed so it

gives a nice shimmery ensemble/vibrato

effect – a triangle wave at a speed of around

60 sounds good. Adjust depth again to taste and

you should now have a solid basic string

ensemble-ish sound.

> 
Now adjust the pulse width to around

60-80% until you get a medium thickness

wave along the lines of a String Ensemble

without the ensemble effect on. It’s a fairly reedy

tone that you’re after. Next, let’s add modulation

to bring the sound to life.

>
To finish off, let’s adjust the amp envelope.

Add a slowish attack (around 60) and a

release of 80 to give a natural decay to the

sound. This gives you a nice authentic string

ensemble feel to the sound. Finally, add some

reverb to taste.

The Waldorf Pulse 2
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T
he Pulse 2 is another 

one of those synths that 

often falls under the 

radar but it offers a 

plethora of features and 

a seriously high-quality 

analogue sound for a very modest 

outlay (around £350 currently). 

This is a real analogue (DCO-

driven) synth with three DCOs, noise, 

ring mod, 24dB/12dB low-pass and 

12dB high-pass/band-pass filter 

modes, an arpeggiator, two LFOs, an 

extensive modulation matrix, filter 

FM and paraphonic four or 

eight-voice polysynth capability for 

chord playing – thus it can cover all 

your mono and polysynth duties and 

it’s very compact/well-built too. 

In mono mode it can deliver 

Moog-like classic monosynth and 

unison sounds (it has a warm, clear 

and precise character but can be 

dirtied up with the onboard tube/fuzz 

overdrive effects) but move to the 

paraphonic modes and you can get 

some great brass sounds, evolving 

pads and string machine emulations. 

Paraphony is basically polyphony but 

with a single VCF/VCA envelope 

across all voices, rather than 

individual envelopes per voice. In the 

following walkthrough we make a 

basic string machine-type patch. 

Pulse 2 Paraphonic Sounds
Here, we show you how to make an eight-voice
paraphonic sound…
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S
ubtractive is the most 

common form of 

synthesis and is the 

basis for most 

‘classic’ analogue 

synthesizers. This 

works by taking a sound from an 

oscillator and chipping away at it 

using a variety of shaping tools such 

as filters and envelope controlled 

amplifiers; by doing so, the final tone 

is shaped like a sculptor chipping 

away at a block of marble. Additive 

synthesis, meanwhile, takes the 

opposite approach – layering multiple 

simple sine wave oscillators (partials) 

– or overtones – on top of each other 

at various levels and frequencies in 

order to build up a sound, like a 

builder constructing a house from 

multiple bricks. 

Frequency modulation (FM) 

synthesis is a digital process that 

uses oscillators – called operators in 

the context of FM – divided into two 

categories: carriers and modulators. 

The latter are used to modulate the 

frequency of the former, thereby 

creating complex and tonally rich

results. The manner in which the two

categories of operator interact is

governed by a range of algorithms.

Wavetable on the other hand,

draws upon a memory bank of

sampled waveforms. The synthesizer

will scan through the waveforms – a

process that can be governed by

factors such as velocity or an

envelope shaper – to create complex,

evolving sounds. Granular synthesis

is also based around samples but,

instead of playing back full samples,

here the sounds are broken down into

minuscule ‘granules’ of just a few 

milliseconds in length.

These are the most prominent 

forms of synthesis, but there are 

others… PCM synthesis is a sample- 

based synthesis, which repitches 

sounds, similar to a multi-sampled 

instrument. Vector synthesis is a 

variation of wavetable which morphs 

between sounds laid out on an X/Y 

grid; while phase distortion is a 

process developed by Casio which 

takes a similar approach to FM.

> 
Using a combination of the Volca FM’s Arp 

and Tempo selector, we can extend the 

length of a standard one bar loop to four 

bars. Set the Tempo to 1/4. Now hit record, hold 

down some notes and create an arpeggiated loop.

> 
Almost all of the FM’s surface parameters 

– ie the ones with dedicated knobs or 

sliders – can record automation. Make sure 

Motion Sequence is On, Clear it to start with a 

blank slate, then hit Record and try tweaking the 

Carrier and Modulator envelopes or the Velocity.

> 
The FM’s most unique tricks come from 

automating the Arpeggiator and the 

Algorithm. Try changing the Arp pattern and 

speed mid sequence, and match this with a 

change of Algorithm to create a complete 

rhythmic and tonal shift.

Subtractive
Synthesis

>
Classic ‘analogue’ 
style synth sounds. 
Think resonant leads, 

warm pads sounds and 
dense basses. If you want 
to emulate a vintage synth 
sound, it’s likely you’ll want 

a subtractive synth.

Additive Synthesis

>
Additive is great for 
tonally complex 
sounds with a good 

mixture of harmonic and 
inharmonic content. By 
modulating and controlling 
individual partials it’s 
possible to get some very 
complex sonic movement 

going too.

Frequency 
Modulation

>
The process behind 
FM is great at 
creating sounds with 

complex ‘attack’ elements, 
so it’s great for percussive 
tones, mallets and plucks. 
Its often metallic, glassy 
quality is perfect for dark 
basses, electric pianos  
and uniquely ‘digital’ 

sounding ambience.

Wavetable and 
Granular Synthesis

>
Sample-based 
synthesis techniques 
are great for getting 

unique textures into your 
sounds. These types of 
synth are particularly adept 
at ambient/atmospheric 
tones, or complex and 
evolving pad sounds.

Which type 
and what to 
use it for…

Crash courseKnow your 
synthesis types
Can’t tell your additive from FM? 
Take our super-quick crash course...

The Korg Volca FM
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We’re getting hands-on with Korg’s new Volca FM, creating automated FM 
loops with Motion Sequencing 

This latest Volca is the newest instrument in our top synth guide, seeing as it will probably have only just hit the shelves of your local 

music shop by the time you read this magazine. We’ve had our hands on one for a few weeks though, and we’ve been instantly impressed 

by it (see our review on page 88). The Volca FM offers proper six operator FM synthesis with an interface that is highly tweakable and 

– most interestingly – automatable. Combine that with a built-in Arpeggiator, Chorus and the fact that it can load classic DX7 patches, and 

it starts to look like one of the most powerful budget instruments we’ve seen in some time. While the Volca is a solid source of FM sounds 

even if you don’t touch its sequencer, it’s the Motion Sequencer parameter automation that really makes this a great source of off-the-wall 

inspiration. Let’s dig into what it can do…
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The MoogMinitaur

L
aunched in 2012, the

Minitaur is a compact

desktop/rackmountable

bass synth with plenty

of balls! Based on the

sound engine of the

much revered Taurus 1/Taurus 3, the

Minitaur is designed primarily for fat

sounding bass – this is underlined by

have more than the range it does, it 

would also have to have a much 

bigger and more expensive power 

supply; hence, to keep this as the 

lowest priced Moog synth, yet still 

retain the quality of sound and bass 

power of the original Taurus, the 

Minitaur has a limited octave range. 

The Minitaur is a two VCO/single 

VCF synth, with each oscillator 

featuring a saw and a square wave. 

The tone of just the dry oscillators is 

very thick from the off and the

low-end is extremely present and 

solid throughout the note range; in 

fact, of all the Moogs we’ve 

compared it to, the Minitaur has the 

strongest and most powerful low-end 

extension! The filter onboard is the 

classic Moog 24dB low-pass ladder 

circuit and the circuitry is designed 

the fact that the sound engine’s 

design only permits a note range up 

to the C above middle C (MIDI note 

number 72). To dig a little deeper, 

this is due to the type of oscillators 

used (they’re Volt/Hertz type) and 

these require a doubling in voltage for 

every higher octave produced – in 

practice for a Taurus or Minitaur to 

so the VCOs hit both the mixer stage 

and filters hard, resulting in a really 

menacing, growly low-end few other 

synths can match. It can shake a 

building to its foundations and make 

bass players run a mile!  

In addition to the weighty-

sounding oscillators and the classic 

self-oscillating resonant Moog filter, 

the Minitaur has a fast LFO for 

modulating the sound and this can 

be routed to the amp or filter 

independently 

and controlled 

via your MIDI 

keyboard’s mod 

wheel. Of course, 

no synth is 

complete without 

envelopes and 

the Minitaur’s are 

fast too, which is 

what you need 

for punchy bass 

sounds. The only tiny caveat here is 

that these are three stage envelopes 

(one for amp and one for filter) and 

the decay stage can either act as a 

standard decay or as a release stage 

via the release button – in practice 

though, it all works very nicely. 

While most features on the 

Minitaur have a direct front panel 

control, there’s also a great editor 

that can run in your DAW or 

standalone that offers up librarian 

features and a way to control several 

additional sound-shaping parameters 

known as under the hood parameters. 

These can all be controlled via the 

editor over MIDI, as can all the 

hardware front panel controls too. A 

couple of these features are killer for 

making bass sounds and have 

subsequently made it onto the very 

popular Sub 37. The first is VCO 2 

beat sync which allows you to finely 

dial in the beating of osc 2 against 

osc 1, while keeping the beating 

consistent across the note range for 

maximum bass solidity. The second 

of these is note sync which resets the 

phase of each oscillator on each key 

press from a super-consistent and 

punchy note attack. (Moog have been 

great at updating and adding new 

features and there are further juicy 

updates on the horizon too). 

When it comes to bass synths, 

this one is hard to beat – it really 

does deliver low-end that has most 

other synths quaking in their boots 

and the beauty is you can just throw 

it into your bag, so you can always 

have the Moog sound with you. 

>
To make our sub bass, firstly zero out the

front panel/load an init preset. Once that’s

done, set oscillator 1 to square wave,

volume to halfway and turn filter cutoff to halfway

(with no resonance). Increase the amp decay/

release/sustain to hear some sound.

>
All you’ll be hearing now is a pretty pure 

square but we need to add interest to our 

sub. Turn osc 2 level to 3/4 full and its 

pitch (Freq) fully down for some growl! Set EG 

amount to half and cutoff to 320Hz.

> 
Engage the release button. Set amp release 

to half (for a medium release). For more 

snap, increase EG amount and filter decay 

while balancing with the filter cutoff. For Dubstep 

wobble, turn LFO rate to 3/4 full, VCF LFO AMT 

to half, then move that mod wheel!

Making Thick And Punchy Bass
The Minitaur/Taurus line are well-renowned bass monsters. Here’s how to 
make bass sounds that growl and punch hard!

Few synths can touch the Minitaur’s low-end prowess but what’s the best way to get a foolproof bass sound? Well, firstly it depends on 

what kind of sound you’re after. If you want a more acidic/303-ish bass, then choose a single saw and experiment with glide and 

resonance; also listen for how the oscillator level going into the mixer affects the filter too – the hotter the level the more mixer and filter 

drive which can add more harmonic interest and growl. The Minitaur’s filter is great as you hardly lose any low-end when boosting the 

resonance so, effectively, you can use the resonance like an EQ to highlight certain frequencies within your sound. For thicker sounds, use 

two oscillators and mix a saw with a square for clarity and plenty of subs. For really powerful sub bass, use two squares with no resonance. 

Here’s a little ‘how to’…

With its menacing, 
growly low-end, it 

can shake a building 
to its foundations!
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> 
Load TAL-BasssLine-101’s default preset.

Just as with the original Roland SH-101, we

can play MIDI notes and record these into

the onboard sequencer. Toggle the bottom Record

Sequence button, then play a simple few notes on

your MIDI keyboard to record these in.

>
Toggle a step’s S or P buttons to add a slide

or pause to that note. Below each step is a

number, which represents note offset: use

this to move the pitch of the steps up or down in

semitones. The sequencer’s top-right Swing slider

applies lazy swing to the pattern.

>
Turn off the Record Sequence button, then

activate the sequencer by toggling the Seq

button. Hold a MIDI note and the synth will

play back the notes we previously entered in a

regimented 16th-note pattern. Punch the bottom

Reset button if you want to start again.

> 
The Steps dial sets how long the sequence

is: we’ll double our sequence length from

16 steps to 32 steps, then program in

variations in the second 16 steps. For looping

variation, try pulling the Steps amount right back

to two or four steps.

> 
The sequencer is divided into 16 steps.

When the bottom Edit Mode button is lit

green, the red bar in each step represents

velocity. Toggle the Edit Mode button to change

the light to red. Now, the green bars in each step

represent note length.

>
Use the Tempo dial to change note

divisions, and use the drop-down below to

apply triplet or dotted notes. Finally, note

the dark MIDI Export button at the plug-in’s

bottom right: click and drag from here onto a

MIDI track to export the sequence as a MIDI file.

TAL-BassLine-101

20 GREATEST SYNTHS IN THE WORLD [AND HOW TO USE THEM!]

R
oland’s SH-101 is a 

hardware synthesizer 

that has captured the 

heart of many a 

producer over the 

years. Its design is 

fundamentally basic – a single VCO 

(plus sub oscillator), VCF, single LFO, 

plus one amplitude envelope that’s 

shared by both the amplifier and 

filter. But the way these simple 

features come together makes the 

SH-101 one of the most famous and 

beloved monosynths of all time.

Enter Togu Audio Line’s 

TAL-BassLine-101, an outstanding 

software recreation of Roland’s 

seminal grey synth, which maintains 

the original’s character and essence 

while adding a few modern features 

such as polyphony and LFO tempo 

sync. In this tutorial we’re going to 

explore TAL-BassLine-101’s excellent 

sequencer section. Like the original 

hardware, this sequencer allows you 

to play in MIDI notes which are then 

repeated at rhythmic intervals; but, 

unlike the original unit, the software 

version’s sequencer is visually 

accessible, allowing you to customise 

each step’s transpose, velocity, note 

length and more.

Creating Authentic 101 Sounds
Get the classic SH-101 sound with all the
conveniences of a software synth recreation
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O
ne of the standout 

soft synths of recent 

times is NI’s FM8. 

It started life in 

2001 as FM7 and 

is heavily inspired 

by Yamaha’s DX7. Just as the DX7 

was used by the likes of Phil Collins 

and Michael Jackson, FM8 has 

become essential for contemporary 

artists including D ‘n’ B heavyweights 

Noisia and Mefjus who’ve used it to 

create everything from tearing basses 

through to kicks and snares. 

Key to FM8’s popularity is the 

distinct sound and flexibility FM 

synthesis offers over conventional VA 

synths: by using up to six oscillators 

(operators) that can modulate each 

other via the FM Matrix, it’s possible 

to create unique sounds with a clarity 

that traditional subtractive synthesis 

can struggle to match. Added to 

FM8’s impressive sound generation 

ability is comprehensive modulation 

– not only does each operator have 

an ADSR envelope, but they can also 

be linked together to apply uniform 

modulation if needed. There’s a 

modulation matrix too, featuring two 

LFOs for further modulation of any of 

the various operators alongside a 

pitch envelope. FM8’s Arpeggiator 

boasts a 32 step pattern editor that 

can be used as a step sequencer with

the Shuffle control adding some 

groove and the Expression controls 

letting you accent certain notes in 

the sequence. 

Aside from the six operators that 

generate sound, there’s also a noise 

and fat-sounding saturation operator 

alongside a digital multi-mode dual 

filter. With all this flexibility, not to 

mention a top-drawer effects section, 

it’s no wonder FM8 is still one of the 

synth giants in 2016.

> 
We open Operator F’s envelope, shorten the 

decay and lengthen the release tail before 

disabling the envelope’s Sustain and 

Release options to stop the envelope only acting 

after the key is released. We apply Overdrive from 

the effects section to add some extra harmonics.

> 
FM8’s pitch envelope is ideal for adding the 

808 kick’s pitch modulation. We turn the 

Envelope dial to 100 before setting the 

envelope to have a gradual curve downwards. 

Pushing the attack up makes the sound zappy like 

a 909 kick with extra sustain, giving a ‘bass drop’.

> 
Mimic the grimy sound of the original 

hardware – in the Master tab push the 

Analog quality slider up to about 80 and the 

Digital slider up to 20 to add aliasing. It would be 

great to automate this – it adds a bitcrushing-style 

effect with serious crunch when pushed hard.

Kick Design In FM8
Put off buying that cripplingly expensive TR-808 for a bit longer by making 
your own crusty 808 kick in FM8

As we mentioned earlier, lots of producers make their own drums in FM8, and it’s easy to see why with the amount of flexibility the synth 

offers. While you probably won’t be making a lifelike snare any time soon, FM8 is excellent for synthesizing electronic drum sounds like 

kicks, snares and hi-hats due to its noise generator, razor-sharp envelopes and the ability to set the pitch of each operator in hertz by 

setting Ratio to 0 before dialling in the offset to taste. For example, this gives us the ability to recreate the fundamental and upper 

harmonics of a snare in a controlled manner using ADSR envelopes to shape each operator individually; we can adjust the low thud, mid 

snap and high crack of a snare independently, giving a much more controlled sound. It’s also straightforward to recreate classic drum 

machine sounds such as an 808-style kick drum – check out our audio examples, videos and finished presets to see how we did it.

>
Want to add that 
classic Luther 
Vandross style 

electric piano to your 
own productions? Or 
maybe you’ve got a 
DX7 sat in the loft that 
has lots of cool sounds 
you want to rescue? No 
problem: FM8 is fully 
compatible with 
original DX7 patches 
which can be loaded in 
via MIDI SysEx.

>
FM8’s functions 
are fully MIDI 
assignable via  

the Master tab. This is 
a great way to add 
filter sweeps and 
automation using a 
MIDI controller, and is 
easier than wrestling 
with the original  
DX7’s notoriously 
complicated interface.

>
FM8’s Morph 
feature is great 
for creating 

evolving textures. Drag 
a different preset onto 
each corner of the four 
square box (top centre 
of the synth) before 
moving the Morph X-Y 
pad in the Easy tab to 
mix between them. If 
the results sound too 
disjointed, try adding 
some randomisation.

Find your  
way round 
the FM8

How to…

Native Instruments 

FM8
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K
org took us all by 

surprise back in 

2014 with the 

announcement that 

they had acquired 

the rights to ARP 

and that they were going to re-release 

the classic ARP analogue duophonic 

synth, the Odyssey. Alongside David 

Friend (co-founder and president of 

ARP Instruments and the head 

designer of the original ARP 

Odyssey), Korg meticulously 

recreated the original design but 

using modern surface mount 

components, adding the filter 

revisions from all three Odyssey 

models along with a filter drive 

switch, USB for MIDI, Din MIDI 

input, plus a headphone amp and 

balanced output. The other big (or 

little) change was that Korg scaled 

down the overall design (as with  

the MS-20 mini) making the unit 

mpact by using slim keys

re smaller and thinner than

d keys but not as small as

ys).

new synth has been widely

d as very authentic to the

and we can attest this to be

after comparing it to an

‘white-face’ model – the

ce between the new and old

ible! Character-wise, the

s an almost vocal-like quality

gs of personality; it’s precise

when required with nicely

envelopes and plenty in the

way of sound shaping onboard

including low-pass and high-pass

filters, two envelopes (one AR and

one ADSR) sample and hold,

oscillator sync, ring mod, pwm, an

audio-rate-capable LFO plus pink

and white noise.

Fat sounds
It’s at home creating fat basses/

duophonic leads (perfect for House,

Funk, Soul and Electronic/Boogie

styles) plus the filter is juicy when

resonance is pushed and the top-end

can really cut through dense mixes

like spicy butter! Every bit as good as

the original – just smaller!

> 
Zero out the front panel as best you can. 

Make sure Osc 1 and 2 Coarse tuning is set 

to 200Hz. Set VCO1 to saw, VCO2 to 

square, VCO1 level to 3/4 full and VCO2 level to 

just under 3/4 full. Detune VCO2 slightly to taste.

> 
Set ADSR to control the filter and AR to 

control the amp. Attack and Release can be 

set to zero for maximum punch! Filter 

ADSR can be set to Attack = 0, Decay = halfway 

between the first two white markings and Sustain 

and Release to zero.

> 
Select VCF Type I, Filter ADSR level

slider to 3/4 full, cutoff to just under 3/4

full and resonance to the fourth white line

marking. Set Filter Drive to ‘on’. Finally, plug a

mini-jack patch cable from Gate Out to Trigger In

for legato triggering.

Making Dirty Bass
The Oddy is a killer dirty bass machine. Here’s some insight into that
famous bottom-end…

During the 1970s it was all about two monosynths: Moog’s Minimoog vs the ARP Odyssey. Some preferred the Mini, some preferred the

ARP but they are both now regarded as vintage classics and both were used in equal measure by major touring/recording artists for bass

and lead sounds. Perhaps the Oddy’s most famous bass sound is on Herbie Hancock’s 1973 Jazz/Funk crossover track Chameleon and you

can find a full bass recreation here: http://www.musicradar.com/tuition/tech/how-to-recreate-the-chameleon-bass-sound-on-the-korg-arp-

odyssey-620055. For this walkthrough we’re going to show you a general approach to making bass sounds on the Oddy, so you can then

go off and create your own. By combining the powerful-sounding oscillators and pushing them hard into the mixer, along with those

snappy envelopes and very characterful filters (all three filter types are available on the Korg ARP), you have the perfect ingredients for fat,

warm and dirty bass sounds. Here’s a quick rundown…

g y y >
As the Odyssey
doesn’t have a
switch to engage

legato mode, in order
to achieve smooth
legato leads (where the
envelopes don’t
retrigger on every key
press) connect a patch
cable from the Gate
Out to the Trigger In.

>
For making
drones, push up
the VCA Gain

slider and your hands
are free to tweak
parameters. Oddy
virgins often mistake
the VCA gain slider for
the overall volume
slider – raise the
oscillator mixer levels
to control volume.

>
Modulating
sounds is one of
the Oddy’s strong

points. There’s an LFO
(plus VCO1 can go into
LFO mode), sample
and hold, ring-mod,
PWM and FM.

>
Don’t forget the
PPC (Proportional
Pitch Control) is a

big part of the Oddy’s
character – rather than
normal pitch and mod
wheels you have pads
for bending up/down
and for vibrato.

Get the
best from
yourOddy!

How to…
more com
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T
he brainchild of Xfer’s 

Steve Duda, Serum is a 

relatively new soft synth 

but has quickly gained a 

loyal user base thanks 

to its wealth of features 

and cutting-edge sound. Famous 

users include Deadmau5, Feed Me, 

and even Hip-Hop controversy 

machine Kanye West (check out 

www.musicradar.com/news/tech/

kanye-west-reads-musicradar-

appears-to-go-on-pirate-bay-and-gets-

slammed-by-deadmau5-635331).

Serum’s advanced 

implementation of wavetable 

synthesis offers timbrally-interesting 

results while being optimised for 

CPU efficiency. There are two main 

oscillators, which exhibit a bright, 

crisp sound thanks to the synth’s 

underlying anti-aliasing technology, 

with each oscillator type boasting up 

to 256 wavetables alongside 

real-time wavetable manipulation for 

seamless modulation between 

wavetables. Each oscillator can be 

twisted up further using Serum’s 

advanced detuning options, allowing 

you to stack each by up to 16 voices 

– great for big-room chords, huge 

Reece basses and razor-sharp leads.

Serum also boasts plenty of 

modulation options, including three 

AHDSR envelopes and four LFOs that

can easily be assigned to control any 

parameters on the synth via drag and 

drop. This style of modulation was 

popularised by Massive, but Serum 

takes it even further by offering a 

32-slot mod matrix for precise 

adjustments. Add to this the great 

sounding filters (of which there are a 

multitude of types), a phat sub 

oscillator and superb effects suite, 

and it’s easy to see why Serum’s one 

of the world’s finest synths.

> 
The wavetable editor lets us import audio 

from a WAV file before slicing the audio into 

individual frames to create a custom 

wavetable. Here, we’ve created a wavetable osc 

from a dub FX sample using FFT Resynth 512 

which is a spectral mode, giving a blurry sound.

> 
Moving the WTPos dial cycles between the 

individual frames of the wavetable. We’ve 

modulated this with an LFO for a gritty 

texture. The Warp dial offers different modes to 

change the sound of the wavetable – we’ve gone 

for PWM, which adds more upper harmonics.

> 
We’ve applied a little detuning to thicken 

the sound up with two voices and some LFO 

modulation on the Detune control to give 

some extra width. Finally, modulation of the Warp 

control using a slower LFO adds some extra bite 

to our sound.

Creating Wavetables
Turn the tables on the usual analogue-inspired oscillators by creating your 
own custom wavetables from scratch. Let’s see how…

As well as boasting an epic amount of different wavetables out of the box, Serum offers scope to create wavetables from scratch in a 

number of different ways – so let’s explore the wavetable editor in more detail. We can create a wavetable by entering a mathematical 

formula or, if you fancy unleashing your artistic side, it’s possible to draw a waveform from scratch. Serum also offers tools to smoothly 

blend between a wavetable’s individual frames in the editor’s Morph menu by using crossfading or spectral morphing, giving control over 

the smoothness of transition between frames. The other option for creating a wavetable is to import a WAV audio file of your choosing 

– this can be used to sample a waveform from a particular synth or, in our case, to create something more unusual by creating a wavetable 

from a sound effect sample. Check out the audio examples, videos and Serum preset to hear our techniques in action for yourself.

>
Drawing in your 
own wavetable is 
fun and simple. 

Open the wavetable 
editor, draw in a 
number of wave 
shapes in the slots 
along the bottom, then 
go to Morph>Crossfade 
to create a wavetable 
that morphs between 
your waveforms.

>
Want to precisely 
draw in waveform 
harmonics? In the 

FFT Area (at the top of 
the wavetable editor) 
draw in harmonics 
across the top row, and 
phase offset via the 
bottom row.

>
When in the 
wavetable editor, 
use the Undo and 

Redo buttons to jump 
back or forwards to a 
previous edit.

>
Use the Chaos 1 
and 2 modulators 
to apply subtle 

movement and 
randomisation – for 
instance, adding 
gentle analogue-style 
pitch drift to oscillator 
tuning. These two 
modulators are 
accessed via the mod 
matrix or by right-
clicking a parameter.

Get creative 

with Serum

How to…

Xfer RecordsSerum
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Sonic Charge
Synplant

20 GREATEST SYNTHS IN THEWORLD [AND HOW TO USE THEM!]

T
he vast majority of 

synthesizers are 

designed to be your 

‘go-to’ instrument, all 

vying to impress 

potential buyers with 

unfathomable synthesis engines, 

technology’. We’re all clearly spoilt 

for choice when it comes to 

powerhouse, ‘do-it-all’ instruments 

– but what about those times when 

you crave a simple slice of 

inspiration? Perhaps you’re stuck in a 

rut and need a quick creative shot in 

the arm? A bog- 

standard subtractive synth might not 

give you the weirdness you’re after; 

whereas a complicated synth can 

turn you into a programming nerd, 

killing creative flow as you get 

overwhelmed with options and 

features.

It’s for this reason that we’re 

placing Sonic Charge’s Synplant on 

our list of best synths. Yes, we can 

already hear your scoffing, but hear 

us out. While diminutive in stature, 

Synplant is an unquestionably unique

instrument: instead of placing all of 

its parameters directly at your 

fingertips, it takes a ‘genetic’ 

approach to synthesis, allowing you 

to plant sonic ‘seeds’ from which 

‘branches’ organically grow. The 

resulting sounds vary from evolving to

downright unorthodox; but all the 

while, the underlying synthesis 

parameters are hidden from view, 

encouraging you to follow your ears 

as you cultivate creative timbres like 

a sound-sculpting Alan Titchmarsh.

numerous oscillators, heaps of unison 

voices, hundreds of filter types, 

complex modulation systems and 

countless stacks of features. Some 

fastidiously emulate classic analogue 

designs, while others claim to bring 

forth ‘the next generation in synthesis 

> 
Begin by calling up a new instance of 

Synplant in your DAW. Here, we’re 

triggering the synth with an Fsharp note, so 

we’ll drag the Seed up along the vertical axis to 

grow the Fsharp Branch, hugely altering the note’s 

timbre as the Seed’s length is changed.

> 
Different MIDI keys will play different 

sounds depending upon the Branches 

you’ve created. We’ll play in additional 

Csharp and Asharp notes before altering the 

Branches on those notes within the Bulb, giving 

each note of our chord a unique texture.

> 
Finally, we’ll draw in mod wheel movements 

to grow all the Branches at once – a rising 

effect swells open the Branches, creating 

an alien-like rising effect. You can define exactly 

how much these branches will grow by adjusting 

the Wheel Scaling slider.

Genetic Synthesis With Synplant
Grow your own unusual sounds with Synplant’s esoteric synthesis methods 

Synthesis in Synplant begins within the centre Bulb, which is divided into the 12 notes of the chromatic scale. Inside sits a Seed. Click 

and drag inside the Bulb to cause a Branch to grow outwards from the Seed on a particular note. The further you drag a Branch, the more 

the sound’s timbre changes; and you can grow different Branches for each of the 12 notes, meaning that each note will have a different 

character. Once you’re happy with the sound of one Branch, click the Seed to apply those settings to all 12 notes.

The sliders around the edge of the Bulb give quick access to synth-altering features. Atonality defines whether your sound will be more 

of an atonal sound effect or a more musical tone, whereas the Effect slider defines the amount of panning and reverb applied. If you want 

access to Synplant’s under-the-hood synthesis engine, simply toggle the Gene Manipulation button to open a drop-down menu.

>
Synplant’s 
oddball interface 
and methods 

often have you taking 
sounds down an 
unwanted path. Reach 
for the handy Undo/
Redo buttons to jump 
back a step.

>
The shorter the 
Branch, the less 
effect the 

atonality slider has. 
Keep Branch lengths 
short if you want to 
create more musical, 
playable sounds.

>
Click the centre 
Seed to cut it off 
and ‘re-plant’ 

– meaning you apply 
that Branch’s settings 
to all 12 notes.

>
The outer ring of 
the Bulb is the 
Rotation Control. 

Click and drag to 
change which 
incoming MIDI note 
triggers the Branches 
you’ve grown.

>
Use the top-left 
drop-down Main 
Menu or right-

click in the interface 
for useful parameters.

>
Confused? Check 
out Synplant’s 
built-in tutorial.

Cultivate 
sounds with 
Synplant

How to…
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R
oland’s flagship

‘crossover’ synth

launched last year

and it has gained

many fans – although

it remains pretty

underrated when in fact it’s a very

deep and unique-sounding polysynth.

The JD-XA has two distinct sound

engines – a DCO driven four-note

polyphonic analogue engine which

can operate either as a four-voice,

two oscillator polyphonic synth (using

‘Polystack’ mode), or as up to four

independent two-oscillator per voice

monosynths in mono mode. This is

coupled with a full Integra 7 derived/

compatible SuperNatural Synth 

digital engine, with up to 64-note 

polyphony that features four parts 

with three partials (oscillators) 

available per part. This engine 

includes virtual analogue waves 

alongside over 400 sampled PCM 

waves which can be layered with the 

analogue engine, or used to cross 

modulate it, while the digital engine 

can be routed paraphonically through 

the analogue filter system via the 

onboard AUX system.

So it’s a deep and flexible beast…  

but it doesn’t end there. It also has a 

great VP-series derived vocoder which

has great intelligibility, plus a nice 

sounding and flexible effects system 

with real-time front panel editing 

control. While on this subject, the 

backlit front panel is very useful 

onstage and having all the real-time 

dials and sliders available (all of 

which send and receive MIDI) is a 

godsend, making the XA a great 

controller too for VSTs (this is how 

Nick Rhodes from Duran Duran uses 

his XAs). From analogue basses to 

electric pianos, strings, sound FX, 

sequences/arps, splits/layers and 

more, the XA covers it all!

>
For the bass: Press Shift, then Init then

Enter to initialise the sound. Select

analogue pt1. Turn up both analogue

oscillators to half in the mixer. Set Osc1 fine-tune

to -6 to add movement. Set Filter ENV Depth to

+24. Now for the envelopes!

>
Set amp ADSR to 0, full, 0, 0, turn filter 

cutoff (LPF1) to 47 and filter ADSR to 0, 

44, 0, 0. To set the keyboard/note range: 

hold down analogue pt1’s ‘on’ button – hit bottom 

C (C2), then A (A3). Now select Digi Part 1.

> 
Set note range from A3 to C6. Set Amp 

Level to 39. Hit Osc1 ‘Variation’ button, 

then choose wave 124. Hit the Part MFX 

SW button, turn on and add Phaser 2. Repeat this 

step for the pad, choosing Wave 31, then add 

some amp release.

Combining The Engines
Combining the engines is where the fun begins… Want a digital EP with an
analogue bass, plus strings? Here’s how…

We’ve always lusted after a synth that has a great sounding analogue poly section and a digital section for bread and butter sounds/layers 

that can also split/layer/combine those sounds, thus allowing us to take one board on a gig and cover synth bass in our left hand over 

two-three octaves, plus an electric piano with FX, layered with a pad or strings in the right hand. The JD-XA is the first board that has 

allowed us to do this and it’s great having so much power in one box. Setting up complex patches is surprisingly straightforward on the XA 

and in the following walkthrough, we’ll show you how easy complex sound creation is. First we’ll set up our analogue bass and assign it to 

the lower octaves, followed by our EP sound which will be assigned to the upper two octaves, then effected and layered with a pad.

The JD-XA has a 
great vocoder 
based on Roland’s 

-7 technology. It has 
great intelligibility but 
if you are using an 
SM57 (for example) 
which doesn’t have the 
brightest character, 
simply layer in some 
white noise on a digital 
or analogue part for 
better clarity/diction. 

>
If you like to keep 
things purely 
analogue while 

still running the digital 
engine out of the main 
outs with effects, use 
the dedicated 
analogue output  
which can then be 
processed externally/
independently. 

> 
For more dirt/grit, 
filter drive works 
wonders or blend 

in some noise, use 
ring-mod or cross-mod, 
or alternatively add 
distortion or amp 
simulation FX. 

> 
To quickly assign 
filter frequency to 
Wheel 2: hit shift, 

move the mod wheel 
forward, hit enter, the 
panel lights flash, turn 
filter cutoff, hit enter. 
Job done!
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Native Instruments

Massive
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N
ative Instruments 

refer to Massive as 

“the synth that 

defined bass music” 

– and rightly so. The 

years after its 

release in 2007 saw the mainstream 

success of Dubstep, a genre based 

around futuristic bass modulation, 

squealing leads and morphing 

vocal-like synths. While the synth’s 

brash, digital sound isn’t one for 

analogue purists, Massive is still the 

weapon of choice for aggressive bass 

and lead sounds due to its ability to 

generate morphing digital tones in a 

flash.

Oscillators & modulation
Massive is the instrument that made 

wavetable synthesis cool in the late 

2000s. Unlike the static waveforms 

found on traditional VA synths, each 

of Massive’s three main oscillators 

can be switched between one of 80 

preset wavetables, each containing a 

collection of single-cycle waveforms 

ranging from traditional VA shapes 

through to metallic tones, nasal 

waves and noise-like sounds. 

Smoothly scanning through a 

wavetable’s position will morph 

between the various waveforms, 

outputting nasty growls and evolving 

of the era forced the user to set mod 

sources, destinations and amounts 

via drop-down menus or lists, 

Massive popularised the modular-

style ‘drag-and-drop’ method: click 

and drag a modulation source’s cross 

timbres unrivalled by other synthesis 

methods.

This wavetable morphing is 

especially powerful when combined 

with the synth’s intuitive modulation 

system. While most rival soft synths 

icon over to a parameter’s destination 

slot, then drag up or down in the slot 

to set a coloured ring around the 

target dial and apply the desired 

amount of positive or negative 

modulation.

Massive’s various modulation 

sources themselves are also conduits 

for rhythmic movement and textural 

interest. Aside from the usual 

velocity, key tracking, aftertouch and 

MIDI trigger modulation, the synth 

offers eight detailed mod sources. 

The first four slots are dedicated 

ADSR envelope generators. The 

second quartet are assignable 

sources that can each be switched 

between one of three types: a 

Performer: a waveform-based 

sequencer which allows the user to 

draw in complex wave shapes; 

Stepper: a more traditional step 

sequencer; and a customisable LFO. 

By modulating certain destinations 

with sweeping LFO movement and 

others with step-based Performer or 

Stepper patterns, it’s possible to 

induce a huge amount of rhythmic 

variation and movement. What’s 

more, Massive’s Macro controls – 

eight knobs that can be assigned to 

multiple destinations – are also 

standout performance controls that 

give you the ability to quickly alter 

many parameters with the minimum 

of fuss. Not only do these methods 

facilitate an enormous number of 

complex mod routings, but they also 

inspire sonic experimentation and 

performance creativity.

Filters and other features
To briefly round up Massive’s other 

features, its two filters can each be 

blended between serial and parallel 

configuration and switched between 

12 different types; there’s also a 

noise oscillator with 12 selectable 

noise types, two pairs of two insert 

effects slots featuring 25 different 

effects; plus ring modulation, phase 

modulation, position modulation and 

filter FM. And we haven’t even 

mentioned the customisable signal 

flow. Phew!

Can Massive be classed as one of 

the top synthesizers of all time? We 

think so. Its selling point isn’t so 

much the individual features 

themselves, but the way in which all 

of these are implemented within a 

relatively concise interface. One of 

Massive’s initial criticisms was the 

amount of CPU power it demanded 

– but it’s noticeably less demanding 

> 
Within Massive’s Keytracking Oscillator 

page, you can precisely define each osc’s 

pitch in relation to incoming MIDI notes. 

We’ve set Osc 2’s pitch to a linear value – so it 

plays a G no matter what key is pressed – to layer 

over Osc 1’s chromatic pitch tracking.

> 
The Keytracking Filter page operates in a 

similar way. By default, the filter opens over 

higher MIDI notes in a linear fashion, but 

we’ve drawn a custom envelope that opens the 

filter over the lowest and higher notes of the riff, 

closing the filter over the notes in between.

> 
Finally, we’ve applied the KTr mod source 

over Osc 2’s wavetable position and noise 

oscillator amplitude. This increases both 

the second oscillator’s wavetable value and noise 

level over the riff’s higher notes, gradually turning 

the sine into a square to add harmonic interest.

Advanced Keytracking In Massive
The synth’s Keytracking Oscillator and Keytracking Filter pages are 
undoubtedly powerful, but often overlooked…

Instead of looking at Massive’s well-documented sound-creating options, this is the ideal opportunity to discuss one of its lesser-known 

features. The majority of synths allow you to modulate various parameters in relation to incoming MIDI notes in a linear fashion – for 

example, a filter can be told to gradually open as higher notes are pressed – but Massive takes this concept much further, allowing you to 

define exactly how each oscillator’s pitch and filter’s frequency reacts to a particular MIDI note by drawing in breakpoint envelopes across 

a keyboard display. To demonstrate, we’ve created a two-oscillator square bass/lead part that’s being triggered by a MIDI riff spanning 

various notes and octaves. Check out our video, audio examples and Massive preset files to see and hear these techniques in action.
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A
t the risk of pointing

out the blindingly

obvious, a semi-

modular synth is an

instrument that sits

somewhere between

a full synthesizer and a modular

system. In most cases, that means a

collection of synth components that

are wired to create a fully functioning

instrument, yet capable of being

patched in order to rearrange the

sound engine or send/receive signals

from other gear. Moog’s recent

Mother-32 is a great example.

Beyond its own engine, the Mother

has a variety of tools to help it make

friends with other analogue devices.

For one thing, it functions as a MIDI

to CV converter, with a built-in

sequencer and tempo control that

doubles as a clock divider. It fits

nicely into a Eurorack case too.

A
s an older design of

synth, Korg’s iconic

MS-20 (in its original

form and the various

reissues) doesn’t

feature the same

concessions to the modern Eurorack

format. It’s still great for connecting

up to CV sequencers and modulators,

but you’ll probably need to pick up a

V/Oct to V/Hz converter if you want it

to communicate melodically with

more modern CV gear (such as the

Mother-32). Semi-modular designs

aren’t all about CV, however, and one

of the MS-20’s best tricks is its talent

for processing and incorporating

external audio via its External Signal

Processor. This allows an audio signal

to be shaped and manipulated using

the synth’s filters, driven through its

notoriously gritty innards and blended

with the MS-20’s oscillators.

>
Create yourself a basic synth sound We’re

going to set the envelope

modulate the LFO speed

that to modulate the filter. Set

triangle. Set the VCF Mod Sou

then set VCA Mode to On.

>
Take a simple drum loop, either outputted 

from your DAW/audio interface or a 

groovebox. Let’s process this with the 

MS-20’s filter and envelopes. Plug your audio 

signal into the External Signal Processor input 

and turn down both Oscillators in the mixer.

> 
Patch the first ESP output to the right of 

the input into the External Signal Input on 

the main patchbay. Now patch ESP Trig out 

into Trig In on the patchbay. Turn up the input 

level until you hear your beat running through the 

synth. Now tweak the filters!

> 
Turn the Oscillators back up now. Play 

around with the envelopes and try holding 

down notes on the keyboard. You should 

hear the MS-20’s synth engine being triggered in 

time with your drum loop. Try cranking up the 

resonance for some filthy fun!

The Moog

The Korg
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ynth sound. We re

e generator (EG) to

d, and in turn use

the LFO wave to

rce to LFO, and

cutoff to around 200Hz.

patch EG (output) into LFO Rate (input). On

the EG, set a short to medium Attack and

Decay, with Sustain off. Now play a note and

hear how the filter modulation changes as we

move through the envelope.

Set the EG to modulate VCF resonance too.

means splitting our patch signal. Patch

EG (output) into Mult (input). Patch Mult 1

(output) back into LFO Rate (input) and Mult 2

(output) into VCF Res. Set the Resonance dial to

around a third and play a note to hear the effect.

THEM

Semi-Modular Basics With The Mother-32
The Mother-32 is great for hooking up to external gear. For now though, 
let’s keep things simple and look at how a semi-modular set-up allows us 
to rearrange the Mother’s basic sound engine…

Signal Processing With The MS-20
The MS-20’s amous filters and gritty External Signal Processor make it a 
great tool for adding character to all sorts of sounds. Let’s look at how we 
can use it to process a drum loop…
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T
he Voyager was the last

synth designed by the

legendary Dr Robert

Moog and it reigned

supreme at the top of

Moog’s product line

from 2002 until its discontinuation

last year (the XL version survives for

now). Designed as a modern take on

the classic Minimoog, the Voyager

took up where the Minimoog left off.

The basic engine is similar to the

Mini’s – monophonic/monotimbral

and built on the same foundations of

three wide-range Moog VCOs, while

the solid case design (with flip up 

tank-like-constructed control panel) 

is a direct throwback to the

Minimoog. New additions include 

continuously variable waveshapes for 

each oscillator, oscillator sync, FM, 

much deeper modulation facilities 

(two busses), a unique assignable 

touch panel (much like an analogue 

Kaoss Pad!), preset memory for up to 

896 presets (if you have a later 

version or updated digital board), pot 

mapping, extensive MIDI capabilities, 

a breakout connector for adding 

additional CV facilities/connectivity, 

stereo outputs and, in addition to 

Bob’s classic single LPF, a dual LPF 

and an HPF/LPF mode too. 

As a Minimoog emulator, the 

Voyager works brilliantly and it can 

nail classic Minimoog patches. As it 

uses more modern parts with tighter 

tolerances, its sound is more refined, 

but it still has that unmistakable 

classic-yet-heavy Minimoog-esque 

quality. For those that desire a more 

dirty/open-topped Minimoog sound, 

the ‘slew rate modification’ gets you 

more of that vintage sound, though 

many still prefer to keep things stock.

>
First off, start creating your sound from an

initialised patch (Init.Parmeters via Edit

button). Set Oscillator 1 level to 8,

pitch=32’ and wave=5 (saw/square). Set

Oscillator 2 level to 8, pitch to 32’ and wave to 4

(saw). Then add a little detuning.

>
Add a touch of Oscillator 3 at 8’ pitch and 

set it to a square wave. For extra weight/grit, 

take a mono patch lead from the right 

output into the external mixer input and increase 

the external input level on the mixer to taste.

> 
Set the amp ADSR to zero attack, zero 

decay, longest sustain and fastest release. 

Turn filter envelope amount to 3/4 full, then 

set the filter ADSR for zero attack, decay=half, 

sustain=4, fastest release, then set filter cutoff to 

250 and resonance to 3.

Don’t Stop ’Til You Get Enough… Bass!
Minimoog bass is behind many of Michael Jackson’s hits – here’s how to 
create that famous sound on the Voyager…

P.Y.T., Man In The Mirror, Working Day And Night and Don’t Stop Til You Get Enough are just a few of Michael Jackson’s hits that feature 

the Minimoog on bass. As the Voyager is the Mini’s most direct ancestor, we thought this would be a great place to show you how to get in 

the ballpark of the kind of sound used on these famous recordings. We say ballpark because on many of the tunes it was in fact two 

modified Minimoogs triggered together but we can still get a basic patch going on using the Voyager that sounds authentic. The Jackson 

bass sound has a very punchy attack and plenty of dirt which we can get by sending the mono (r) output into the external input and 

turning up the input gain. We are going to use two saws, plus a square on VCO 3 to add some extra character!

careful  
ith oscillator 
olumes, 
ally when using 
scillators. If you 

select three similar 
waveforms with similar 
volume levels, you can 
end up with phasing 
and bass drop-outs, 
which takes power 
from your bass sounds. 

> 
Instead of 
reaching for the 
filter knob, use 

the touchpad which is 
more fun and quicker 
in a performance 
– plus it can be 
assigned to other 
destinations via the 
menu system. 

> 
Some great 
stereo-panoramic 
effects can  

be obtained when 
using the synth in 
stereo and using the  
‘spacing’ control to 
spread the two filters 
independently to the 
left and right outputs. 

> 
Don’t forget to flip 
through the 
various filter pole 

modes in the menus 
too. These alter the 
slope of the onboard 
filters and can radically 
alter the Voyager’s 

the best 
m the 
yager!

to…
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> 
Elektron Overbridge requires that you install 

the relevant software on your computer and 

that Overbridge Mode is enabled on the 

synth itself (in the Global/System/USB Config 

section). This may also require an OS update on 

the hardware.

> 
The sound is quite bright as it is, so the 

four-pole low-pass filter can be dialled in to 

add tonal shaping. Cutoff is lowered and 

Resonance and Envelope Depth increased. The 

filter envelope is tweaked for a fast attack, no 

sustain and medium decay/release.

> 
The Analog Keys has a separate 

sub-oscillator for each oscillators, and that 

can be set to play a fifth down in each case. 

Here we have Osc 2 tuned four semitones up from 

Osc 1, creating a four-note chord.

> 
The Amp envelope shape is very much a 

matter of taste. Generally Decay should not 

be too quick. Try setting a very fast Release 

and maximum Sustain for a more ‘in and out’ 

sliced sample-type vibe.

> 
Next, tweak the relative tuning and 

sub-oscillator detune to add extra analogue 

thickness. Vibrato, with medium fade time 

and a small amount of ‘Bend’ – a slight downward 

pitch-bend into the note – help take this feel a 

little further.

> 
The built-in effects can now be used for 

sonic ‘icing’. The sound is routed to chorus, 

with the chorus routed to the delay, which  

is fed in turn to the reverb. The aim is to keep 

plenty of the direct sound and avoid effects on 

the low-end.

Elektron Analog Keys

20 GREATEST SYNTHS IN THE WORLD [AND HOW TO USE THEM!]

E
lektron have cut their 

own path through the 

modern music tech 

landscape for a while 

now, and the Analog 

Keys is no exception. 

This keyboard-based four-voice 

analogue synth was originally perhaps 

most at home as a performance 

instrument. The live sequencing 

aspects are in evidence throughout, 

and the plentiful supply of buttons 

and knobs encourages interactivity. 

However, the small LCD screen is 

quite limited in what it can show, 

and Elektron have therefore 

embraced computer-based editing 

with their Overbridge software.

Previously the preserve of Ableton 

Live users, it is now accessible 

regardless of DAW, and it isn’t just an 

editor. Overbridge is a perfect 

example of how analogue technology 

can be integrated into the modern 

world. Not only can you edit the 

Analog Keys, but its audio output  

can be routed straight into Logic, 

Cubase, and so on.

Here we’re going to take a look at 

the Analog Keys synthesis 

architecture through the prism of its 

Overbridge-enabled editor.

Creating Analogue House Stabs
The Analog Keys can make use of sub-oscillators 
to create one finger synth chord stabs…
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The Field
Axel Willner has built a career on looping 
without ever repeating himself. Si Truss 
catches up with him in Berlin to talk sampling, 
modular and new LP, The Follower
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 A
t the heart of Swedish 

producer Axel Willner’s music 

as The Field lies a formula of 

repetition and subtle 

variation. His sprawling, loop- 

driven tracks are like sonic 

versions of a sleight of hand 

magic trick: seemingly stuck 

in a cycle of static repetition, they delicately build 

and unfold until the mood has shifted completely 

without the listener noticing the point of change.

A parallel can be drawn with the path of The 

Field’s career as a whole. On the surface, it appears 

little has changed over his run of LPs for influential 

German label Kompakt, with each album still built 

upon the same interplay between atmospheric 

samples and electronic beats that formed the basis 

of his groundbreaking ’07 debut From Here We Go 

Sublime. Yet there have been numerous seismic 

shifts to the way Willner approaches his music – 

he’s moved from tracker software to hardware 

samplers, a three-piece live band has come and 

gone, and the bright emotions of his early releases 

have slowly given way to a darker, noticeably harder 

sound. His recent fifth album, The Follower, sees 

yet another change, as Willner dives headfirst into 

the depths of modular synthesis. We caught up with 

Willner in his synth-stuffed apartment in his 

adopted home town of Berlin to find out how his 

new gear is feeding his creativity.

FM: How did the creative process behind The 

Follower differ from your previous album 

Cupid’s Head?

The Field: “It started off more or less the same as 

Cupid’s Head, with the same gear, based around the 

Elektron stuff. I made maybe two tracks and then I 

kind of hit the wall – I didn’t have a feeling for it. 

One thing that I learned along the way is that one of 

the best ways to feed your creativity is with new gear. 

If you get new stuff you can just get lost in it. So 

that’s when I took a step into the modular world.”

Had you played around with modular gear 

before, or was that totally new for this album?

“It was just for this album. You can hear it as the 

album was made almost chronologically; the first 

two tracks are more like how my set-up used to be, 

and then the later parts are me experimenting and 

getting lost in the modular.”

This album sounds more synth heavy in 

general… Is that fair to say?

“Yes, it’s generally less sample-based. I still always 

start with samples though. The Field has always 

been about samples – it’s sample-based music. Even 

though it’s not so much at the front this time, every 

track is still based around samples. Although, on the 

second part of this album at least, it’s less in the 

foreground than it has been.”

How do you work with samples? Do you always 

turn to Octatrack or do you ever use software?

“Nowadays everything is done with the Octatrack; 

it’s been like that ever since I started using it. From 

Here We Go Sublime was made entirely with Buzz, 

the tracker program. Yesterday And Today was also 

partially done in Buzz, but I also started to use the 

MPC. I was using that mostly for live purposes, but 

I’d also feed samples into that and jam around it. 

That album was recorded out on an island in an old 

school, with people just coming and going – it was 

super free and hippy-esque, and the recording 

techniques on that album were quite mixed. Looping 

State Of Mind was quite mixed too, but slightly less 

so as the Octatrack was in the picture and the MPC 

was gone. Then Cupid’s Head was made entirely 

using hardware, with no computer at all. Everything 

is eventually recorded into a computer, but that’s it.”

Is there any reason you’ve drifted away from 

the computer? Have you ever tried using 

Ableton or something similar for sampling?

“I’ve never really tried it for that. I use Ableton but 

only to record. I should probably use Logic for 

recording, but Ableton works, and I know that part 

of it fairly well. I’m always a little bit intimidated 

when things like that get too complicated.”

How do you go about finding and sourcing 

sample material to base tracks around?

“It can come from anything. Often I have a certain 

connection to the sample that I use; it can be a 

nostalgic thing. It tends to be something that’s 

connected to me and my life. Then I’ll sit and work 

around that. Also it’s not a certain sound I’m after 

when I use a sample – it’s more the atmosphere. 

That’s what I’ve always liked with sampling; you 

don’t just take a sound, you take the whole recording 

– the room it was recorded in and everything. 

Sometimes that can be tricky too – I’ve even 

sampled YouTube and things – but everything is so 

fucking clean nowadays, it’s quite boring. I like it 

when things are a little bit dirty; it can sound bad 

but it gives everything a little bit of atmosphere.”

Jumping back a bit, how did you first get into 

music making and production?

“The first instrument I ever got was a bass. I started 

playing when I was around 12. Although before that, 

in Sweden, it’s mandatory to play the recorder in 

school, so everybody does that so you get a feel for 

music. Why it’s the recorder I have no idea; it sounds 

pretty fucking bad when you get a lot of kids playing 

them together. But the first thing I really tried to 

learn was the bass. A friend’s father was a musician, 

so we’d go over to his basement and he’d teach us a 

little, as my friend was playing the guitar too. 

“I was into Punk Rock at the time; playing three 

chords, having bands and so on. After playing for a 

little while in a Punk band, the guitar became the 

instrument I started to play. I played guitar in a lot 

of different bands for a while. I recorded things, but 

at that time we didn’t really care about the process at 

all. There was always somebody else that took care 

of it, just recording everything to a four-track. Then 

gradually computers came into it more and more. I 

also got myself a four-track and I started recording 

myself at home and doing more experimental things 

with the guitar. A friend had a Yamaha synth, and I 
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had a TR-505 and some shitty old Casio synth, plus 

a lot of effects pedals. At that time Daft Punk 

released Homework and we were both like, ‘wow!’. 

We were coming from a guitar-based world and 

then getting completely swept away by it.

“We started recording a lot of electronic things 

on the four-track. Then cheaper computers came 

into everyone’s homes – it wasn’t just a professional 

thing any more – and so that’s when I got into Buzz 

and deeper into production.”

How quickly did The Field take shape as a 

project after you first started experimenting 

with electronic music?

“We started playing with the synths around ’96/’97, 

then I think I made the first Field track in 2003, so 

there was quite a lot in between. During those years 

I was also into a lot of Ambient, and particularly 

guitar-based Ambient. Lars Blek was a moniker I 

had that was completely guitar-based. That’s when I 

really started to play out and I realised that people 

would actually listen to my music and enjoy it. It 

was the time of CDR; that was new so there were 

millions of little CDR labels – I even started my 

own. I released a few things that sold out, so it was 

like, ‘shit, this actually works’. 

“Then, on the side, The Field kind of grew out of 

that, along with a lot of different projects and aliases. 

I had so many names at that time, but nothing really 

became professional until I made a couple of Field 

tracks, and then that kept on going until around 

2005 when I sent a demo to Kompakt, and they 

picked it up directly. That was actually the only place 

I sent it to, as I admire Wolfgang Voigt so much. It 

wasn’t so much Kompakt I was sending it to as  

him, as I love his music and Gas and everything he’s 

done before.”

Do you think moving from Sweden to Berlin 

has had an effect on the way you approach 

your music?

“I moved here after the first album, but at that time I 

was still recording in Sweden. That was around the 

time I started The Field band, and they all still lived 

in Stockholm. As I mentioned, the second album, 

Yesterday And Today, was recorded in an old school, 

which we were lucky enough to get for free. With 

The Field, recording goes fast – almost just the time 

it takes to build the track. That can take anywhere 

from an hour to 20 hours, but I’ll still sit there and 

build it in one go. There’s a lot of recording long 

takes and then, most of the time, I’ll arrange it 

directly when I feel like everything is recorded.”

Can you tell us about your process when you 

started working with the band and other 

musicians? Would you create tracks yourself 

and have them play over your arrangements?

“There were two different processes over the two 

albums I did with the band, Yesterday And Today 

and Looping State Of Mind. The first was super free 

and like a classic jam session. People would just 

come and go, since it was just an hour by bus 

outside Stockholm; it was all super open. People 

would come down, play a bit, we’d eat and drink 

some wine and just have fun. Then, of course, I had 

sketches I’d already made, but it was also quite free. 

We even covered Everybody’s Got To Learn 

Sometime, as we were just a bit drunk after dinner 

and it had just come on the 

playlist. I’d just moved to Berlin 

in person at the time, but I 

hadn’t moved all my stuff. I  

still had my apartment in 

Stockholm so all my gear  

was there. 

“Looping State of Mind was 

completely different, I did all the tracks, everything, 

before and had something of an idea or direction I 

wanted it to go. Then we rented a studio – from a 

friend who was a technician in Cologne – and we 

had five days in there. I’d already decided on a few 

tracks we’d focus on, and they just added whatever 

they wanted. I never had to say anything as we were 

thinking the same way; I trusted them. After those 

five days, I came back to Berlin, and then I started to 

arrange. I was forced to go back to tracks, which is 

something I never really like to do. It was more a 

classic way of making an album; completely 

different from what I was used to.”

It’s not a certain sound I’m after when I use a 
sample – it’s more the atmosphere… the 
room it was recorded in and everything



When you first started building the 
modular rig, did you have a clear 
idea of what sort of set-up you 
wanted to create?
“I kind of started experimenting. I really had no 
idea of what I wanted, but I’m fortunate to have 
a friend who is already deep into that world, so 
he could demonstrate things and show me his 
favourites. I used to jam a lot with him too, and 
that’s when I got a taste for it. In the beginning I 
had this vision of modulars that they were always 
very harsh. I guess because a lot of people in 
that scene make noisy stuff, which is 
uninteresting for a guy like me who really likes 
harmonies. That’s what kept me away for a long 
time, but I eventually realised a lot of this stuff is 
based on Moog and Buchla anyway, and there’s 
a lot of beautiful stuff that came from those 
machines. I eventually learned you can do 
whatever you want with it.”

The Field | In The Studio With
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work. For me it became my profession, but they 

were just live or studio musicians. There’s a point 

where you have to choose whether to continue on in 

the day job or take the full step into something, but 

if it’s not your project then it’s hard to do that, 

especially if you have a family to feed. We’re not 

young anymore.”

You’re performing solo now – what live set-up 

do you use for that?

“I’ve been doing that for about a year and a half 

now. I use the holy trinity of Elektron gear: the 

Analog Four, Analog Rytm and the Octatrack. I also 

use the Eventide Space; that’s it 

though – it’s super simple. I’m 

improvising a lot by my self 

though. It’s essentially the same 

basic set-up as the band but 

without the musicians, 

although I didn’t have the 

Analog Four then as I had a 

bass player who also played 

keys, so that replaced him. The live drums were 

mostly cosmetic, sitting on top of a steady 4/4, so I 

just used the same kind of drum machine parts as  

if I’d been alone – although back then it was from 

the Machinedrum.

“I’ve just got myself a portable case for the 

modular, but I haven’t started using that live yet. I 

haven’t played much since November last year, and 

at that time I didn’t even consider that I’d bring the 

modular out live. At the time I’d just bought the 

Doepfer low-cost cases, which are pretty damn 

impossible to move.”

Has the move to playing solo meant you  

get booked for more club sets rather than  

‘gig’ venues?

“Yes, definitely. Back then we’d play more ‘venues’, 

with gig timings too, but now I’m back to how I 

started – playing alone in a club at 4am.”

Has that influenced the sound of the new 

album? Is it more of a ‘club’ record?

“In a way yes, but at the same time not. It’s kind of 

the same structurally as the previous albums, so the 

differences that are there are quite small. This new 

album has a couple of tracks that really work in a 

club, but there’s some that really don’t too, 

depending on what type of club you’re playing. It 

wasn’t something I had in mind when I was making 

it, but as the back catalogue is growing there are now 

clubbier tracks I can pull from every album, and 

that’s the stuff that I’ll play when I’m playing live.

“Saying that, I did a three-week tour in the States 

that was all Ambient, which confused people a lot! 

Even though I told people to be sure the tour was 

marketed like that, I ended up playing some club 

nights. People kept expecting a kick drum.”

In general, do you think of The Field as a ‘club 

music’ project?

“No, absolutely not. It’s something that’s just 

happened. I can’t say what I like the most – I really 

enjoyed the live show/‘venue’ thing, and that would 

To what extent were your live performances 

with the band improvised?  

“The only structure was the samples involved in the 

track, from the Octatrack or the MPC before that. 

Then we jammed over the top, me included. There 

was a lot of eye contact and baseball hand signs 

behind the desk. We were always trying to push it as 

far as we could. It’s about communication with the 

audience – if you don’t get a good response, you 

know it’s going to be a short concert, but if you get a 

beautiful response you can just keep on pushing and 

see where it goes. Of course, there were similarities 

to all the shows, but they were also all very different.”

What was the impetus for stopping working 

with the band when it came to making Cupid’s 

Head? Was it merely the logistics of them 

being in Stockholm and you in Berlin?

“Yes. It was the beauty and also the downfall of the 

whole thing. You couldn’t rehearse; the only times 

we could take it to another level was when we played 

live. One of the drummers… I’ve had two… The 

first time he played with us was on stage at Roskilde; 

we’d never played together before. But again, I really 

trusted them as musicians and as humans. 

“It was logistically impossible though, and  

now it’s even worse as people have kids and have to

The beauty with modular is you really don’t 
know where it’s going to take you… But for 
playing live it’s ‘Shit, how do I recreate this?’
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fit my life so much better right now as I’m getting 

older, but I enjoy the club sets just as much. 

Sometimes doing the Ambient things is very 

appealing too though; it’s a challenge since it’s 

something a bit different, and it keeps things fresh.”

You’ve a pretty impressive selection of  

vintage gear… How much of that got used on 

The Follower?

“The JX3P, for example, is the only polyphonic 

synth I have, so that is used a lot for laying chords on 

top of things. The 101 is always used for basslines 

too. The 808 I haven’t used in a while, as I use 808 

sounds from the Analog Rytm. The SH-5 I haven’t 

used in a long time either, so that collects a lot of 

dust right now. It’s unfortunate; I love the SH-5 and 

I used to make a lot of recordings with it, but now 

I’ve the modular I use that a lot for that side of stuff.”

What sort of sounds is the modular used for  

on the album?

“A lot of percussive stuff. Also the 303 sound comes 

from the Acidlab module. There’s all kinds of 

sounds coming out of there though; basslines, a  

lot of samples too. The track Soft Streams, for 

example, is completely made with the modular, 

except for the drums. 

“I used the Nebulae a lot; that’s great for taking 

samples to another dimension. The Verbos 

Harmonic Oscillator is really great for deep basses 

and organic organ sounds. Of course the sequencers 

like the Metropolis are completely different things 

but really super for being creative. That’s the beauty 

with modular, you really don’t know where it’s going 

to take you, which I kind of like. Although there are 

pros and cons to that – now when I’m looking to 

play live it’s like, ‘Shit, how do I recreate this?’. You 

just have to be prepared to hit record and worry 

about it later. I think the live stuff is going to be 

something completely new in the end. Everything 

will be fed with MIDI from the Octatrack.”

How did you approach mixing the album? Did 

you do that yourself too?

“I usually mix stuff myself, but I’ve realised – which 

is quite a sad thing to realise – that my hearing is 

actually getting quite bad, so if I’m exhausted I don’t 

hear the highs any more. I felt I couldn’t mix myself 

this time, so my friend who helped me with the 

modular, Sam Barker, mixed it together with me. We 

summed everything down on a Midas desk and 

used shitloads of the Moogerfoogers plus various 

delays and reverbs. 

“I really left a lot of things to him, and just sat 

behind him trying to hear everything. I was very 

satisfied with it though; he has different knowledge 

to what I have and I really trusted his ear. He’s also 

my booker so he’s been with me, travelling with me, 

but we’re also good friends. He also knows how I 

want it to sound – he understands the project.” 

WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

The Follower is out now via Kompakt. For the latest release 
info and live dates head to www.kompakt.fm/artists/
the_field



What is it about the Elektron gear 
that appeals to you?
“It fits really well with how I work. I started off 
with the Machinedrum; it was my second drum 
machine right after the 505, so I got into the 
language of Elektron quite early. I never liked the 
MPC, to be honest – it never really suited me 
– so when they came up with the Octatrack I 
knew it was going to be the machine for me. 
What I like about it is that it’s damn complex; it’s 
quite tricky and a deep machine. Everyone uses 
it in a completely different way and I love that. 
Okay, it takes time to learn, and there’s stuff that 
I still don’t know, but it’s still really hands-on. 
You can evolve with the machine – I like that.”
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and pitch – it’s something that I think is left by the wayside in a lot 

of Dance music, paying attention to the tuning of drums… people 

are hammering the bassline with loads of compression and EQ 

because it’s not sitting with the kick, so it’s a case of tuning the 

kick and bass. A lot of my tracks I’ll write in D minor anyway – I 

work with samples I’ve developed over the years, but they’re 

originally recordings from 909s, 808s, so I’ll play them in via 

Maschine or as audio files, however I need them.

“The track has three analogue synth lines. The first thing I did 

with the Moog Voyager was the 16th bassline; a lot of the highs 

and mids are filtered out so then it went into the Culture Vulture to 

give it a little extra rasp. For me it’s all about the original recording: 

working and programming that synthesizer so that you don’t need 

to add EQ or whatever at a later stage; everything should be there 

in that original recording, and you wanna subtract it from there. 

“Then there’s a mid range-gnarly thing from the Moog Voyager, 

then the Roland SH-101 doing a sparkly lead line over the top. 

With that I’ve got bits where I’ve got the audio and reversed it, put 

reverb and delays on it, bounced them, reversed that again, making 

I
rish Techno maven Matador, aka Gavin Lynch, has made a

name for himself with releases on Richie Hawtin’s Minus and 

Harthouse Digital. For the debut of his new label Rukus he 

teamed up with Dance music legend Felix Da Housecat to 

create a slice of sinister, chugging minimal Techno, The Enemy. 

We caught up with Gavin in his Dublin studio…

“The initial stages of The Enemy came together quite quickly,” 

he begins. “The first thing I work on is the kick drum, for timing 

Matador
The Enemy feat. Felix 
Da Housecat
Rukus, 2016

FM | THE TRACK

INCLUDES VIDEO VAULT.FUTUREMUSIC.CO.UK



“Everything is recorded through
analogue synths; there are no loops
or any of that bollocks. It’s all
original stuff like most of my tracks
are – I programme everything in
from Maschine.”
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sweeps out of little stabs from the SH-101 basically, and that 

blends the transitions.

“It was all about keeping the elements dead fucking simple, 

and getting stuff to audio as quickly as possible. And through 

doing that the track is quite simple, but some of the most simple 

tracks can be the most popular. Everything is recorded through 

analogue synths; there are no loops or any of that bollocks. It’s all 

original stuff like most of my tracks – I don’t use loops at all; I 

programme everything in from Maschine.”

The vocals
“Me and my manager David were talking about putting a vocal on 

it. He was working with Felix who was in his studio at the time, so 

we thought ‘right we’ll have a crack at this’. When Felix got back to 

us he said, ‘I don’t know where the fuck I’m going to put the vocal 

in this… there’s not a lot of room here’. So we said ‘just have a 

crack at it and see what you can do’. He sent us his vocal track 

and we just laid it over the original in the hotel room and it made 

sense straightaway. It was just a case of fitting it in there mix-wise, 

Watch the video 
here: http://bit.ly/
fmtrack305
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because Felix had his own effects on it… We asked for the dry 

version but he has his ‘magic box’ which is a chain of effects or 

whatever, but I wasn’t complaining because it sounded good and it 

was easy enough to work with. 

“With the mid-range sort of synth line from the Moog that goes 

through the Culture Vulture distortion… that and the vocal are sort 

of operating at similar frequency ranges, so it was just a case of 

deciding what was going to take the lead. So it was EQing on Felix’s 

vocal, some mild sidechain compression from the kick, then back 

and forth with the lads a couple of times getting different sets of 

ears on it. Constantly it was a case of ‘the vocal needs to be 

louder’, ‘the vocal needs to be louder’, so I had to let go of what I 

had written and say, ‘right, this is the new thing here’. So I turned 

the mid-range synth down 4 or 5dB, and that’s where it was at. So 

it wasn’t a massive amount of work. Then there were delays, 

reverbs and various effects on auxiliaries using the Soundtoys 

EchoBoy – the Echoplex and Space Echo presets in particular. So it 

was a couple of days getting the vocal fitted in the studio, and that 

was the lead track of the EP ready to play out that weekend!”

The Gear

Hardware:
Apple Mac Pro
Korg ARP Odyssey
Moog Minimoog Voyager
Native Instruments Maschine
Roland SH-101
Thermionic Culture Vulture 
Mastering Plus
Rupert Neve Designs: 5088, 5051, 
5052, 5033, 5042, 5043
Apogee Symphony 32x32
Dynaudio BM6A MkII monitors & 
BM9S sub

Software:
Logic Pro X
Focusrite plug-ins
Native Instruments plug-ins
Sonalksis plug-ins
Soundtoys plug-ins
Waves plug-ins



In-the-box  
DIY mastering
Gavin’s take on making home 
masters for club play involves 
gradually reducing dynamic range 
with a series of limiters

02 >
Next Gavin calls in Sonalksis SV-315 Mk2 

Compressor with a fast Attack and low Ratio 

to tame the signal’s peaks slightly. “It’s a 

case of spreading out a lot of the work I 

find,” Gavin reveals. “Instead of getting one 

compressor or limiter to push something 6dB 

I’m spreading it across four or six units doing 

1dB each.”

04 
Waves Kramer Tape is called in to give the 

track a warm analogue tone, and finally 

Logic’s own Adaptive Limiter brickwall limits 

the signal. “Logic’s built-in limiters look 

slightly rubbish but they sound great and 

have a nice slap to them. It’s all about what 

happens before them as well,” Gavin notes.

01 >
After mixing the track, Gavin records the stems 
through his Neve desk and records the stems 
into Logic, then bounces the entire track as a 
24-bit wave file. Gavin’s mastering chain 
begins with Logic’s built-in MultiMeter spectral 
analyser to get as accurate idea of the track’s 
frequency content as possible.

03 >
Another Sonalksis classic, the SV-517 Mk2 
EQ, is brought in to make sure there are no 
unwanted sub frequencies in the low-end. The 
effects’ high-pass filter is set to 32Hz with an 
18dB slope. This is followed by Waves L3-LL 
Ultramaximizer which limits the signal at 0dB.
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 HIGHLIGHTS
From our famous 
studio sessions to gear 
tours, technique tips 
and much more.

DON’T MISS:

Watch electronic legend Jean-Michel 

Jarre discuss collaborating with Air on 

his new LP, Electronica: Part 1.

Want to get the most out of your gear? 

Head for our playlist of Producer’s 

Guide videos for some essential tips. 

Watch Berlin-based producer, 

composer and sound designer Emika 

break down tracks from her LP Drei.

Watch Nicky Romero break down his 

workflow and show us how he created 

his smash hit Toulouse.

MORE UNMISSABLE VIDEO FEATURES FROM FUTURE MUSIC
Meet our line-up of exclusive YouTube goodness. Head online for all this and more!

KEEP IT WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/FUTUREMUSICMAGAZINE FOR YOUR 
REGULAR ELECTRONIC MUSIC TECHNIQUE AND TECHNOLOGY FIX

FM | YOUTUBE

The world’s top 
producers show you 
the world of Steinberg 
in our monthly series.

DON’T MISS:
 

We pay a return visit to Ost & Meyer 

in Kiev to learn more about their 

creative process using Cubase.

We head to Brighton to visit My 

Digital Enemy and watch the duo 

create a track from scratch in Cubase.

We pay a visit to Justin Prime to see 

him break down his remix of Rita Ora 

and Iggy Azalea’s track Black Widow.

We head to Kris Menace’s studio to 

watch Menace & Lord discuss 

creating their new project in Cubase.

Marc JB, Botany Bay

The London-based producer takes us 

on a trip to the beach to watch him 

build an Ambient House track from 

scratch in his campervan studio.

Catz ‘N Dogz, Killing With Kindness

The Polish duo explain the production

process behind this Hip-Hop 

influenced cut from their new LP.

Daddy’s Groove, Where I Belong

Watch the Italian production duo 

break down the creation of their 

vocal-led House track, from 

conception to finished mixdown.

Ralph Lawson, Lost In The Storm

We visit the UK producer in his studio 

to watch him talk through his Dub 

House production technique.

DON’T MISS:

THE TRACK
Top producers go in-depth on the
sounds, ideas and techniques
behind their latest releases.

The Chainsmokers
Roses
We meet up with the US duo in London to see
how they created their huge crossover hit, 
featuring vocalist Rozes.



Studio Sessions

Theworld’s top producers show you
theworld of Steinberg

In the latest episode, we head to Holland 
to visit Funkerman. Discover his creative 
process and see him build a track in 
Cubase in the latest video. 

Direct link: http://bit.l /1MFaH6J

The monthly video  
series from the makers  
of

Just  
part of

www.youtube.com/

magazine
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Interview | Carl Cox

Carl Cox
Hamish Mackintosh talks tech, 
Techno and turntables with one 
of UK electronic music’s bona 
fide legends, Carl Cox
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 L
ongevity is something of a rare bird 

in the frenetic, often transient world 

of Dance music. Rarer still is to 

maintain a career (not to mention a 

well-honed, cutting-edge one) over 

some 30 years in the clubs and 

dancefloors of the worldwide 

electronic music fraternity. Carl Cox 

is one of the select few who not only have managed 

to last the distance but continue to innovate 

musically while constantly seeking new electronic 

avenues to explore. 

DJ, producer, remixer par excellence, Carl Cox 

has been at the vanguard of the UK’s House and 

Techno movement pretty much since he burst unto 

it in the early 1980s. With a record label (Intec), 

countless releases and remixes, and a 15-year 

(that’s fifteen-year) residency at Ibiza’s legendary 

Space under his belt, Cox is synonymous with his 

beloved electronic Dance music. His excellent 

recent sample library release, Carl Cox: My Life in 

Music, squares the circle of his genre-straddling 

production skills and further illustrates his eclectic 

tastes and fine ear for a blistering beat or bassline.

FM were ecstatic to catch up with Carl Cox prior 

to his recent trip to London to get his thoughts on 

the changing face of the DJ booth, his love of 

technology and how it feels to be drawing a 15-year-

long Ibiza residency to a close. 

FM: Was learning your trade on vinyl back in 

the day an important apprenticeship for you? 

Carl Cox: “There are a lot of new DJ/producers on 

the scene today that don’t even know what a record 

is – they’ve never seen a record player! They laugh 

when you tell them that’s what we used to play on… 

‘oh really, where’s the sync button?’ We had to 

develop the talents to mix two records in, which 

wasn’t easy. That’s the thing with some DJs 

nowadays, that if you were to give them two records 

and say, ‘right, mix these two together – one’s 

116bpm the other is 126bpm’… Good luck with 

that! We used to do just that. We had to make sure 

that those bloody things went in time and that was 

the skill. For us, learning to DJ that way, I think, 

makes it much easier to use the equipment that’s 

around today.”

What’s your take on the current resurgence of 

vinyl as a format? 

“To be honest, I think vinyl coming back is a bit of a 

hype. The problem is a lot of people who never got 

to play on vinyl are seeing this as something unique 

or bespoke and a lot of the people who are getting 

into the vinyl want to feel that what they’re doing is 

very special. Undoubtedly it is but you’re paying for 

it. You’re paying a lot of money for not a lot of 

music. Also, you’re not actually buying the very latest 

music; you’re buying music that’s been re-pressed or 

re-released as maybe a run of 300. So, if you’re one 

of the 300 that has it then, yes, it is a bit special; but 

if that record doesn’t take then you’ve got nothing to 

back it with… any next release from that artist. 

“It’s really difficult to put out vinyl on a regular 

basis as it costs so much money. One of the reasons 

vinyl went to the wall before was precisely because it 

cost too much money to put records out. When me 

and Intec (Records) stopped putting out vinyl it was 

because each release was costing around £6k. I had 

no choice other than to stop putting out vinyl.”

What was your first exposure to tech beyond 

the record decks?  

“I think the first thing was an eight-second sampler. 

It was the Numark PPD and you could get eight 

seconds mono or four seconds stereo sampling. I 

actually made a bootleg record called Let the Bass 

Kick and I had a four-track Tascam, which I’d 

basically bounce tracks on and overlay tracks. I 

would sample the record through the sampler from 

the mixer then overlay that loop and record the loop 

for six minutes then do exactly the same process for 

another sound. Then, once I had that initial backing 

track, I’d spin something else over the top and 

basically create bootlegs.” 

When you started DJing did you ever imagine 

having to be so tech-savvy in the DJ booth?

“Yeah, for sure. I think that you have to have an 

element of understanding what you’re using so that 

you can get the best out of it. That, for me, has been 

something I’ve always tried to do in terms of what 

you can do to keep pushing things even further. I 

remember the first time I had the two turntables 

mixing two records together thinking, ‘yeah this is 

cool but what can I do to push this forward’… so I 

got another turntable. So, I got another turntable, 

put it in the rig then realised, ‘okay, so now I need a 

mixer with three channels’. They never had a DJ 

mixer with three channels at that point; the other 

channels were for tape recorder/Aux or a 

microphone. Also, the Aux channel didn’t have a 

gain on it and you had to create an input gain from 

something else. So, I had to have two mixers, one to 

create an input gain on one’s auxiliary channel then 

plug my turntable into that channel and boom… I 

had three channels on a mixer and I was able to mix 

on three record players. 

“The thing about using three turntables is that it 

took me a while to start doing it live because, hey, 

mixing two was hard enough but mixing three 

could get ridiculous, but I’ve always been into that 

idea of pushing things forward. If you give me 

something, I’ll check it out to see if it works for me 

or hinders the way I work.” 

Can you give us an example? 

“Say, for instance, Ableton Live. A lot of DJs went 

onto Ableton Live and found they could overlay 

music sounds, loops and multi-layer ideas on top of 

their own music. As well as that, it had MIDI so you 

could plug your keyboard in and play on top of 

everything with MIDI timing. But I just thought 

that the core element of DJing was gone… now you 

were becoming more of a live producer.

“For me, when I started playing on Ableton, I’d 

be DJing with the CD players then going over to 

Ableton. But when I went over to Ableton I found 

myself feeling devoid of being a DJ as Live is so 

perfectly sync’d, in key and everything was really 
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smug saying, ‘check me out… it’s all in key and 

everything… smooth!’. I’m working hard at every 

point to create the moment of what I’m doing. I 

never know what it is or have a set plan. I’ll just take 

a track I love, whack the bassline in, no, it doesn’t, 

maybe try something else, loop it, get it going… 

boom, boom, boom! That’s how my brain works all 

the time. The thing is, the equipment, software and 

hardware is there for anyone to go and create but it 

still takes a certain amount of talent and ideas to 

make it work for you. This is where the wheat is 

sorted out from the chaff. I’ve always found when it 

comes to equipment that less is more. If you’ve got 

15 delays going and four basslines, then everything 

gets so clouded and cluttered. People often just want 

to hear a good kick, a good bassline and a good riff. 

Once you’ve got those elements together and you 

then put something on top of it that changes things, 

then people can hear it and feel it.” 

Was the Traktor S8 that you use now the key to 

opening this new world of creativity?

“Well the mad thing is that I basically came into 

Native Instruments and the S8 kicking and 

screaming! I didn’t want to use it. In the early days I 

created my own mixer with 

Numark, the PMCCX, which 

was a dedicated three-channel 

mixer, which had the matrix 

system so you could have any 

one channel on any one mixer. 

It had an isolator on it and had 

a really good sound and 

everyone loved it at the time. 

But, as soon as Pioneer came out with their mixer 

with the onboard effects, everyone jumped on that. 

“Pioneer then brought out the DJM2000 and 

that had a drum machine and all sorts of things on 

it and it was a fantastic little mixer. You had four 

channels, loads of effects that you could use and I 

was really impressed with the sound of it. So, that 

was the mixer of choice for me and I’d use it with 

Pioneer’s RMX1000, which was an added effects 

unit that I really enjoyed playing on as well.

“So, then the S8 comes out and I thought, ‘here 

we go’. It had all those beautiful coloured lights and 

more buttons than you could shake a stick at and 

everyone was saying how it was going to change the 

face of DJ technology and how the sound was better 

than anything else. So, eventually I decided to check 

it out, took it home and it blew my mind!” 

How so?

“The sound was great, which was impressive, as was 

the way they have everything laid out on it. The 

thing about the S8 is it’s an incorporated mixer. You 

have your controller system and your soundcard 

already onboard. So, you don’t have to have loads of 

extra wires that could mean something could go 

wrong. It works as one independent unit and, touch 

wood, I haven’t had one go down on me yet. It’s 

really solid and if you keep the signal at a good place 

then it sounds better than any other mixer out there.

“So, I was super impressed by the S8 itself; then 

they came out with the Stems format, the controllers 

nice but I’ve never been really nice. I was more, 

‘here’s a record, I’ll throw this down… boom… and 

you can kick it’, but Ableton was kind of smoothing 

me out. So, I’ve always used it as a producer but still 

want to be looser as a DJ by me being in and out of 

sync by what I use via Traktor. This is where I try to 

work within the constraints of what’s happening 

and what’s new but it does also have to enhance 

what I’m doing, otherwise it’s just not worth me 

getting involved.” 

Have you investigated Native Instruments’ 

Stems much?

“Well, here’s a thing – I love the Stems. I think it’s 

absolutely amazing that you’re able to get a record 

you love and strip it out and overlay other stuff… 

that keeps you in the creative mode the whole time. 

I find myself going inside Stems then back to DJing 

and back and forth, which Traktor allows you to do. 

I’ve been using Stems for about a year or so now; the 

only problem with them initially was that you 

weren’t able to get that much music on Stems as a 

lot of producers felt that they didn’t want to release 

their music on a format where you can basically just

have vocals, keyboards or even just a bassline. They

didn’t want people to have access to stripped out 

versions of music they’d created; but the thing was, 

no matter what happens with it, you still get a 

certain amount of royalties… so nothing really 

changes to be honest with you. If you hear your 

bassline on another record, then nine times out of 

ten you’re not going to get anything for it anyway as 

everyone’s ripping everyone else off anyway. 

“So, that’s why I think Stems is such a good thing 

and I’m behind it 110%. It really does enhance my 

sets when I play Stems on their own as I think about 

being creative in a different way than usual… It does 

up the ante when you play tracks that you love but 

strip them out and create your own version of it. 

You might get a great bassline from a track but want 

to use the drums from something else and you can 

mute or add effects to just the drum track alone, 

which is really powerful.” 

Sounds as if you enjoy things that enable you 

an extra level of creativity live?

“Yeah. I think it’s… look, people know that I can 

mix music; people know that I love when a plan 

comes together. Not all the time but I’m trying to do

something all the time. [Laughs] I’m not there being

I’m working hard at every point to create
the moment of what I’m doing. I never

know what it is or have a set plan





FM can’t pass up an opportunity to 
ask a master such as yourself – any 
tips for aspiring DJ/producers? 

“I always think that whatever you do you have to 
do it because you believe in what you’re about in 
the sense of creating your sounds and creating 
your vibe. Allow yourself to be free when it comes 
to making music. Don’t follow any fashion as 
that all just comes and goes quickly. Don’t be 
scared of trying something new and don’t worry if 
some people don’t like your music as there will 
be people out there that do and will support you. 
Those are the kind of things I’ve lived my life by 
and I haven’t done so bad because of it!”
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of which are already built into the S8. Native

Instruments are thinking ahead all the time.”

Over the years have any particular pieces of

gear kept their place in your heart? 

“I’ve done quite a lot of live sessions over the years;

in the early days I went out as the Carl Cox Concept

and I always had my Roland Juno-6 with me as well

as my Roland 909. I had a Minimoog with me,

which is just so powerful. The Korg Kaossilator Pro

was superb and a lot of people missed that bit of kit.

If you just had a 909 and the Kaossilator you could

absolutely rock the house. As I say, a lot of people

missed the Kaossilator Pro but I still use mine… not

the 909, of course, as that comes in all different

formats now but the Kaossilator has some really

awesome sounds in it and what you can do to

overlay and create sounds live is amazing.”

You released you’re excellent My Life in Music

sample library through Loopmasters. How did

you go about putting that together and do you

see yourself doing more of that kind of thing?

“The thing is with sample packs, I’ve never really

used them for my own music as I’ve always decided

that I wanted to make something that was original.

It takes bloody ages to do that though… that’s

probably why people get so lazy with using presets!

For me, if I did that people would call me a lazy

bastard [laughs]… ‘Bloody hell, he’s just used preset

number 7!’ I’d get it in the neck so I have to really

create something else. So, when you hear my

Loopmasters sample pack, that took two years to

put together. I sat there and re-mixed and re-edited

everything I created for it… all the basslines, the hits

and the one-shots you hear on it are original. I

wanted to make them sound nasty, dirty, powerful

and bass-heavy so it’s not a ‘nice’ pack as I wanted it

to be more slap in the face than that. There’s some

good Disco loops, good Funky loops and Techno

loops. Everything that I’m about is on that sample

pack, which is why we called it My Life in Music as

what you’re hearing is just that.

“I would like to do a follow-up library at some

point. I’ve got over 150,000 pieces of vinyl in my

garage, which is a huge sample library in waiting. All

I have to do is grab a handful of them; some are

maybe crap, some are the best records you’ve heard

in your life, but if you just loop some of that stuff

which you’ve completely forgotten about and turn it

into something else, you’re creating something new

and unique. That ties into who I am in the sense of

searching for that perfect sound or beat or loop.

“So, creating the pack was a lot of hard work and

thank god I was able to work with two amazing

producers, David Carbone and Josh Abrahams…

Without them I wouldn’t have been able to finish it

off to the standard we did. We’ve turned into a bit of

a dream team when it comes to production. These

guys are so on the money and what you hear on the

sample pack is our collective skills.”

What’s out there that you’d like to try?

“Nothing really… At the moment there is now the

ability to create your own soft synths. That can be a

little too techy when they just give you a bunch of

sine waves and go,‘right, go make your own synth!’.

There’s so much stuff out there that you can have

fun with but I’d always say to start with the easiest

things you can get your hands on. Something like

Fruity Loops [FL Studio] is a great place to start and

then work your way up from there.”

So, do you use a lot of soft synths?

“I do actually at the moment. In the early days they

sounded crap and everyone was banging on about

how software would ‘never sound as good as a

hardware Pultec’, but now you couldn’t really tell if it

was a hardware or software Pultec someone was

using. The A/D convertors on a lot of the stuff you

can’t tell. I’d imagine some of the old-school

producers would do an A/B

comparison but most people

today wouldn’t have a clue.

That’s a great bassline, my

speakers are shaking, I feel

sick… it’s all good!”

What makes your Space

residency in Ibiza so special to you?

“I love to play there – it’s always something special

and the music that I pull out there is like nothing I

play anywhere else. There’s just an atmosphere in

there that’s different every time you play.You know,

I’m gonna miss it terribly!”

To be fair, 15-year residencies are fairly hard to

come by nowadays…

“[Laughs] Absolutely… and that’s the thing about it

– there have been a lot of clubs that have come and

gone but Space has been solid for 27 years! That’s a

long time and I’ve been solid in that club myself for

15 of those years. When I first took it on for a

Tuesday night I thought to myself, ‘I’ve probably

got about three years in here then I’m done’. Space

has got loads of accolades over the years of its

existence and it really stood for something. There’s

going to be a massive hole in a lot of people’s lives

when it’s gone.”

WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

Carl Cox: My Life in Music is available via Loopmasters. 
Music Is Revolution – The Next Phase: Tuesday night 
residency at Space, Ibiza from June to September 2016. 
Visit www.carlcox.com for regular updates

I wanted to make them sound nasty, dirty,
powerful and bass-heavy so it’s not a ‘nice’

sample pack… more slap in the face
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M
usic Thing’s Turing

Machine holds at its 

heart the principle that 

any random musical 

passage, when looped, ceases to be 

random. Originally released back in 

2012, Tom Whitwell’s ‘Random 

Looping Sequencer’ (aka Turing 

Machine) was based on research into 

classic random voltage generators 

and techniques, with a key difference 

– it’s a random voltage generator 

which lets you loop the latest phrase 

in its memory. For this reason it has 

become a very popular module 

indeed. Surgeon is reportedly a fan 

also, and has been touring a 

prototype of this new version for 

several months.

The original Turing Machine is an 

open-source personal project sold via 

public demand, so there’s room for 

improvement. The first is behind the 

scenes; this redesign has a slightly

larger circuit board (it’s the same HP, 

mind) and is two-layered for a less 

cramped construction, uses fewer 

parts, and has improved current draw 

and stability in its voltage output. It 

can now also take compatible 

expansion modules without 

modification. All this is important 

since the Turing Machine has been, 

and continues to be, an open source 

DIY project, with complete, 

beginner-friendly kits being sold by 

British retailer Thonk. 

This review unit came pre-

assembled so we can’t comment on 

the new construction process, but 

having assembled the original several 

years ago, we can vouch it wasn’t 

really a difficult build, even then. If 

you are new to synth DIY it’s a 

reasonable place to start, with a 

tremendously useful tool at the end. 

With that said, far be it from us to

spread gossip but rumour has it 

there’s an intention to release a 

pre-assembled version too…

This new 2016 version adds 

some significant front panel features 

too. Namely a Pulses output – in 

effect a ‘bonus random gate output’, 

plus we can now set our looped 

phrase length in finer detail – eight 

settings going between 2 to 16 steps, 

and there’s a bidirectional CV-input 

for automated loop ‘grabbing’, which 

is very, very nice indeed. This release 

is also paired with more compact 

versions of two expansion modules, 

backwards compatible with old 

Turing Machines.

Feed a clock or LFO into its Clock 

input, and for every step it receives, 

you get a random new voltage out – 

assuming the main knob is set to 12 

o’clock. While this happens, the 

pretty string of LEDs light up as your 

sequence plays. It happily took every 

modular source we fed it as a clock, 

be it audio, LFOs or gates, though in 

the new model filtering has been 

applied so this should be even more 

reliable with ‘dirty’ clock sources (like 

Korg Volcas) and it’ll still run at audio 

rates. We have an output attenuator 

so we can reduce the output voltage 

to cover a finer range. Fully 

unattenuated it achieves from 0-9V 

output, now with greater precision.

Its special ability occurs when 

you turn the big knob to the right. 

Depending on what value you have 

the detented ‘length’ knob set to, it 

loops a phrase that long, for as long 

as you keep the knob clockwise. So if 

you hook it up to a VCO’s 1V/Oct 

input, you’ve got yourself a nice 

looping musical phrase. This output 

isn’t quantised though, so a pitch 

quantiser module in-between the 

Turing Machine and VCO is a 

requirement for results that conform 

to a proper scale. Now if we twist to 

the anticlockwise, it also loops, but 

doubles the length of the captured 

sequence, so we can achieve 

sequence lengths up to 32 at most. 

The beauty is that it isn’t ‘all or 

nothing’ when it comes to looping. 

With the knob around 2pm (or 

10pm), there’s a threshold where it’ll 

still loop, but progressively randomise 

the sequence, a little at a time, 

depending on how close to 12 

o’clock the knob is set. It’s like 

turning a tap; you can drip-drip little 

changes or make the randomness 

flow like a firehose. 

In this new edition, we also get a 

‘free’ Pulses output, and so at the 

same time we’re making loopable 

voltage phrases, we can use this extra 

loopable gate to fire an envelope that 

could be timbrally involved with our 

VCO, and there’s an audible 

relationship between the two 

elements. And paired with the 

expanders, Volts and Pulses, they 

take that idea further. Pulses gives us 

eight gate outputs, plus four 

AND-Logic combined outputs too, 

which output less frequently. And 

Volts gives you five knobs, the chance 

combinations of which happen based 

on the looping sequence and emerge 

in no particular order from the 

output, and excels as an extra 

modulation source. When you loop 

your sequence these extra Pulses and 

Volts loop too – and you can chain 

multiple Volts modules together if 

Music Thing Modular Turing Machine 
MkII, Volts Expander MkII and Pulses 
Expander MkII | £299 each
Music Thing Modular’s DIY looping sequencer was a Eurorack favourite, 
and now it gets its first update and a facelift…

INCLUDES AUDIO

FM | MODULAR MONTHLY
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Steevio is the be-dreaded chap who

plays improvised, fantastic, and 

genuinely danceable Techno at 

Freerotation ‘et al’. He plays for 

hours. And it’s all modular 

sequencing, by himself. The 

question is, how is he doing it?  

How is he so flexible?

The matrix
Turns out he’s also incredibly

generous with his working methods.

Messaging him through the

Muffwiggler forum, he sent a host

of information, and there’s workflow

at play we can all try to learn from.

The crux of it is that he doesn’t use

complex sequencers. He uses two

simple sequencers which he

combines to create a complex

‘gestalt’ sequencer ‘matrix’, via

combination, switching and logic.

It’s a wonderful expression of

what modular is all about –

building a customised device

from simple parts.

The heart of it is two simple

Doepfer A155 sequencers, which

each create four lanes of gates and

two of voltages. He feeds the gates 

into Doepfer A-182 Switched 

Multiples, which he actually uses as 

a mixer, and sends those gates off 

to his envelope generators to fire off 

actual sounds. The gates get fed off 

into four Doepfer A151s and two

Doepfer A152 sequential switch

modules, in turn fed into more

switched multiples and envelope

generators, which can in turn be fed

back into the A155s (specifically

the A154 sequencer controllers),

for reverse, lengthening and

shortening, so the two sequencers

influence one another. And all these 

combined gates trigger both drums 

and melodies – they aren’t treated 

differently in the system. So by 

clicking the switched multiples, 

which feed into a complex network, 

he can instantly change the 

patterns and rhythms at play.

Instant repatch
Then, the pitches themselves. The 

four output voltages from the 

sequencers each go into a 

dedicated Doepfer A156 quantisers 

(to round their voltages up and 

down to a proper musical scale), 

and from there they go to the inputs 

of Doepfer A-185-2 Precision 

Adders. These let you add, subtract 

or silence input voltages, which he 

feeds off to the 1V/Oct inputs of the 

VCOs. He’s able to flick switches 

and construct the rising and falling 

cadence of a melody from the 

ground up, as 

the various  

input voltages 

are added/

subtracted  

on the fly,  

creating new 

stair-stepped 

voltages/

melodies. 

So by flicking 

a few switches, 

the melody and percussion patterns 

feeding into the network totally 

transform. The exact patch is more 

complex than we’ve described, and 

I don’t think it’s essential that you 

understand it – the lesson is that 

with switch-controlled routing, built 

from simple modules, you can 

repatch in an instant, and musically 

turn on a sixpence, whereas using 

one complex sequencer could take 

minutes to reprogram. 

In his own words: “All I can say 

is by adding and subtracting 

patterns of CVs and triggers in 

various ways, you can make really 

complex tunes with a few simple 

starting patterns. I can improvise all 

day without ever coming up with 

the same idea twice. Just keep 

everything simple at the core,  

and practise!”

The Modular 

Diaries #1
Al James has been creating a live 
improvisation rig inspired by live 
modular guru Steevio…

you wish. There’s this innate sense of 

unity between the ‘lit’ notes and the 

pulsed outputs. And with all these 

extra outs, you’ve suddenly got a 

powerhouse of fascinatingly 

inter-connected voltages and gates 

available, making the Turing Machine 

all the more powerful as a source of 

inspiration for a system, banging out 

funky polyrhythms, modulation and 

note sequencing. It’s like sitting 

listening to a session musician who’s 

constantly improvising, and suddenly 

you shout – “Wait! Yes! That! Just 

play that again!”, and they do. And 

you can gradually reintroduce 

randomness, and quickly whip the 

knob back to one of the extremes to 

solidly loop that new phrase. And 

now we can CV-automate that action, 

for generative, ever evolving patches 

you can sit back and marvel at as 

they explore themselves. 

In terms of limitations, you can

loop your loops, but you can’t save

them. They are lost after power

cycling or after you release the loop

control, so recording is key. Also,

while it is ‘random’ in terms of its

output, the systems at play have a

certain tendency to rise and fall in

these occasional crescendos, but sit

with it for long enough and it settles

into different patterns and grooves.

The original Turing Machine was,

and continues to be an essential part

of our own modular and genuinely

one of our favourite modules, so you

might imagine we’re pretty sold on

this new edition, given it improves on

it in every respect. It isn’t a complete

re-imagination – more that it has the

effect of making a module that was

already very popular to start with all

the more reliable and useful, and

easier to build. It feels polished – like

it’s come of age – and we thoroughly

recommend the expanders to create

an ideas system, a backbone of

inspiration for your modular.

SPECS

Turing Machine MKII: 10HP Width, 40mm Deep.
Volts MKII & Pulses MKII: 4HP Wide, 20mm Deep

CONTACT

Who: Thonk

Web: http://musicthing.co.uk/modular/

VERDICT

A thoroughly solid update to what 

was already a great DIY module, 

made all the better with its compact 

expanders. Inspiring, surprising  

and essential. 

9/10

I can improvise all 
day without ever 

coming up with the 
same idea twice

My first attempt, and I definitely need more practice… and more logic modules!

WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

Check out Steevio’s live modular work 
via these current releases: www.juno.
co.uk/products/steevio-modular-techno-
vol-4/603813-01/ and www.juno.
co.uk/products/steevio-russ-gabriel-
rog1/604460-01/
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T
he Loquelic Iteritas from

Noise Engineering is a

complex digital oscillator.

It’s a dual oscillator with

independent pitch control that,

alongside four tone controls, provides

a huge variety of tones based on

three classic synthesis algorithms.

The manual on noiseengineering.us

features a quote from DJ Surgeon –“I

could kill someone with that” –which

fits perfectly into our take on the

module… it’s bonkers! Manic,

metallic, razor blade-style sounds

just ooze out of the module so easily

it could make even the tamest

electronic musician sound like the

next action zombie film Dubstep

artist. Tearing bass, searing leads and

harsh percussive sounds complement

a wide palette of softer clean tones,

which it also does very well.

The control, manual and with

control voltages, is smooth, making

things easy to dial in anywhere from

soft to hard but it really excels at the

harder tones. The first algorithm is

‘VO’ and to quote the designer in the

wavefolders, different modes, two 

oscillators modulating each other… 

but honestly, it’s not. The interface is 

simple and, although the word 

‘utility’ may make you think of boring 

‘bread and butter’ style devices, this 

is a true sound designer’s ‘utility’ in 

that it creates a massive tonal 

palette, easily controllable that just 

works when you need it to. 

The Design Notes section in the 

manual states, “Loquelic Iteritas has 

been in development for over two 

years… Originally it was a simple 

implementation based on VOSIM but 

I soon realised I could pack a lot 

more punch in this form factor and 

found two additional algorithms. 

Loquelic Iteritas was designed to be 

a functional oscillator for sound 

designers as well as for musicians. I 

wanted to maximise the possible 

sound space given the input controls 

going from simple calm sounds to 

extreme, even broken sounds.” We 

think they’ve achieved something 

special so head to our patch ideas to 

see how to get the most out of it. 

manual it’s “roughly based on the

VOSIM algorithm which I discovered 

while reading Curtis Roads’ epic 

Microsound”. It uses audio rate 

amplitude modulation (AM) to create 

more complex harmonic structure 

and it can easily produce waveforms 

with spectra similar to comb filtered 

noise. The second algorithm, ‘SS’, is 

a “highly modified version of 

summation synthesis originally 

developed by James Moorer”. Put 

simply, the two oscillators track their 

own pitches while a third tracks the 

difference in pitch between the A 

and B oscillators, adding the 

wavefolder and this produces an 

extremely wide variety of harmonics 

to work with. The final mode is ‘PM’, 

which is phase modulation. Although 

that seems relatively tame for Noise 

Engineering so they’ve added further 

AM and a wavefolder. 

Each of the three algorithms 

produces different tones but each is 

wide ranging and we haven’t found 

anything it hasn’t been good at yet. It 

may sound complicated: algorithms, 

Sound designer’s
Swiss Army knife
Loquelic Iteritas may be a bit of a mouthful but 
Noise Engineering have left us jaw-dropped with 
the sheer range of tones in their oscillator

INCLUDES VIDEO

> 
With a simple pitch sequence playing into 

the oscillators, let’s start by adding slow 

modulation from either sine or triangle wave 

LFOs into the morph and damp controls. You’ll 

get slow and smooth changes in harmonic content 

as the sequence plays.

> 
Starting with a static drone, let’s create an 

accent pattern on a sequencer and use that 

to trigger an envelope generator. Patching in 

the envelope to the wavefolder will give us bursts 

of harmonics as the wavefolder folds the peak of 

the waveform back on itself.

> 
With two oscillators modulating each other 

we can create varied tones by using two 

different pitch sequences into the pitch of 

oscillator A and oscillator B. Flicking between the 

three different algorithms, we can explore the 

modes and the tonal variety they offer.

> 
Using anything that generates random 

values always works well against something 

set and repetitive. Let’s play a simple 

arpeggio sequence into the pitch of one oscillator 

while using several sample and hold modules to 

modulate the tonal parameters and oscillator B.

Total Tone Control
With great tonal range comes great sonic power! 
So let’s make the most of it 

The best way to get started with a module like the Loquelic Iteritas is to create a simple 

pitch sequence, patch it in to control the oscillator and just get to turning knobs and 

flipping switches. You’ll start to find certain knob turns (or combinations of) that you like 

and that’s where we’d start adding in CV to manually modulate the parameters. The 

perfect combination for us is slow and smooth modulation sources such as a sine wave 

LFO and then mixing in stepped modulation from a separate modulation sequence or 

sample and hold unit. The next step for us is then adding envelopes to the wavefolder 

triggered by accents in the sequence for extra flourishes of added harmonics.
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In The Studio With | Sasha

Sasha
Sasha needs little introduction. 
The Welsh DJ and record 
producer is one of the most 
revered and award-winning DJs 
on the planet. Having taken a 
break from his hectic touring 
schedule to write new music, 
Danny Turner finds another artist 
obsessed with modular
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 H
aving learned how to key  

mix in the late ’80s during his 

Acid House sets at illegal 

warehouse parties, Sasha came 

to be known as the first DJ 

‘pin-up’. He later formed a 

shatterproof partnership with 

fellow Renaissance club night 

DJ John Digweed, together honing their DJ skills  

to define the ’90s Trance era and become the 

ultimate superstar DJs. 

Cementing his popularity and reaching a  

more mainstream audience, Sasha remixed for 

Madonna, The Chemical Brothers and Hot Chip, 

before sidestepping into video game scoring.  

His debut solo album, Airdrawndagger, did not 

arrive until 2002 and surprised many with its 

Downtempo leanings.

Today, Sasha continues to DJ on a global level 

while writing and recording music estranged from 

the DJ mix compilations he is best known for. His 

new album, Scene Delete, released in conjunction 

with the Late Night Tales series, sees him take 

another sideways step into the world of Ambient 

pastoral textures, enhanced by his new-found love 

of modular effects processing.

FM: What was the first Dance record  

you bought?

Sasha: “I bought a compilation album called The 

Best Disco Album in the World Ever, and it had 

everything on it, like Ring My Bell, Chic – every 

classic Disco record. In fact, I’ve just managed to 

track down the original vinyl copy of that album 

because I had to own it again. I had it on alert for 

about 18 months with this hard-to-find record 

service and eventually got a copy – I’m very proud 

of it [laughs]. That was the album that really got me 

into Dance music, but as I got older I was really into 

Jean-Michel Jarre, ELO and War of the Worlds – all 

those big, epic, huge-sounding records.”

You’ve been fairly quiet on the music front… 

What have you been working on?

“I haven’t released a lot since my last Involver DJ 

mix, but I’ve been working on a lot of music. We’ve 

also been working on pictures for film and TV 

projects that didn’t really come about, so I had this 

big collection of music that I’d been working on 

with my production team, David Gardner and 

Dennis White, that I didn’t really know what to do 

with. Some of the bits of music were three years old, 

and some of it had been written for a really dark 

film, with heads being chopped off and murders 

and bodies being buried in the desert, but that didn’t 

happen. So we had to pull out all the darkness from 

some of those pieces.”

How did that material end up being released as 

the Late Night Tales album, Scene Delete?

“Well I heard the Jon Hopkins Late Night Tales 

album and found a lot of comparisons between 

what he’d done with that record and a lot of the 

music that I’d been working on. The penny dropped 

and I thought maybe I should do a Late Night Tales 

album, so I started talking to them about it and sent 

over a playlist of about 30 tracks. They immediately 

came back saying, well Late Night Tales is a 

compilation but you’re not far off finishing an 

original album here. So we got into a conversation 

about whether that was the right thing to do and 

whether Late Night Tales was the right fit. I felt like 

the only way the music could be presented in a way 

that would make sense to people would be to come 

through their label.”

From that point, how did you go about putting 

it all together?

“I was really struggling with that because a lot of the 

music I’d got together for the album was in different 

moods and tempos. It wasn’t a case of me putting 

together a normal mix compilation where I build a 

groove that gets more and more intense and at the 

end there’s euphoria – those rules just didn’t apply 

to this music. But Late Night Tales were very 

supportive. Cheeky Paul sat with the music for a 

couple of weeks and sequenced the first 40 minutes 

of the album. After a few tweaks, that pretty much 

became the map for the record really. It was the first 

time I’d relinquished control of sequencing a record, 

and that’s something I always pride myself on 

because I want it to have that perfect DJ flow.” 

It has quite a Downtempo feel to it…

“We released a companion disc to go with the last 

Involver that was just all these Ambient pieces, so I 

think the seed was sown then. Since that point, 

whenever we work on a track that has a lot of music 

in it, we’ll bounce different versions down and I’ll 

work on these spacey, hypnotic melodies and shove 

them in a folder somewhere. A lot of time when I’m 

working on club music I like to cycle around stuff 

without the kick drum or the main hi-hats. I feel 

that if you can get a coherent piece of music and a 

vibe going without the main elements of the drums 

happening, then as soon as you do drop them in 

you’ve got a winner. I do get tired listening to kick 

drums going round and round for hours on end, 

especially on my headphones on flights and stuff.”

Do you find that writing Downtempo music is a 

cathartic escape from a hectic DJ schedule?

“Yeah, a lot of the time when I’ve been working on 

Techno tracks or club tracks, I like to work on 

Downtempo and melodic stuff without beats in it 

just to clear my head and give my ears a rest. I always 

like to listen to that kind of music when I get back 

from being in the studio, because if I’m working all 

day on a club track I can’t get it out of my head. I feel 

like I go to bed dreaming about it, and when I wake 

up in the morning it’s still there. On the last Involver 

record, when we were mixing it down we did these 

stems of just drums and music, and when I listened 

back to the music on its own it sounded like these 

really beautiful ambient versions of the tracks. We 

spend so much time working on these detailed 

sounds and sound effects, but a lot of the time that 

detail gets lost when you have a driving club beat 

underneath it. Once you pull the beats out, you get 

to hear all that detail.”
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have to be releasing music in order to keep that side 

of things relevant and fresh. Since January, we’ve 

been working on club music and have got about 15 

new club tracks to release over the next year, so it’s 

probably been the most prolific period I’ve ever had 

in the studio. But that’s down to finally getting the 

right team of people and it working effortlessly.”

Is it a risk making an album your audience may 

find too removed from what you’re known for?

“I think the fact that we’ve presented it on Late 

Night Tales means that people 

will not see it as the next step 

on from my last album 

Airdrawndagger or Involver. It is 

a side project and not 

necessarily an artist album, 

even though the music fits that 

label. I’m hoping people won’t 

be too caught out by it, because 

I do think that, even though the tempo and intensity 

isn’t the same as a lot of my club music, there’s a lot 

of parallels there and a strong sonic connection.”

Do you have a home studio?

“I don’t know – my home studio is really my laptop, 

which is always with me [laughs], so wherever I have 

that is my home studio. But I had a studio set-up in 

Los Angeles at an amazing place called The Village. 

It’s been there since the ’60s and everybody has 

recorded there from The Stones to Fleetwood Mac 

and Neil Young. Snoop Dogg was in there quite a 

In what capacity do you work with David 

Gardner and Dennis White on your material?

“David and I go back a long way; he’s been helping 

me for years doing DJ re-edits, but we started to 

spend more and more time together writing ideas 

and collaborating. Dennis got involved at the end of 

the last Involver record because we were really 

struggling to finish it. He came in and delivered 

Turn The Tide, which ended up on that record, and 

since then we’ve all been working together.” 

Do you all work in the studio together?

“No. They’ve both got studios in London, and for 

this record I spent the winter in Los Angeles 

working with a guy called Paul Nolan, who a lot of 

people in the UK will know for his work with the 

SAE Institute. He relocated to LA just when I was 

arriving there and helped me set my studio up. We 

had two rooms on the go basically – we had all our 

music folders synchronised on Dropbox and both 

David and Dennis had the same plug-in folders and 

sound libraries, which we managed using a project 

management tool called Trello. Sometimes we were 

working on tracks for almost 24 hours a day. I’d 

come into the studio at ten in the morning, just 

when the other guys were finishing a full day in 

London, and work until they got in the morning of 

the next day, leaving detailed notes on what needed 

to be changed on each track. Most of the time they’d 

get it absolutely right, but sometimes they’d get the 

wrong end of the stick with something I’d said. 

That’s the danger with working remotely – you’re 

not always going to get the communication right; 

but we finished the record in six or seven weeks and 

I’ve never been able to work so fast on anything – it 

was pretty amazing.”

What assistance or creative input do  

they provide?

“I’m definitely the person who’s got the vision for 

the record and know how I want it to sound. 

Communicating that sometimes can get tricky, but 

although I’m very hands-on in the studio, I’m not 

an engineer. A lot of the time I’ll be working on lots

of melody ideas or whatever and the guys in London

will see what I’ve done, pick out the strongest 

element and get it sounding great. I’ll go in the next 

day and they’ve helped make my ideas sound like a 

finished song. Also, an old collaborator of mine, 

Barry Jamieson, who I worked with on the first two 

Involvers, came on board. He used to be in a band 

called Evolution, which was the first band I ever 

remixed back in 1990. Barry’s got this insane 

modular rig and he’s great at processing things. He’s 

also got a great ear for sound design, which brought 

a whole new dimension to the sound. So at one 

point we had Los Angeles, New York and London on 

the go, which was fun – a lot of Skype calls.”

Over what period were the tracks composed?

“I’d say about 60% of it was in the pipeline with 

stuff we’d already written, but it all needed to have 

the sound brought up to date. We started building a 

Battery session that had our drum sounds in it, and 

that just grew and grew until all the tracks on the 

album had come from this one Battery session. 

Then we realised once we’d got that 40 minutes back

from Paul at Late Night Tales we were still short of

music, so we got into writing specific parts of the 

record once we knew where we wanted it to go.”

Did you have to take time out from DJing?

“I pretty much took a few months off the road in 

the winter. I hadn’t had a break from touring for 

about eight years to be honest. DJing every weekend, 

the relentless touring, means that it’s very difficult to 

work on an album project because you’re constantly 

readjusting your body clock. I think you can be out 

there touring and touring and touring, but you also 

With modular, things pop out and you’re like, 
what on earth is that sound and where’s it 

coming from? You really are creating sound



You’ve worked in the video game
industry, but is film scoring an area
you’d like to move into as well?
“Yeah, absolutely. The touring side of things is
still a lot of fun – I love playing out and the
travelling, but it’s definitely something I’ve got
my eye on. I’m hoping that this album falls on
the desk of the right director or producer and
maybe we can get our first proper film project
under our belt. I’ve done video games before and
some TV stuff, but I’ve never got to grasp with a
film and worked with a director, which is on my
list of to-do things. I know a lot of people that
have got into that world thinking it’s what they
want to do, then found that the reality of working
on a movie is an incredible amount of work and a
very intense process. Some films go straight to
DVD and disappear without a trace, so I know it’s
a tough industry and a tough place to get into
because there’s so much competition.”
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What do you think modular effects 
can bring to the sound that differs 
from an ordinary outboard set-up?
“Well it’s the flexibility of just being able to plug 
anything into anything, modulate stuff and have 
the computer spewing out MIDI, turning it into 
CV and having things sync’d up so readily and 
easily. You just never know what you’re going to 
end up with; things pop out and you’re like, what 
on earth is that sound and where’s it coming 
from? It feels like you really are creating sound. 
There’s definitely some stuff that you can do with 
the modular that can’t be done with traditional 
synths, but the power of something like the Sub 
37 means it’s such a wonderful synth, and there 
are such brilliant analogue reissues constantly 
coming out that are either hybrid analogue or 
digital. All the Dave Smith stuff sounds fantastic. 
My ARP in London is semi-modular anyway, so 
that can get patched into the Eurorack too.”

In The Studio With | Sasha
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lot. There are gold discs everywhere and it’s an 

inspirational place to walk into every day. It’s an 

incredible old Los Angeles institution, and I’m very 

good friends with the composer Harry Gregson-

Williams who let us use his room throughout the 

winter when he wasn’t using it.”

Are you happy to write music on your laptop on 

flights or in hotel rooms?

“I find that to be a very creative space to be honest 

because there are no distractions when you’re on a 

long haul flight and everyone is asleep. You’ve got 

your headphones on and you’re noodling around 

with a melody, so you’re really in your own world up 

there. It’s the same as those weird jet lag hours when 

you’ve got a few days off and can’t sleep. When it’s 

two in the morning and I’m wide awake, a lot of the 

time I’ll have my laptop set up with Ableton Push 

and I’ll be working on melodic ideas.”

When you get into a proper studio, what gear 

do you like to surround yourself with?

“In the studio in London we’ve got an ARP 2600 

and a load of Moog stuff. We’ve got a Sub 37 and all 

the Moogerfooger pedals looped up. We’ve also built 

our own modular rig in LA, which isn’t really a 

synth rig – it’s more of an effects rig for processing 

stuff through envelopes, LFOs and lots of crazy 

modulations and filters. We’ve got loads of effects 

modules from Roland, like the Demora and System 

1M and have started to build quite a big rig around 

those delays. We use 4MS’s Pingable Envelope 

Generator, Mutable Instruments modules like 

Elements and Ripples, Vermona VCAs and Intellijel’s 

mixer and envelope generators. We really like some 

of the Make Noise modules too, especially the Maths 

thing, Erbe-Verb and Echofon. We’ve basically built 

an effects modular rig; it doesn’t really have any 

oscillators in it, but every time we’re looking for 

inspiration we’ll started feeding things through it.”

Do you tend to spend hours noodling away?

“The thing I’ve found about Eurorack is that you do 

have to put time aside for it and cut yourself off a 

little bit. Very often I’ll get lost in it and lose half a 

day just making weird noises. I really like my set-up 

in LA, because I really wanted to build this quite 

complex sort of sound processing effects matrix 

rather than a gigantic synth. I felt that with the Sub 

37, the ARP and the other bits and bobs that we’ve 

got, we’ve got the oscillator sounds that we like but it 

was more a case of how do we process things in an 

interesting and different way that no one else can.”

Is everything recorded into a software DAW?

“When we’re writing, we’re using things like Native 

Instruments and Ableton plug-ins, but as soon as we 

get something that we like we usually pass it through 

that rig to put some dirt on it, which just tends to 

glue things into a track. A lot of the synth sounds on 

the album come from Diva – it’s really powerful. 

With the depth of that synth and its capabilities, it 

seems like there’s not a sound it can’t make, so it 

constantly surprises us. We love NI Reaktor 6, use 

Monark quite a lot and various other granular FX.”

Which plug-ins do you repeatedly turn to?

“We like Nils Frahm’s Una Corda, the Soundtoys 5 

effects rack and iZotope’s Ozone plug-in. Because 

the sessions are constantly going back and forth 

between different computers, we try to keep them 

light in terms of audio. A lot of the time we’ll be 

using things like Monark for bass instead of the Sub 

37, because it’s ridiculously good. I like Rounds as 

well; we use Kontakt a lot and I absolutely love all of 

the SonicCouture libraries like Synth Magic and 

Puremagnetik. The Attic synth library is so well 

thought out. I follow all the feeds on Twitter about 

software releases and stuff, so I’m always keeping my 

eye on bits of software that we can add to our 

arsenal, but having built this modular rig I’ve 

stepped away from the PayPal account for a while.”

Didn’t you used to have your own sound library?

“We did our own sound library a few years ago 

called Soundlab, and we’re actually working on an 

updated version of that right now. The synth side of 

it is going to be much more complex and interesting 

this time around. The last version came out about 

four years ago now and was very well-received. We 

got a lot of feedback from people on what they really 

liked and the strong points of the instrument, so 

we’ve taken a lot of that stuff on board. A lot of the 

synth sounds will be samples from my new Scene 

Delete album, and we’ve done impulse responses of 

a lot of the effects chains that we built, from stuff 

that went through the modular to some very rare 

vintage gear. We think that the synth instruments 

we’ve built push what Kontakt can do to the limit. 

Every parameter can be modulated by step 

sequencers and arpeggiators, giving you a massive 

amount of control. Beginners can feel at home with 

it too, as there are two XY pads that really allow you 

to transform any sound without you having to 

know anything about synth programming, so the 

possibilities are limitless.”

What’s your DJ set-up these days?

“I go backwards and forwards. I was using Traktor 

quite a lot over the last couple of years in HID 

mode, but I’ve been having some problems with 

that so I’ve gone back to playing off USBs. There’s 

something really nice about just turning up with a 

USB stick and plugging it into an existing set-up. I 

know Pioneer have come out with a new mixer that 

sounds good and has very good functions, but my 

recent addition to my live set-up is an Eventide H9 

pedal. It sounds best with the Allen & Heath Xone 

mixer, so I have that set up on an auxiliary. There’s 

something about the Eventide effects that are so 

huge and cavernous that when you have them on an 

effects send you can really EQ the sound of the 

return and the levels until the effects don’t sound 

like DJ effects – they sound like they’re part of the 

record. I’ve also got one Pioneer RMX on each 

channel, so I can do delays and effects on each 

separate deck. That’s my dream set-up at the 

moment, and it’s really powerful.” 

WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

Scene Delete is out now via Late Night Tales. Visit www.
djsasha.com for news and DJ dates.
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Y
ou’re probably already au fait

with the basic principles of

Korg’s Volca range. Each is a

compact, battery-powered

instrument, housed in a plastic chassis

with a design that gives a cheeky

stylistic nod to some vintage instrument

from which – at least to some extent

– each Volca takes its sonic cues. Each

is equipped with a ribbon-style

keyboard-come-sequencer, built-in

speaker, MIDI input and 3.5mm sync

in/out. While the sound engines and

sonic palettes differ, the whole range

shares a handful of unique features

(Active Step sequence editing, Motion

Sequence automation) along with a few,

largely forgivable weaknesses (fiddly

controls, limited output options, a

speaker that’s nothing to write home

about). But the Volcas are a lot of fun

and tantalisingly affordable – and it’s

these two factors, more than anything,

which have made the range so popular.

Following last year’s Volca Sample, 

this fifth addition brings another synth 

to the range, but Korg are breaking from 

the ‘affordable analogue’ mould of the 

Bass and Keys in favour of a decidedly 

digital frequency modulation engine. 

Frequency modulation – or FM – 

synthesis involves using one or more 

simple oscillators (known in this context 

as operators) to modulate the frequency 

of the synth’s primary oscillator(s), 

thereby allowing complex timbres to be 

created from an assortment of relatively 

simplistic waveforms. It’s a synthesis 

approach most commonly associated 

with Yamaha’s range of hardware synths 

from the early to mid ’80s, most 

notably the DX7 – an affordable ’board 

that proved to be hugely popular with 

players and producers, and which 

provides the main sonic and stylistic 

inspiration for this latest Volca. 

Particularly adept at creating uniquely 

metallic tones, crisp electric piano 

sounds and punchy basses, the DX7 

and its siblings ended up featuring on 

records by everyone from Phil Collins 

WHAT IS IT?

A compact, six operator 
FM synth with built-in 
sequencer, arpeggiator 
and chorus

CONTACT

Who: Korg UK 
Web: www.korg.com/uk

HIGHLIGHTS

1 Spot-on renditions of a 
host of classic FM sounds

2 Wide array of automation 
possibilities via  
Motion Sequencing

3 Loads SysEx patches from 
DX7 and other FM synths

Korg Volca FM 
Synthesizer | £129
Korg add an ’80s-flavoured synth to the Volca range. 
Si Truss asks if it is more than just a tribute act…

The Volca FM can
work in Poly, Mono or 
Unison modes, 
selected via these 
three keys.

The Volca’s built-in 
arp features nine 
modes and a variety 
of different note 
division options.

The Velocity slider is
great for adjusting
the presence of
patches. It doubles
up as the data input
for deeper synth
parameter editing.

Voice Mode 
Selectors

Arpeggiator

Velocity Slider

 INCLUDES AUDIO l

vault.futuremusic.co.uk
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and Depeche Mode to Techno pioneers 

like Juan Atkins and Derrick May.

The best yet
It’s worth stating straight off the bat 

that the Volca FM is easily the best of 

the range so far. Where the other Volcas 

have merely captured the general vibe 

of the instruments they took their 

inspiration from – albeit in a very fun 

and affordable way – the FM manages 

not only to nail the sound of its spiritual 

predecessor, but also adds an 

assortment of new and powerful 

features. That said, the FM doesn’t 

quite offer a complete DX7 engine in a 

compact box. While, like the DX7, the 

Volca FM features a six operator engine 

with a range of 32 algorithms to control 

the manner in which these interact, 

there are a handful of ways in which the 

two don’t quite match up. Certainly the 

most notable of these differences is the 

polyphony, as the Volca reduces the 

DX7’s 16 voices down to just three. 

This is, obviously, quite a major 

difference between the two and will 

likely prove a deal breaker for some, 

particularly those looking to replicate 

those classic icy pads and string 

sounds. If you can live with the reduced 

voice count though, it’s worth sticking 

with the Volca FM, as it’s got some 

seriously interesting tricks of its own.

Take control
The DX7 was a notoriously difficult 

instrument to program, partially due to 

the inherently complex nature of FM 

synthesis, but also because its interface 

– consisting of rubber preset buttons 

and a single parameter change slider 

– made the process somewhat 

long-winded. The Volca’s interface is a 

vast improvement on this, adding in 

direct access to a handful of key 

parameters, making this a far more 

‘tweakable’ instrument. 

Firstly, we get Attack and Decay 

rotaries for both the Modulator and 

Carrier signals. These controls alter 

multiple under-the-hood parameters at 

once, with the effect of providing easy 

hands-on envelope shaping, which is 

great for changing the emphasis of 

sounds and dialling in the sort of 

complex ‘attack’ tones that FM 

synthesis is particularly adept at 

creating. These are joined by a pair of 

LFO rotaries, controlling depth and 

speed. To the right of these are another 

pair of controls used for selecting 

presets and scrolling through the 32 

algorithms. As was the case with 

Yamaha’s own recent hardware FM 

offering, the Reface DX, having surface 

level access to algorithm changes is a 

great tool for quickly changing the 

nature of sounds on the fly.

To the left of the control panel are a 

pair of sliders. The first of these controls 

transposition, with a range of +/- three 

octaves, while the second adjusts note 

velocity. This, to some extent, makes up 

for the lack of velocity sensitivity from 

the Volca’s ‘keys’. Due to the nature of 

FM synthesis, however, for many sounds 

the velocity slider has the effect of 

acting almost like a low-pass filter 

cutoff: brightening and adding presence 

to sounds as the value is raised. This 

makes it a great complement to the 

loop-centric nature of the Volca’s 

onboard keyboard/sequencer. 

Beyond these surface level controls, 

the rest of the Volca’s sound engine can 

be tweaked via a combination of Edit 

button presses, using the Velocity slider 

to make parameter changes with the 

simplistic screen providing visual 

feedback. The Volca ships with a 

Parameter List card, providing a run 

down of all the ‘hidden’ parameters, 

along with the same EG and Level 

Scale charts and algorithm list that 

were printed on the surface of the 

original DX7.

Alongside the synth engine itself, 

the Volca FM also adds both an 

Arpeggiator and Chorus into the mix. 

The former features nine modes – 

divided into trios of rise, fall and 

random – and a note division control 

with a broad range of timings available. 

Combined with the FM’s Tempo 

selector, edited by a shift press on the 

keyboard, it’s possible to extend the 

instrument’s usually single bar loops to 

create apreggiated patterns of up to 

four bars in length. The Chorus, 

SPECS

Maximum Polyphony: 3 
voices

Structure: 6 operators, 32 
algorithms

Main Edits: Modulator 
(Attack, Decay), Carrier 
(Attack, Decay), LFO (Rate, 
P.Depth), Algrtm

Available to edit full 
parameters for each 
operator in Edit Mode

Controls: Transpose, 
Velocity, Octave, Arp (Type, 
Div)

Arpeggiator Types: 9 (each 
3 patterns of “Rise”, “Fall”, 
and “Random”)

Voice Modes: Poly, Mono, 
Unison

Effects: Chorus

Sequencer: 16 steps, 16 
patterns, Motion Sequence, 
Active Step, Warp Active 
Step, Pattern Chain, 
Metronome

Audio Output: 3.5mm stereo 
mini jack

Sync: Sync In (3.5mm 
monaural mini jack, 
Maximum input level: 20V. 
Sync Out (3.5mm monaural 
mini jack, Output level: 5V)
MIDI In

Battery Life: Approximately 
10 hours (using alkaline 
batteries)

The Volca FM has a 16

slot sequence memory,

allowing you to save single

bar sequences complete

with Motion Sequence

and patch info. Sequence

chaining allows these to

be linked together into a

longer arrangement of up

to 16 sequences. Like its

siblings, the FM features

Active Step mode that can

be used to change the

number of steps in a

sequence on the fly. The

new Warp Active Step

feature will stretch out a

shortened sequence to the

length of a 16 step one,

allowing the creation of

interesting rhythms.

As with the whole range,

the FM has a MIDI input

and 3.5mm jack sync in

and out for connection to

other Volcas or pulse

based devices like

Teenage Engineering’s

POs. The FM has another,

less obvious sync trick up

its sleeve too. With the

Sync Out port connected

to the Sync In of another

Volca FM, it’s possible to

copy across the patch and

sequencer data,

effectively duplicating the

state of one Volca into

another device. In the

Edit menu, you can select

to copy either just the

current patch, current

sequence, all patches, all

sequences, or clone

everything at once.

Sequence And Sync
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type and speed can be automated too, 

and sequences can be chained to 

create long, evolving patterns. In all, it 

adds up to make this a very interesting, 

sonically powerful little instrument – 

capable of creating rich, complex and 

genuinely unique synth lines.

It’s not without its limitations – the 

lack of polyphony leaves it lagging 

behind the original 

DX7, Yamaha’s 

recent Reface DX, 

and the various 

FM plug-ins out 

there. The limited 

screen isn’t very 

clear for deeper 

sound editing too, 

so you’ll want to keep the Parameter 

List card handy if you’re planning on 

diving in. Still, the sound of those dark, 

percussive basses, icy mallets and 

’80s-style horns is bang on, and only 

enhanced by the addition of the Chorus 

and Arp. Even just as a handy source of 

quality FM sounds for the studio, this is 

well worth the price, but if you start to 

push the capabilities of this tweakable, 

hands-on little synth, you’ll find it’s 

capable of some truly unique tricks. 

meanwhile, is a one-size fits all affair, 

with just an On/Off control, but it has a 

lush ’80s quality to it and really 

complements the sound engine.

World in motion
It’s the Motion Sequencing that takes 

the Volca FM to another level though. 

While this loop-based parameter

automation facility has proved a great 

addition to every one of the range so far, 

it really comes into its own combined 

with the slightly more esoteric 

parameters on offer here. All of the 

‘surface’ parameters can be automated, 

from the Transpose and Velocity to 

Modulator and Carrier tweaks, and even 

the Algorithm being used. Arpeggiator

ALTERNATIVES

Yamaha Reface DX

£300

Yamaha’s own recent DX 
update. Its sound engine is 
only four operators, but its 
interface is user-friendly 
and it features velocity 
sensitive mini keys.  

uk.yamaha.com

Native Instruments 
FM8

£169

There are plenty of quality 
FM-capable plug-ins out 
there, but NI’s is probably 
the best known. It will load 
DX7 patches and features  
a ton of powerful 
sound-shaping tools.  

www.native-instruments.
com

Yamaha DX7

From £200 (second-hand)

Original DX7s go pretty 
cheap on the second-hand 
market since they were so 
widely available at the  
time. The digital engine 
tends to be fairly reliable 
long term too.  

ebay.co.uk
VERDICT

BUILD

VALUE

EASE OF USE

VERSATILITY

RESULTS

Powerful, creative and genuinely 

unique. This is easily the best of 

the Volca range so far.

The Motion Sequencing really 
comes into its own combined with 
the more esoteric parameters here

Visual feedback is 
pretty basic, so you’ll 
want the Parameter 
List to hand editing.

Screen

The Volca FM can load

presets from the original

DX7 via System Exclusive

(SysEx) file format. SysEx

is a MIDI message, which

can be ‘dumped’ directly

onto the Volca via its

MIDI input. The easiest

way to do this is to use an

application like Snoize’s

free SysEx Librarian.

As mentioned, the

Volca’s engine doesn’t

quite match up to the

DX7’s, offering just three-

voice polyphony, and

reducing the DX7’s six

envelopes down to four.

In practice, however, it

does a solid job of

translating all but the

most tonally complex

sounds. The classic bass

and mallet sounds, in

particular, sound bang

on. In fact, the Volca’s

output is noticeably

crisper and cleaner than

that of the DX7, which

often developed hiss, so

in some cases Korg’s

instrument improves on

the sound of the original.

It’s great to be able to

load in patches via the

MIDI input. However,

since there’s no MIDI out,

it’s not possible to back

up any sounds you create

on the Volca itself via

SysEx (although you can

reload the factory sound

bank, if desired.) The

ability to clone sounds to

other Volca FM units does

suggest it’s possible to do

so via the sync out

connection though. We’d

be surprised not to see

some kind of librarian

app appear in the next

few weeks.

DX Dump
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T
wo years ago FM took a look at

Soulsby’s Atmegatron. Since

then this reprogrammable

8-bit synth has dropped in

price (by over £100). Not only that, but

the range of official guises that the unit

can inhabit is now six. The intervening

time has also seen an ever-expanding

range of ‘small and interesting’ boutique

synth boxes being produced to satisfy

all manner of audio appetites.

The Atmegatron Odytron Special

Edition is one of these, and is painted

in an alternative livery and legending

appropriate to the task. Under the hood

though, things remain the same. The

Atmegatrons are based around Atmel’s

ATmega328P 8-bit microcontroller,

used by the Arduino Uno development 

system. Arduino/Genuino is an Open 

Source reprogrammable single-board

microcontroller. It is both cheap, and

(relatively) easy to program – you can

even build your own board from scratch.

Fully functional, ready-built boards are

available for under £20. Central to

Arduino is its ability to interface with

the outside world (given the right

components and programming). This

makes it the perfect candidate for

building MIDI tools and simple audio

devices that can be programmed via a

USB interface.

Given that the Atmegatron is based

around a repurposed 8-bit chip that it

relies upon directly for sound

production, it is no surprise that the

results are very much of the lo-fi digital

variety. This was especially true of the

original Atmegatron, which had a 

distinctively chiptuned sonic hue. This 

was only enhanced by use of the 

arpeggiator – a classic trick employed

by early computer game music pioneers

to overcome limited polyphony.

Analogue flavour
The Odytron, though still an 8-bit synth,

takes on an analogue flavour. This time

the internal software is employed to

create a simple dual-oscillator,

duophonic synth – duophony in synth

parlance usually alluding to the ability

to play two notes simultaneously, but

with both processed through a single

filter/amplifier section. This obviously

has limitations, but also creates some

interesting possibilities born out of this

apparent deficiency.

As far as overall architecture and

signal flow is concerned, the starting 

point is the two DCOs. Each is capable 

of generating a Saw or Square wave, 

WHAT IS IT?

A special edition variant of 
the original Atmegatron 
reprogrammable  
8-bit monophonic  
MIDI synthesizer

CONTACT

Who: Soulsby Synthesizers 
Tel: +44 7815 896371  
Web: soulsbysynths.com

HIGHLIGHTS

1 Easier to use than the 
original Atmegatron 
2 It has its own sound. 
3 Reprogrammable  
synth architecture

Soulsby Atmegatron  

Odytron Special Edition | £225
Soulsby introduce a new colour to the Atmegatron stable. Bruce Aisher 
gets his head around this analogue-style 8-bit digital synth

It may seem strange 
that this gets its own 
knob, but this is 
because it adjusts an 
analogue shelving EQ 
that comes after the 
all-digital circuitry.

Bass Boost

 INCLUDES AUDIO l

vault.futuremusic.co.uk

Where much of the
programming action
happens. This 
continuous encoder 
is rotated to the 
relevant parameter 
for editing. A quick 
press switches 
between two sets of 
parameters – red 
and white.

Function Dial

A rotary encoder –  
for parameter
value adjustments  
and recalling or  
saving patches. 

Value Knob

A digitally-generated
analogue-style filter
with two modes.
Green is smoother,
red more resonant.

Digital  
Controlled Filter
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which are selected via the functional

dial and knob (both with integrated

push-button switch and internal status

LED). The front panel has two

independent DCO Frequency controls

– DCO1 covers 0 to -12 semitones and

DCO2 from 0 to +12. These allow for

subtle detuning or more extreme

intervals that become very useful when

the various modulation capabilities are

thrown into the mix. When playing two

notes, Oscillator 1 has lowest note

priority, and Oscillator 2 the highest.

The oscillators are not really DCOs in

the most commonly-used sense. I would

be far more inclined to call them digital

oscillators. They are, after all, created

inside a chip and then processed

further inside the chip – they are most

definitely not discrete circuits.

The mix levels of each oscillator can

be adjusted independently, and mixed

with either white noise or a ring

modulation output. The manual

describes ring mod as a Boolean Logic

operation (XOR), though from a sonic

perspective it is easier to understand by

stating that the output is based around

the sum and difference of the two input

frequencies. Varying one (or both)

oscillator frequencies allows the

creation of new tones – from harmonic

purity to clangorous nastiness.

Both oscillators can have their

frequency modulated by a sine or

square wave LFO (there’s a dedicated

knob to set the LFO speed/frequency)

and Sample & Hold (random) generator

or the four-stage ADSR envelope. Also,

DCO2 can be sync’d to DCO1 and

allows control over the pulse width of its

square wave (if selected). The pulse

width can be modulated by the LFO

sine wave or aforementioned ADSR.

Seeing red
Next we have the DCF (I’m not going to

quibble any further about the naming!).

This is a digitally generated low-pass

filter and comes in two flavours – green

and red – selected via the front

panel DCF Type button. If you want the

full 8-bit oscillator sound in all its glory,

you need to turn the filter off. The green

filter was a little too tame for my liking,

though it is a useful additional tone-

shaping tool. Red would certainly be my

first choice. It is a shame that the cutoff

range doesn’t extend a little higher, as

there were times when I was itching to

push that resonant bump up an octave.

In fairness, the manual makes it clear

that, due to constraints of the 8-bit filter

algorithms, neither filter will self-

oscillate and that cutoff range is

restricted. The lack of self-oscillation is

perhaps less of an issue, as the red filter

does dig into the signal in a pretty

decent way. Following the low-pass filter

there is a simple 6dB-octave high-pass

filter with variable cutoff. This is only

really for final tone shaping, as it cannot

be modulated in any way, and lacks a

separate resonance control.

That covers the bulk of the digital

synthesis options,

though it is

worth mentioning

that there is a

second envelope

generation

onboard that can

be used to

modulate filter

cutoff independently of the main ADSR.

Portamento/glide is also available. This

function dial slot is also used for saving

patches. Unfortunately, as the function

button is employed as a fetch filter

selector on this version of the

Atmegatron, the saving procedure is a

SPECS

Synthesizer: 2 oscillators 
– duophonic, 2 low-pass 
filter algorithms + bypass 
+ high-pass filter, LFO + 
ADSR and AR envelope

Frequency and filter 
modulation: PWM + Wave 
sync, Ring mod and Noise

Portamento, 16 memory 
patches

I/Os: 1/4” mono jack, MIDI 
input and output, 3.5mm 
stereo headphones

Package includes 
32 page Atmegatron 
manual & 4 page Odytron 
manual
Quick reference card
12V DC power supply
3 vinyl overlays 
(Atmegatron, Delayertron, 
Atmegadrum)
6 pin header + programmer 
cable

The green filter is a useful additional 
tone-shaping tool, but red would 

certainly be my first choice

The Odytron, despite its

different paintwork, is the

same as the original

Atmegatron inside. This

‘standard’ version, though

only having a single

oscillator, uses a more

elaborate Wavetable PWM

Synthesis audio engine.

Add 15 filter types, a

phaser, bitcrusher and

distortion to the

MIDI-syncable LFO and

arpeggiator and you have

a recipe for chiptune-

style madness.

Another benefit is the

additional software which

provides MIDI-based

patch editing and custom

wavetable creation.

Duotron, in broad terms

at least, is a duel

oscillator Atmegatron.

Soulsby suggest though

that it should be

considered as an

“alternative rather

than upgrade to

the Atmegatron”.

Atcyclotron uses simple

wavetable cycling as the

sound source. There are

four oscillators, each

having a single-cycle

waveshape. These are

then moved between at a

rate determined by the

envelope or LFO. Almost

PPG on a budget, but

no filter.

Delayertron – 265

waveshapes and a delay

line. Great lo-fi sound

effects generator.

Atmegadrum – very lo-fi

sample-based drum

machine with step

programmer. Each version

of software has a different

kit. Global tuning controls

sample rate.

Strings/Atpolytron –

4-voice polyphonic.

Different waveforms for

each voice. No filter but a

phaser to liven things up.

The Atmegatron Family

This unassuming
6-pin header is the
route through which
the Odytron/
Atmegatron can be
made to change its 
sound generation 
personality. This 
connects the synth to 
a computer for 
software updates and 
alternative versions.

Programming Port

Although the
synth has a USB
programming cable, 
as far as sound 
triggering is 
concerned, it is 
strictly MIDI. 

MIDI In/Out
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down. The simpler Odytron approach 

means some functionality and flexibility 

is lost, but you can always load up the 

unit with the earlier software.

It should be stressed that what 

remains is the lo-fi digital nature of the 

synthesis. Aliasing is ever-present and, 

unlike hybrid digital-analogue synths, is 

never hidden with judicious additional 

filtering. Also, at times, a finer 

resolution of 

modulation depth 

control would have 

been welcome. 

That said, you 

would not be 

buying a unit such 

as this if the 

limitations of 8-bit 

computing weren’t your cup of tea.

I still have reservations regarding the 

longevity of some of the controls, but 

this doesn’t detract from the look of the 

synth or its appeal. This is especially 

true given that, at £225, the Odytron is 

much better value than the original on 

release, and includes a programmer 

cable plus overlays for many of the 

other synth engines this little box can 

conjure up.

little different to the original (and all 

other software variants). This is one of 

the downsides to the re-configurable 

architecture. It certainly adds to the 

confusion when swapping between the 

Atmegatron’s various guises. Overall 

though, the Odytron is perhaps the 

easiest to understand – if only because 

it is based around the familiar language 

of ‘traditional’ analogue synthesis.

Finally, once the signal leaves the 

digital domain, it passes through a Bass 

Boost circuit (a basic 0-6dB low-shelf 

EQ) and on to the Volume pot.

I found the Odytron Special Edition 

more engaging and clear to use than the 

original. The original Atmegatron had 

some functions that were selected from 

numerical lists. This brought chance 

changes to the fore but did slow things

ALTERNATIVES

Soulsby 
miniAtmegatron

£29

A cut price, stripped-down, 
DIY Atmegatron kit. You’ll 
need to budget for an 
Arduino Uno board (about 
£20) and be ready to hack if 
your toys need MIDI. 

www.soulsbysynths.com

Arcano MIDI NES 
Chiptune Synthesizer

£70

A tiny, microcontroller-
based synth designed to 
emulate the classic 
chiptune sound of the 
Nintendo Entertainment 
System’s APU (audio 
processing unit.) 

www.arcanosystems.com

Patchblocks

£45

Programmable miniature 
DSP building blocks that 
can be used to make 
synths, drums or effects. 

www.patchblocks.com

VERDICT

BUILD

VALUE

EASE OF USE

VERSATILITY

RESULTS

An excellent update to an 

interesting synth that is now better 

value and even more flexible.

It includes a programmer cable plus 
overlays for many of the other 

synth engines it can conjure up

The Odytron comes with

a FTDI programmer cable

that plugs into the rear of

the unit. The other end is

terminated in a standard

USB plug.

Download and install

the relevant drivers and

Easy Uploader software.

Both are available for

Windows and OS X. Then

plug in the FTDI cable,

taking care not to insert it

the wrong way around.

To upload anything to

the synth, flick the

programmer switch on

the rear. I wish it was a

little more accessible. As

it is, you will need to use

a small screwdriver or

paperclip to move it to

the relevant position.

Uploading software is

then simply a matter of

choosing the relevant

HEX file and takes no

more than 30 seconds.

Once you switch the unit

back out of programming

mode, put the relevant

plastic (or user-printed)

overlay in place, and you

are ready to go with its

new personality.

It would have been

great to be able to store

different software

versions onboard, but in

reality the whole thing is

pretty painless.

Programming The Odytron/Atmegatron

The two oscillators
are independently
tunable, and allow for 
duophonic playing. 
DCO1 will always play 
the lowest note, and 
DCO2 the highest, 
though they share 
any other processing.

DCO1/2 Frequency

The LFO rate control
goes from 0.2 to
20Hz. The LFO is 
retriggered with 
each note and 
generates square or 
sine wave shapes. 
Unlike the original,  
it cannot sync to 
MIDI clock.

Low Freq Osc
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J
oey Sturgis Tones’ Finality is a

Limiter plug-in designed to 

produce ‘powerful yet versatile’ 

dynamic control. Available for 

Mac and PC, the installer contains both 

Advanced and Lite versions.

The Advanced interface is 

dominated by Threshold and Output 

rotary dials, which sit either side of a 

VU display. Gain level can be controlled 

in the top left-hand corner, before the 

Threshold is engaged to set the level at 

which compression will occur. There’s a 

sidechain source which allows you to 

control how the bottom-end of the 

signal will affect the compression curve 

and this is supported by a rotary 

frequency selector and a SC Monitor 

button, which lets you audition and 

tweak the cutoff point. On the 

right-hand side, Release Time can be 

varied with its own rotary dial, while a 

Mix dial allows for easy parallel 

treatments, blending the dry original 

source sound with Finality’s wet, treated 

signal. There’s an Auto-Gain toggle 

switch which provides an alternative, 

immediate gain make-up to the user- 

controlled Gain dial which lies beneath. 

Beyond the business of gain control, 

below the VU meter, Finality offers a 

couple of tools designed to add further 

flexibility. The Aggro button changes the 

Release Envelope to align Finality more 

readily to percussive material including 

drums, producing a punchier sound in 

the process. Meanwhile, the Color 

button introduces warm saturation, 

whose impact on the processed signal is 

largely determined by Threshold level – 

the greater the proportion of the signal 

being compressed, the greater the 

saturation amount. 

Finally, the Lookahead dial lets you 

control how far in advance Finality will 

detect and reduce the level of 

forthcoming peaks. The higher this is 

set, the smoother the result will be, 

allowing you to adopt a sinuous, more 

calculated result or, at low Lookahead 

levels, more readily emulate the 

behaviour of hardware compressors.

Limiters are associated with buss or 

output stage processing but many are 

just as happy working on an individual 

track’s content within a mix. Finality has 

been designed to work as an effective 

partner for vocals, guitar parts, basses 

and other single instruments, as well as 

a processor for grouped sounds. It does 

a good job, bringing punch and control 

to source material, whether you’re 

seeking consistency from a part whose 

dynamic shape drops in and out of the 

mix, or looking to creatively manipulate 

other key mix parts. The Lite version is a 

bonus and perfect for quickfire results 

but it won’t take you long to master the 

Advanced version. At this price, Finality 

is certainly worth a second look. 

Joey Sturgis Tones 
Finality | $79
JST’s Finality offers flexible software dynamics control at an attractive 
price point. Jono Buchanan pushes it to the limit…

WHAT IS IT?

A flexible limiter plug-in, 
containing both Advanced 
and Lite versions

CONTACT

Who: Joey Sturgis Tones 
Web: joeysturgistones.com

HIGHLIGHTS

1 Color button brings 
musical and useful 
saturation to the  
signal path 
2 Aggro option varies  
the Release response of  
the Limiter 
3 Lite version provides 
immediate results via a 
scaled-down feature set

 INCLUDES AUDIO l

vault.futuremusic.co.uk

VERDICT

BUILD

VALUE

EASE OF USE

VERSATILITY

RESULTS

The Advanced version combines 

classic Limiting parameters with 

some useful creative additions.



Don’t miss our Ultimate Production Tips 2016. It’s packed with our greatest ever features  

and comes loaded with video, tutorial files and more. Available in print and digital now!

www.computermusic.co.uk
Available digitally on these devices

THE VERY BEST OF ON 

SALE

NOW
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U
niversal Audio’s Apollo Twin

first landed at NAMM 2014 

and everyone flipped at the 

prospect of having ‘UAD-2 

plug-in power’ in a small, convenient 

but still very powerful package. Well, 

everyone except the poor old Windows 

PC user that is. Announced last autumn 

was the news all PC owners (this 

reviewer included) wanted to hear, with 

UA releasing the Apollo Twin USB. 

Nowt taken out
Straight out of the box and the 

aluminium and highly perforated steel 

chassis is reassuringly sturdy; everything 

here is the same as the Thunderbolt 

version. The unit features the same two 

in, six out configuration. On the rear 

panel you have two mic/line combo 

input ports; next to them is the Monitor 

out left and right and two further Line 

out 1/4 inch sockets. The rest of the 

rear panel is taken up by power switch

and socket, USB 3 type-B port and 

Optical In for an additional eight inputs. 

Around the front of the box and the I/O 

is further complemented by the Hi-Z 

input and headphone output. The top 

panel remains unchanged with 

switchable monitoring and preamp 

functions all guided by the large rotary. 

Inside the unit and the only discernible 

difference is that only the Duo (two 

SHARC processing chips) is on offer, 

with no Solo version available.

So far and there is very little to 

separate the USB and its Thunderbolted 

cousin, bar one seemingly insignificant 

and yet extremely welcome thing. The 

USB cable is included in the box! How 

many of you out there have purchased a 

Thunderbolt product only to find that 

the Thunderbolt cable isn’t included?

The original version does have one 

up on this edition and that is the ability 

to chain up to four Apollo units together. 

It seems USB 3 protocol does not allow 

for this, but is that really much of a 

problem? Not being able to chain 

several units together isn’t a game 

changer here; that’s not what the Twin 

is all about. If you’re in the market for 

just a two-input interface, you know that 

is all you’ll need; having the option of 

the optical input for eight extra 

channels is just pure bonus. 

On the money
The Apollo comes with the hugely 

improved Console 2 software, which 

allows you to track and monitor with 

real-time plug-in processing with 

near-zero latency, access Apollo’s 

features and settings remotely and set 

up routing with your DAW. Also included 

is the Realtime Analog Classics plug-in 

bundle and, although it’s not filled with 

the latest plug-ins available on the 

UAD-2 platform, there are some real 

classics in the form of the 1176LN and 

SE models and you will use them, a lot. 

There’s plenty of dynamic processing 

here to keep you sated for a while, but it 

won’t take long before you are wanting 

more from the huge, tempting catalogue 

of plug-ins on offer. For instance, the 

bundled free Softube amp emulation 

plug-ins are okay, but not the most 

characterful. Both UA and Softube have 

released far better emulations in the 

last couple of years. At the time of 

writing UA state that Windows 7 or 8.1 

is required to run the plug-ins, but we 

tested it on Windows 10 with no issues.

Apollo’s Console 2 software means 

you are still able to get the same near 

zero-latency as the Thunderbolt edition. 

However, remember that this is still a 

Duo, not a Quad or Octo, so you may be 

running out of DSP pretty soon. It’s 

possible to calculate the max number of 

plug-ins the Twin can handle though; 

UA have a useful chart for precisely that 

purpose (http://bit.ly/UADchart).

At this price the Apollo Twin is the 

cleanest and one of the best-sounding 

desktop interfaces available, in part 

thanks to the 24-bit/192 kHz resolution 

and Unison technology, which imitates 

the characteristics of tube and 

solid-state hardware. Best of all though 

is that it is now available for Windows, 

and on behalf of all the PC users out 

there, thank you UA. 

Universal Audio Apollo Twin 
USB Interface | £689
Universal Audio’s desktop interface has finally made its way to Windows. 
Simon Arblaster finds out if it has all been worth the wait

WHAT IS IT?

2 in, 6 out audio interface

CONTACT

Who: Universal Audio 
Tel: +1-831-440-1176  
Web: www.uaudio.com

HIGHLIGHTS

1 Long-awaited move  
to Windows

2 Real-time processing and 
near-zero latency

3 Two great-sounding 
preamps deliver up to 
24-bit/192kHz resolution

SPECS

Microsoft Windows 7, 8, or 
10, 64-bit Edition

USB 3 SuperSpeed port 
(PCI-e to USB adaptors not 
tested)

Intel Core i3, Core i5, Core 
i7, or Xeon processor

Compatible VST, RTAS, or 
AAX 64 plug-in host DAW 
software

VERDICT

BUILD

VALUE

EASE OF USE

VERSATILITY

RESULTS

Apollo Twin with real-time plug-in 

processing and Unison technology 

has come to Windows. Hallelujah! 
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K
eith McMillen has helped

design products including 

Akai’s MPX820 and MB76, 

the Mirror 6 MIDI Guitar, the 

QuNeo 3D, and the QuNexus and 

K-Board keyboards. His aim is to 

provide flexible tools for modern 

musicians and the K-Mix sets out the 

blueprint, offering audio interfacing, 

mixing and control surface manipulation 

in one compact unit. With no moving 

parts in the design, K-Mix has been 

constructed to withstand the bumps of 

both studio and live requirements.

Starting with its audio interface, 

K-Mix provides eight balanced inputs 

and ten outputs, including the stereo 

headphone output. Channels 1 and 2 

are set up for line or microphone 

connections, while channels 3-8 are for 

line and phone input sources only. 

Physical connections are made on the 

rear panel, with power provided via an 

external PSU and connection to your 

computer is made via a separate USB. 

Phantom power, for the mic inputs, is 

available on channels 1 and 2. 

All aspects of a channel’s 

configuration can be handled from the 

front panel, with Fader level adjustment 

of the interface controllable once you’ve 

pressed the ‘Main’ button. Then, to

adjust levels for each of the eight 

channels, you can let your fingers slide 

up and down the rubberised faders for 

each channel, with LED backlights 

showing you values for each fader in 

turn, turning from green, through yellow 

to red at the upper end. To adjust input 

Trim for each channel, there’s an 

equivalent Trim button, so pressing this 

allows you to set input levels. In the 

same way, via dedicated buttons for 

each section, you can enable or disable 

phantom power for channels 1 and 2, 

engage Pan positions for each channel, 

enable per-channel three-band EQ, 

configure auxiliary sends and access the 

global reverb effects send, which is 

mixed into the main stereo output. 

The rotary dials above the faders are 

‘multi-function’, depending on the task 

in hand. When EQing, they control 

individual bands from bass on the left 

to treble on the right. When using 

Compression, they control Threshold, 

Ratio, Release and Output gain with 

other modes assigning them alternative 

tasks. As each mode button is pressed, 

a red LED inside each of these rotaries 

glows to show its current position, while 

blue LEDs toggle from the controls of 

one function to the next, so you can 

always see what you’re doing. The 

writing printed next to each command 

is small and hard to read in low light 

settings but it doesn’t take long  

before you’re reaching for specific 

commands intuitively. 

Setting up the control capabilities of 

K-Mix will vary, depending on your 

chosen DAW, but once you’re 

connected, you can ‘teach’ your host 

software K-Mix’s control options, which 

are extensive. Again, faders and rotary 

pots make obvious partners to key DAW 

features but other buttons (with the 

exceptions of Power and Shift) can be 

configured to transmit control data too. 

K-Mix manages to squeeze an awful 

lot into its frame and there’s much more 

here than immediately meets the eye. If 

you’re on the lookout for a hybrid audio 

interface, control surface and mixing 

environment, K-Mix offers all of the 

above at an attractive price point. 

Keith McMillen K-Mix | £429
Looking to buy an audio interface, mixer and control surface separately? 
Jono Buchanan checks out K-Mix, Keith McMillen’s all-in-one solution

WHAT IS IT?

An audio interface,  
control surface and 
programmable mixer  
for Mac

CONTACT

Who: Keith McMillen 
Instruments 
Web: www.keithmcmillen.
com

HIGHLIGHTS

1 Compact audio interface, 
mixer and control surface  
in one 
2 Tough design 
3 Colourful and intuitive  
to use

SPECS

Interface: USB Buss 
Powered, µPre Preamps, 
AKM Converters, 32-bit 
Floating Point Signal Path, 
8-in/10-out Audio

Mixer: Per Channel DSP, 
Flexible Routing, 
Standalone Quad 5.1, 7.1 
and Octo Surround Mixer, 
Onboard Preset Storage, 
Precision Rotaries and 
Faders, User Assignable 
MIDI Controls

System requirements
Mac: OS 10.7 or later, Intel 
Core 2 Duo (or greater), USB 
2.0 (or greater) port, 100MB 
free hard disk space

VERDICT

BUILD

VALUE

EASE OF USE

VERSATILITY

RESULTS

An impressive, affordable solution 

for those seeking audio interfacing, 

mixing and control functionality. 
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T
he basic premise of 

Chromaphone is a synthesizer 

based around combining 

acoustic resonators. In 

addition to the String, Tubes, Plate, Bar 

and Marimba, version 2 now offers a 

Drumhead option which broadens the 

palette of sounds available far more 

than one addition may seem to offer. 

That, in combination with many other 

new features, makes Chromaphone 2  

a far more flexible synth than one  

might imagine. 

The user interface is based around 

three basic views: Play, Edit and 

Effects. The Play page allows access to 

performance parameters such as 

detune and vibrato control. There are 

simple and useful Effects controls and 

then there is the Arpeggiator. While 

those controls on the right-hand side 

may look simple, that row of buttons 

below numbered 1-16 is an integral 

part of it and makes it a complex and 

quite unusual beast. 

There are the usual range, order and 

span (width) controls that give you 

basic control of the arpeggio but the 

upper 16 buttons allow you to break  

up the patterns into different rhythms 

and the lower buttons set the start 

point of the arpeggio. With a bit of 

experimentation it is possible to get 

some great odd rhythms going, 

although the one thing I felt was 

lacking was some kind of swing control. 

Maybe a future feature? One other 

thing worth noting is that the big red 

MIDI light in the top panel tells you 

when MIDI is coming in but also 

functions as a MIDI panic button when 

clicked, and will stop a latched 

arpeggio. Very useful.

In control
Moving on to the Edit page, here is 

where the sonic details lie. The first 

thing to say is that to adjust a knob you 

can use up and down or left and right 

for coarse adjustment and fine control 

is obtained by using the shift, 

command or alt key. Then there are the 

modulation controls. Various 

parameters can be modulated by 

different sources and the modulation 

amounts are displayed as colour-coded 

lines around the knob being modulated. 

These can all have positive and 

negative values and are a neat way of 

giving you some visual feedback on 

what is going on.

The first module to be addressed is 

the Mixer. The resonators can be 

excited by a mallet and by the noise 

generator. The intensity of these two 

‘Exciters’ can be individually set  

and you can also add in some direct 

source from either. The mallet is pretty 

Applied Acoustic 
Systems Chromaphone 
2 | $199
Chromaphone’s ability to emulate mallet instruments 
has always been impressive, but version 2 brings 
much more. Stuart Bruce gets resonating

WHAT IS IT?

A synthesizer based 
around modelled  
acoustic resonators

CONTACT

Who: Applied Acoustic 
Systems 
Web: www.applied-
acoustics.com

HIGHLIGHTS

1 Realistic emulations of 
acoustic instruments

2 Highly original percussive 
and sustained sounds with 
a ‘real’ quality

3 Very controllable with an 
excellent arpeggiator

 INCLUDES AUDIO l

vault.futuremusic.co.uk
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obvious but it’s the noise option which

really helps to put a lot of the acoustic

details into a sound. The Noise module

has five filter shapes (including a

graphic EQ) and a Q and density

control. With judicious use of

modulation parameters you can get

some remarkably realistic noises and

rattling tones from all the resonators

and then well beyond the natural too.

The LFO and the Envelope modules do

exactly what you would expect of them.

The LFO has five waveshapes, offset

and width controls and can be set

manually or to sync. Envelope is either

ADSR or AHD.

Add some colour
The Mallet module gives you control

over the stiffness of the material of the

mallet, allowing for some very

wide-ranging changes in tonality, and

you can add in some noise to the hit

and effect the tone of the noise with

the colour control.

All of these various control options

would be nothing without the Resonator 

modules and it’s here that the heart of 

the instrument lies. While the 

resonators can be used individually, it 

is the combination of them which really 

allows for rich and complex tones to be 

created. They can be set in two modes: 

coupled or in parallel. Parallel, as the 

name suggests, simply allows them 

both to be excited by the same trigger 

signal, whereas coupled means that 

one is triggered and then resonates

through the other. As in the physical 

world, this coupling means that they 

have an interactive effect on each 

other; consequently individual 

resonators settings also affect the 

resonance of the other. 

You change resonator types via a 

pull-down menu and below all but the 

tubes you have a quality control which 

affects the number of modes and 

therefore the harmonic complexity of 

the sound. Pitch 

can be adjusted 

both as the 

fundamental  

and via a  

pitch envelope. 

Tonal colour is 

adjusted with  

the material and tone controls which 

affect the balance of high and low 

partials. When coupled, the further 

range of tones available is quite 

stunning, with some spectacular 

results, particularly in the percussive 

and sound design department.

The richness and depth of the bell 

and mallet tones is exceptional but 

when you start to investigate the noise 

elements and move away from the 

mallets there are a myriad of other 

sounds available. A very powerful 

textural instrument which can add a 

great deal of acoustic realism to the 

most mangled of sounds. 

It’s relatively simple to

understand how the

timbre of resonators is

affected by the materials

from which both they and

the item that strikes

them are made, by their

shape and by where they

are struck; but it’s the

interactions of two

resonators that make

some of the more

unusual and unique

sounds in Chromaphone.

Acoustic coupling gives

a bi-directional transfer

of energy between two

objects. If the vibrating

object is supple and the

other rigid, most of the

energy is reflected back

and you get a pure long

decay. When the second

material is less rigid,

energy is transferred and

the vibration of the first

object is subjected to far

more alteration. The

resultant effect is that

the characters of both of

the two resonators affect

each other in highly

complex ways and the

resulting amplitude and

harmonic changes are far

more extreme than can

be achieved with

common filtering and

pure pitch-based

manipulations. It’s all in

the overtones.

Coupling Resonators

When coupled, the further range of 
tones available is quite stunning, 

with some spectacular results

VERDICT

BUILD

VALUE

EASE OF USE

VERSATILITY

RESULTS

Remarkably versatile and capable 

of stunningly realistic emulations 

of acoustic instruments.

SPECS

System requirements
Mac: OS X 10.7 or later, 
Intel Core processor or later, 
512MB of RAM, 70MB of
free hard drive space
PC: Windows 7 32-/64-bit 
or later, Intel Core or 
equivalent processor, 
512MB of RAM, 70MB of 
free hard drive space
Formats: VST, AU, RTAS, 
AAX Native, Standalone

ALTERNATIVES

Native Instruments: 
Kinetic Metal

£89

Although it uses samples 
and synthesized tones, this 
is another instrument 
capable of excellent  
tuned percussion and 
ethereal tones.  

www.native-instruments.
com

Image Line: Toxic 
Biohazard

89 euros

FM synthesis is renowned 
for its bell-like tones and 
beyond, and Toxic Biohazard 
goes well beyond!  

www.image-line.com

Sonokinetic: Mallets

49 euros

If you are just looking for 
great sounding mallets, 
these Kontakt-powered sets 
may be just the thing.  

www.sonokinetic.net
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T
he Klavins Una Corda,

originally created for Nils 

Frahm, is an exquisite piano 

which uses one string per key 

('una corda’ is Italian for ‘one string') 

instead of the usual two or three, and 

has no enclosure, revealing its 

asymmetrical stainless steel frame 

(check out the Native Instruments and 

Klavins Pianos websites for pics and 

videos). The Native Instruments Una 

Corda comes as a 10.7GB library 

instrument for Kontakt 5 (full and 

Player) and features three main 

patches, differentiated by damping 

material, and therefore transient/

harmonic characteristics: Pure, Felt and 

Cotton. The main interface page has 

three overall controls: Color, Dynamics 

and Space. The first two adjust the 

sample mapping/triggering to affect 

soft/hardness and dynamic range, while 

the third is a mix level for the 

convolution reverb (Space). Three 

parameter-packed pages (Workbench, 

Response and Finish) can then be 

accessed to fine-tune the Una Corda.

The real Una Corda sounds amazing, 

but then I’ve only heard it played by 

Nils Frahm! Fortunately the NI Una 

Corda sounds (a) just like the real thing

and (b) stunning, even with no prior 

knowledge. It is a highly responsive 

instrument, detailed and sonically 

luscious. It’s worth noting that this is 

not a normal piano sound, possessing a 

truly distinctive timbre, but with the 

controls available this can be radically 

tailored to many situations. It is a joy to 

play, particularly as it acts less like a 

solitary instrument and more as a sound 

source for tone and texture.

The Workbench page splits into Tone 

and Noises to set the essential Una 

Corda sound, from harmonic balance 

and resonance to room ambience and 

player noise (pedal rumble, breathing, 

fidgeting, etc). The distinct percussive 

aspect of the Una Corda is tailored with 

six damping fabrics, Mechanical noise 

contouring and accompanying level 

controls. The Response page adjusts 

just that, with controls for attack and 

release behaviours, sustain pedal 

action, velocity curve, keymap  

balancing and tuning. As with the 

Workbench page, fine-tuning is easy,  

as is radical restructuring.

The Finish page is the icing on this 

piano-shaped cake. A simple three-band 

EQ tempers and accentuates work done 

on the previous pages. A transient 

control and compression/tape section 

shapes the dynamics without numerous 

parameters – just two sliders and a 

drop-down menu of 17 comp/tape 

styles. Next to these are Stereo Image 

and Style, the latter of which is a more 

complex affair offering dramatic timbre 

shifts and distortions, modulated filter 

effects and delay-type treatments. 

Finally, there is the Space section 

featuring reverbs (rooms, springs, 

plates, etc), echoes and delay effects 

with just two slider controls for Size  

and Distance.

What seems like a simple, though 

highly detailed, sampled instrument 

turns out to be a considerably more 

complex and flexible package that is 

both musical instrument and sound 

design tool. The Una Corda is 

immersive, responsive and highly 

creative, capturing the character of the 

original instrument, and pretty much 

justifying the price before the sound 

design aspect is even considered. 

Native Instruments  

Una Corda | £129
A unique take on the pianoforte is captured and expanded into a Kontakt 
instrument. Robbie Stamp checks out the virtual Una Corda

WHAT IS IT?

Sampled virtual instrument 
for Kontakt 5

CONTACT

Who: Native Instruments 
Tel: +49 30 611035 0  
Web: native-instruments.
com

HIGHLIGHTS

1 Beautifully detailed 
rendering of a truly  
unique instrument

2 Immersive and  
addictively playable

3 Huge range of high 
quality sonic manipulations 
for sound design

 INCLUDES AUDIO l

vault.futuremusic.co.uk

VERDICT

BUILD

VALUE

EASE OF USE

VERSATILITY

RESULTS

A detailed and responsive 

instrument that combines 

distinctive tonality with flexibility.

SPECS

System requirements  
(for Kontakt 5 Player & 
Kontakt 5):
Mac: OS X 10.9, 10.10 or 
10.11.1, Intel Core 2 Duo
PC: Windows 7, Windows 8, 
or Windows 10 (latest 
Service Pack, 32/64-bit), 
Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD 
AthlonTM 64 X2
Both: 4GB RAM (6GB 
recommended for large 
Kontakt instruments)
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Pro moniker. It turns out that, in

Apple’s eyes, a tablet doesn’t need to

have a massive screen to be

considered ‘Pro’ – it just needs some

kick-ass specs.

The 9.7-inch iPad Pro has those

alright: it carries Apple’s latest A9X

chip and comes with 2GB of RAM.

That means that it’ll easily

outperform the A8X-toting iPad Air 2,

and will be as future-proof as you can

get. There are other benefits, too, but

this is the key consideration when it

comes to music making.

Of course, the catch is that

you’ll pay more for the iPad Pro than

for the Air 2 – the entry-level models

of each cost £499 and £349

respectively. However, that price gap

effectively narrows when you consider

isn’t enough. That’s only £70 less

than the cheapest Pro, which comes

with 32GB of storage (you can go up

to 128GB for £619 or 256GB for

£739). Admittedly, that’s only half

the space, but we’d still go for the

Pro over the Air 2 if we could

possibly afford it.

One other iPad point worth

noting: Apple have also just launched

the new Lightning to USB 3 Camera

Adaptor, which might not sound very

interesting, but finally enables you to

plug in a USB device (a MIDI

controller or audio interface, for

example) and charge your iPad at

the same time. That’s going to be

very useful for a lot of musicians,

who’ll be happy to pay the £29

that the adaptor costs. It works

with any iPad that has a Lightning

port on it.

What does SoundCloud
Go mean for musicians?

>
At the end of March,

SoundCloud announced that

they were taking on the likes of

Spotify, Google, Apple and Deezer by

launching a music subscription

service in the US (other countries to

follow). You pretty much know the

drill by now: pay a monthly fee

($9.99 in this case – or $12.99 for

iOS users) and you can listen to all

the major label and other music

you like without having to suffer any

ads, and you can download it for

offline listening.

The question is if and how this

will affect SoundCloud’s original

users – those ‘emerging artists’ (for

want of a better phrase) who use the

service as a way of sharing new

material and listening to what other

like-minded souls are up to. The

good news is that you can still use

SoundCloud in exactly this way – as

before, you’ll retain ownership of all

Should I buy an iPad Air
2 or a 9.7-inch iPad Pro?

>
While it came as no surprise to

most Apple watchers that the

company launched a new

flagship ‘normal sized’ iPad at its

March event, what did come as a

slight shock is that it carries the iPad

that the cheapest Air 2 only comes

with 16GB of storage; if you want

that tablet, you’ll really need to pay

£429 for the 64GB model, as 16GB

Rawest modern Moog 
for bass?

>
As a Voyager, Little Phatty and Minitaur owner 
(alongside a Memorymoog and Source), the 
Minitaur has the rawest tone/vibe, followed by 

the Phatty (using overdrive), while the Voyager 
running three oscillators and feeding back into itself 
is a monster! As The Voyager and Little Phatty are 
discontinued, grab a Minitaur; at £349 it’s a bargain!

Work at 44.1 or 48kHz?

> 
If you can really hear the difference, then 
definitely record at 48, 88.2 or 96kHz 
(always run 24-bit too). However, be aware 

that the standard for CD audio is 44.1kHz/16-
bit, (DVD audio standard is 48kHz) so any higher 
rate recordings will need converting/dithering 
down. Regardless, we generally record at 
24-bit/44.1kHz and we’re more than happy with 
the results.

FM | ADVICE
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>
To start improving your timing, first set up a

click (or a simple beat/loop) in your DAW,

choose a riff, scale, bassline or chord

sequence from a song and start off practising it at

slow tempos, then gradually increase the tempo

as you feel/hear yourself improving.

>
Once you feel your stamina improving, start

recording yourself into your DAW and play

the recording back. Listen carefully to your

timing and note when things go astray, ie are you

rushing or dragging behind the beat? If you’re

rushing ahead (as in this example), try to relax.

>
Hand and finger strength is important for

solid timing – practise scales with your right

hand only first (with your left hand behind

your back) then repeat with your left hand. Your

dominant hand will feel stronger, so you’ll have to

work a little harder with your weaker hand!

>
Continuing from the last example, using the

piano roll in your DAW is a great way to see

exactly where your notes are falling in

relation to bars/beat markers. A great way to

practise/tighten up is to see how consistently you

can hit the main bar lines in real time.

Tips to get my timing better?
I’d like to tighten up my playing so I don’t need
to quantise so much. What’s the best approach?

One of the biggest problems you encounter when teaching folks piano/keyboard is that,

although they know where the notes are and may have studied the basics of harmony, they

have neglected to work on their timing/rhythmic playing. If you can’t play in time

everything will just sound messy! It’s also important that timing is good in today’s super-

tight productions and, even if you like to play off grid (behind the beat in R ‘n’ B/Soul for

example) you still need to have solid timing in order to break the rules…

Is ‘HD vinyl’ actually
a thing?

>
While many prize vinyl’s retro

credentials, a next-gen version

of it could be on the way.

Apparently, the specs for the ‘HD

vinyl’ format have been patented by

an Austrian company called Rebeat

Digital, and it’s set to offer larger

capacity, more volume and enhanced

fidelity in comparison to existing LPs.

It’ll also be faster to manufacture and

will play on any turntable (though

you’ll need an HD-specific deck to

get the most out of it). Reports

suggest that the format could arrive

within three years.

your music and people will still be

able to listen to it for free, and

SoundCloud believes that you’ll

potentially be able to get your tracks

heard by a much wider audience.

SoundCloud Go members will also be

able to listen to them offline.

However, what remains to be seen

is how the launch of Go will affect

the way SoundCloud is perceived. It’s

traditionally had a slightly alternative,

underground reputation, which is one

of the reasons it’s become so popular,

but if up-and-coming artists start to

believe that it’s become part of the

record industry establishment, they

may choose to move on.

Hands-onFX/looper for live synths?

>
Recently we were looking for a hand-driven
looper for solo gigs. We bought a Boss
RC505 which slotted into our set-up nicely.

It’s easy to use as a looper, syncs reliably to MIDI
clock and you can also set up three main effects
on input/output and flip between/tweak them
intuitively in real time. Highly recommended!

Got questions that need answering?
Send your queries to us at futuremusic@futurenet.com and 
our team of experts will endeavour to solve them

Real Rhodes 
alternative  
for gigging?

>
If you have to have a real 
electromechanical EP then 
consider a Vintage Vibe 

Electric piano which is based on a 
real Rhodes internally but it’s 
considerably lighter, a Hohner 
Pianet-T which can sound fairly 
Rhodes-like and once again is 
much lighter (though less 
dynamic, with no sustain pedal 
option) or (dare we say?!) a digital 
emulator such as a Korg SV1/
Kronos, Nord Stage 2, or Yamaha 
Motif running the excellent Chick 
Corea MKV sample set.



Make great music 
on your PC or Mac!

Computer Music is the magazine for musicians with a PC or Mac. It’s packed with tutorials,  

videos, samples and exclusive software to help you make great music now!

www.computermusic.co.uk
Available digitally on these devices
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M-Audio Trigger Finger

Pro | £299
Review FM280 In combination with the bundled

software, it is an inspiring, creative hybrid

sequencing platform.

Ableton Push 2
€699
Full Review: FM302
Push and Live were already a great combo, but
version 9.5 and Push 2 raise the bar for one of
the best hardware/software experiences around.

Native Instruments Maschine

Studio | £799
Review FM273 A great package for creative

beat-making with excellent hardware control.

NI Komplete Kontrol S61 | £599
Review FM285 A beautiful hardware and

software package that just works. Now works

with third-party plug-ins too.

Akai Advance 49 | £389
Review FM293 Combined with Akai’s VIP

software, the Advance controllers remove the

HYBRID CONTROLLERS

ROLI Rise 49
£949
Full Review: FM304 
Coupled with the excellent Equator software and 
the new Noise app, ROLI’s unique, multi-
dimensional controller is an appealing package. 

Novation Launchpad Pro | £195
Review FM296 The Launchpad Pro’s Live 

control isn’t quite as extensive as Push, but it’s 

more compact and works standalone too. Easily 

Arturia KeyLab 88 | €799
Review FM301 A top keyboard controller, and 

the addition of all those sounds makes it one of 

the best synths on the market too.

Arturia MiniLab | €99
Review FM269 Proof that small can be beautiful

and the hybrid hardware/software alliance is still 

going strong.

M

| Akai MPC Touch | £499
Review FM301 The addition of a touchscreen 

narrows the gap between software and hardware, 

bringing an all-round more tactile and integrated 
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DAWS

FL Studio 12
From £64
Full Review: FM294
Despite bringing mostly functional updates,
version 12 is great. Like fine wine, FL Studio
improves with age and is a superb production
environment for any level of user.

Propellerhead Reason 8 | €369
The update to version 8 was more about

interface and workflow improvements than new

tools, but regular users are likely to appreciate

this latest incarnation.

Bitwig Studio | €299
Review FM278 Recent point updates just

continue to make Bitwig stronger and more

refined than ever. 18 months on from its release,

it continues to impress.

Steinberg Cubase Pro 8.5 | £448
Review FM301 A solid update, built on strong

foundations, with some genuinely useful new

features. 8.5 is here now too, adding even more

features and an overhaul to Retrologue.

Logic Pro X | £139
Review FM270 Version ten of the popular DAW

revamps the interface and introduces some

long-awaited MIDI effects plugs. And let’s not

overlook that price – wow!

Tracktion 6 | $60
Review FM293 More comprehensive and well

implemented than you might think, Tracktion 6

is a well-rounded budget DAW worth trying.

Pro Tools 11 | £550
Review FM269 Pro Tools 11 sees much of the

new tech from 10 finally bedding down and

making sense. It’s now caught up with other

DAWs for fast workflow to match its power.

Sonar X3 | £419
Review FM275 A well-bundled package that 

features an audio-engine that beats some of its 

rivals on paper. Most certainly a heavyweight 

contender with enough extras to lure new users.

Ableton  
Live 9 | £315
Full Review: FM265 
Version 9.5 has just arrived as a free download 
for current users. The overhauled Simpler is 
fantastic. Plus Suite owners get a trio of new 
Max synths to play with.

PreSonus Studio One 3 

Professional | £279
Review FM295 Studio One 3 is stable,  

reliable and capable of sating any music 

production need. 
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